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PROCEEDINGS OF THE US-JAPAN WORKSHOP ON FIELD-REVERSED
CONFIGURATIONS WITH STEADY-STATE HIGH-TEMPERATURE FUSION

PLASMAS AND THE 11TH US-JAPAN WORKSHOP ON COMPACT TOROIDS

ABSTRACT

The US-Japan Workshop on Field-Reversed Configurations with Steady-State High-
Temperature Fusion Plasma and the 11th US-Japan Workshop on Compact Toroids
were held at Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, New Mexico on November 7-
9, 1989. These proceedings contain the papers presented at the workshops as
submitted by the authors.
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Technical Summary

US-JAPAN WORKSHOP ON FIELD-REVERSED CONFIGURATIONS WITH
STEADY-STATE HIGH-TEMPERATURE FUSION PLASMAS

and

11th US-JAPAN WORKSHOP ON COMPACT TOROIDS

D. C. Barnes, J. C. Fernandez, and D. J. Rej
Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos NM 87545, USA

Two US-Japan Workshops on the physics and technology of compact toroid
plasmas were hosted by Los Alamos National Laboratory on November 7 through
November 9,1989. Compact toroids (CTs) are configurations confined principally by
magnetic fields generated by internal plasma currents. The toroidal currents are
unencumbered by material objects such as magnet coils or vacuum vessel. CTs are
usually classified into two categories, the field-reversed configuration (FRC), a very
high-p prolate plasma, and the spheromak, often a more oblate configuration.

The first workshop, The US-Japan Workshop on Field-Reversed Configurations
with Steady-State High-Temperature Fusion Plasmas, dealt exclusively with the
theoretical aspects of the FRC. Both experimental and theoretical papers on FRCs
and Spheromaks were presented at the second workshop, The 11th US-Japan CT
Workshop which immediately followed the first.

The technical program is reprinted in Appendix A. All together, there were 48
presentations, evenly divided in oral and poster sessions. There were 61 registered
participants from 23 different institutions (see Appendix A). Ten participants wera
from Japan,, two from Europe, with the remainder from the US.

US-JAPAN WORKSHOP ON FIELD-REVERSED CONFIGURATIONS WITH
STEADY-STATE HIGH-TEMPERATURE FUSION PLASMAS

There were 15 papers presented during the workshop from 9 different
institutions. These contributions were in three subject areas related to the possible
achievement of a steady-state high-temperature FRC plasma in a reactor-relevant
regime. Areas emphasized were reactor studies, stability, and transport.

In the area of reactor studies, the main issues facing the FRC are to increase
confinement by several orders of magnitude to a few seconds in a reactor relevant
regime, and to address other issues specific to the FRC geometry, including the
optimum ion temperature for a D-T reactor, the possibility of non-ignited systems,
operation in an intermediate s regime (similar to the Field-Reversed Mirror regime),
and the attractive possibility to utilize advanced fuel cycles, such as D-3He.



Progress on FRC reactor studies reported during the workshop includes
optimized startup scenarios using neutral-beam injection to increase flux and current
by the Ohkawa current, and a novel design for direct conversion of 15-MeV protons
using an "inverse iinac" approach. In addition, several presentations consistently
identified the design points for D-T and D-3He systems. For D-T, rs ~ 1.2-1.5 m,
s ~ 20, and T E ~ 2 s are required, while for D-3He, rs is comparable, s is raised
to ~ 40, andTE to ~ 5 s.

The current directions for near-term FRC reactor research were identified. First,
considerable work is planned by the Nagoya University group in identifying a startup
scenario to avoid the need for a D-T burn phase. Secondly, reactor designs will
continue to evolve as more complete models of equilibrium and stability become
available. In addition, the unique features of the FRC may lead to reactor
embodiments differing considerably from the in situ designs presently of interest,
such as formation at low density using fast reconnection, translation, compression
heating, etc.

Considerable progress on stability issues, primarily concerned with the internal
tilt mode, was reported. The main issues continue to be possible avenues to tilt
stability at increasing s, and improved fluid models to corroborate and extend Vlasov
calculations. Recent progress was reported in extending the linearized fluid work
begun at Niigata University and Spectra Technology by the inclusion of
gyroviscosity. A new Migma-like system called Exyder was described and shown to
derive stability from the properties of the applied magnetic field. Finally, two Los
Alamos papers described tilt stability results for non-Maxwellian ion distributions, in
the two extreme cases of a two-temperature ion distribution and in the case of a
relatively cold rotating ion beam component. In the latter case, stability with
energetic beam components of a few 10"3 inventory fraction was demonstrated by
simulation of a MHD/beam system.

The main directions for FRC stability studies are to incorporate additional large-
orbit and two-fluid effects into fluid stability studies to sharpen the predictions of
stability boundaries, to continue to examine MHD/beam systems to optimize the
required beam fraction, and to refine detailed comparisons of theoretical stability
predictions with experimental observations.

Progress on FRC transport issues was also reported. Transport issues are
anomalous transport associated with low-level turbulence, geometric and profile
effects on global confinement, and narrowing of various candidate models which
make vastly different predictions for confinement when extrapolated to the reactor
regime. Progress reported at this workshop included (angular) momentum
constraints associated with anomalous transport, a new "1.4-D" transport model
incorporating dominant geometric effects in a fast algorithm, and further
understanding of the nonlinear stage of high-frequency flute-like electrostatic modes.
In addition, possible enhancement of the FRC flux loss rate by turbulent and



stochastic ion orbit effects was considered. Velocity space particle loss was also
discussed and shown to be an important effect in the current FRC regime.

Current directions include a more detailed comparison of competing models
with the expanding experimental data base, and the extension of plasma simulation
methods to longer time scales.

Finally, an examination of the several conclusions supported by the papers and
discussion sessions of the workshop indicates that two main points emerged.
Recent improvements in the calculation of the equilibrium and stability of MHD/beam
FRC systems suggests that an early experimental investigation of the formation and
stability properties of a beam-stabilized FRC is an appropriate element of the present
large-s experimental thrust of the international program. Secondly, understanding
the physics of anomalous transport will likely require a more detailed measurement
of the fluctuation spectra, and simultaneously an improvement in the theoretical
predictions.

11th US-JAPAN WORKSHOP ON COMPACT TOROIDS

Field-reversed configurations

There were 14 papers related to the field-reversed configuration (FRC)
presented at the CT Workshop by researchers from 6 different institutions. Results
from experiments dominated the presentations. Principal topics included FRC
formation, equilibrium, stability, heating and confinement, and high-energy ion
production and injection.

The Spectra Technology group optimized FRC formation at large reversed-bias
magnetic fields on the TRX device. Rapid losses caused by violent axial contractions
were eliminated with the application of duodecopole barrier fields during the
preionization (PI) phase. Survival of the contractions was attributed to an increased
symmetry in the PI plasma caused by the barrier field. Advanced formation
techniques developed on the TRX devices have been incorporated into the design of
the new LSX facility, under construction at STI. The scientific goals, engineering
details, schedule, and status of LSX were the subject of another paper presented at
the Workshop.

Tomographic inversions of visible continuum light was successfully implemented
for the first time on an FRC. The 50-chord system, developed at Osaka University,
was used to reconstruct the radial and azimuthal equilibrium profile of the emission
intensity of FRCs in the FIX device. Axially-integrated 2-D intensity profiles were also
inferred with a new soft x-ray imaging diagnostic under development by a Los
Alamos group.

The magnitude of the n=2 rotational instability was suppressed by oscillating
toroidal fields on the NUCTE device at Nihon University. The Ê  fields, generated by
oscillating axial currents applied to an equilibrium FRC, did however drive a
disruptive kink mode. Control of the n=2 mode without kinking should be achievable



provided the Bg stability threshold is sufficiently small with a shear factor q < 1. A
theory developed at Osaka University predicts such a threshold at higher By
frequencies.

Odd n= 1 magnetic asymmetries, consistent with MHD predictions of the internal
tilt mode, were detected with external magnetic probes on FRCs in the e-pinch
source of the FRX-C/LSM device at Los Alamos. Large magnitudes of the
asymmetry were found correlated with short confinement times.

High-power auxiliary heating was also demonstrated on FRX-C/LSM. Translated
FRCs were compressed by a magnetic field and substantial heating was observed.
Ion temperatures in excess of 1 keV were confirmed by pressure balance, neutron
emission, and impurity Doppler broadening. Significant electron heating was also
measured.

While FRCs were translated and compressed at Los Alamos, they where
translated and expanded on the FIX device at Osaka University. Large separatrix
volumes (up to 0.4 m3) resulted, and remarkably long configuration lifetimes of up to
0.5 ms were observed, without any evidence of the n=2 mode. Another important
first, realized on FIX, was the injection of high-energy neutral particle beams into
FRCs. Preliminary observations with hydrogen and helium beams, used as ion and
electron temperature diagnostics, were reported.

A new parallel-powered coil configuration was brought into operation on the CSS
device at the University of Washington. Annular FRCs were formed at relatively low
loop voltages {^100 V), and the poloidal fiux confinement times were longer than in
previous experiments. A power balance model for CSS was also presented. A
concentrated current density profile results in more localized ohmic heating;
consequently, impurity radiation losses, believed to dominate earlier shorter-lived
experiments, may be better tolerated during formation.

The important new theoretical results on energetic particle ring stabilization of
the FRC internal tilt mode were complemented by the experimental work performed
by two groups at Cornell University. First results from ion injection and ring formation
in the MICE device were presented, along with a review of the physics, parameters,
and projections for a ring-FRC merging experiment. Two principal issues include the
number of particles that can be extracted from an intense particle beam accelerator
and the trapping mechanism in an FRC. Experiments with a plasma anode, similar to
the one that enhanced ion production on the LONGSHOT experiment, were about to
start on the higher-energy NEPTUNE accelerator.

Spheromaks

There were 19 papers related to the spheromak, a number which reflects the
fact that, in addition to the traditional spheromak research motivated by fusion
energy applications, there are now at least comparable resources devoted to
spheromak research motivated by defense-related applications (radiation



production, hypervelocity projectiles, ete.). Happily, regardless of the motivation
behind the research, the results from all groups are generally useful, either because
of their complementary or comparative natures. Although the majority of the
contributions are experimental in nature, there are significant contributions of a more
theoretical, modeling, or systems-analysis nature.

The TS-3 group from the University of Tokyo presented results from their
recently-modified device, which allowed flexible magnetic helicity injection (and
spheromak production) with an axial discharge between the outer electrodes of two
opposed coaxial guns and/or with a z-8 discharge. An external bias field could also
be used. They presented data about the production of stable flux-core spherornaks
FCS (also known as "bumpy z-pinches"). In the FCS, a current hole (flux trapped in
the spheromak geometric axis along which no current flows) could modify the
spheromak q-profile to increase magnetic shear and increase the p limit. The q-
profile could be modified to the extent that it can resemble that of the ultra-low-q and
tokamak configurations.

CTCC-II device at Osaka University features helicity injection by a magnetized
plasma gun into an ellipsoidal aluminum flux conserver. The combination of a
"choking coil" and a stainless-steel entrance region allowed current-limiiing on the
outer flux surfaces to produce a FCS. CTCC-II discharges are known to have 7-12%
(3 at the magnetic axis, as determined from Thomson scattering. The Osaka paper
illustrated how an MHD equilibrium model, incorporating separate parallel and
perpendicular pressures, produces a significantly better fit to the experimentally
measured magnetic profiles. j

Although primarily a US-Japan Workshop, this conference broadened its scope
with the British contribution from SPHEX device located at the University of
Manchester. SPHEX features magnetic helicity injection into a flux conserver
designed to minimize the magnetic flux penetrating the solid wall (field errors) and
the associated helicity losses. The SPHEX group presented results which reproduce
well some expected key features. These include magnetic profiles close to the
minimum-energy state, the presence of rotating kink modes, and a gun current/flux
ratio which must be exceeded to obtain plasma and helicity injection. The surprising
feature is the large current which enters the flux conserver wall opposite to the gun,
probably caused by processes other than simple flux diffusion.

The MARAUDER experiment, under construction at the Kirtland Air Force Base
Weapons Laboratory, intends to form a spheromak with a 500-kJ capacitor bank
driving a coaxial gun, and accelerate the spheromak with the 9-MJ Shiva Star bank.
The aim is to achieve ultra-high directed energy and radiation. Simulations of
spheromak formation were performed with the 2-D MHD code MACH2. The results
explored the range of gun parameters which result (or do not result) in spheromak
formation. A key feature identified is the need for sufficient mass density to allow a
sufficiently high ratio of magnetic/kinetic energy, which in turn allows proper
reconnection of the magnetic field.



In the Livermore RACE experiment, a coaxial gun forms spheromaks (plasma
rings) which are then accelerated along coaxial electrodes. Rings have been
generated with velocities of up to 3 x 108 cm/s, with kinetic energies of 20 kJ.
Stagnation of the rings against a copper plate has produced 2.7 kJ of soft X-rays,
with a spectrum above 10 eV. Focusing of the rings to about a third of the initial
diameter has been demonstrated. Design of the Compact Torus Accelerator {CTA)
within the RACE program is proceeding. CTA has potential, when scaled to high
energies (~ 100 MJ), for fusion applications. These include radiation production for
indirect ICF drive and magnetically-insulated, inertially-confined fusion.

A Caltech group experimented with helicity and plasma injection from a coaxial
gun into the ENCORE tokamak. They injected into the magnetized vacuum vessel
(no plasma) and observed a resulting magnetic structure with m=1 symmetry. In
their experiments of injection into a tokamak discharge, they demonstrated toroidal
current drive, with fast toroidal current increases of ~30%.

In BCTX at UC Berkeley, a coaxial magnetized gun injects magnetic helicity and
plasma into a mesh-walled spheromak flux conserver. The purpose of this
experiment is to eventually test a 20-40 MW pulsed lower-hybrid heating scheme.
Spheromak lifetimes of 100 jxs have been achieved in the 0.7-m-radius mesh flux
conserver. These spheromaks exhibit the expected m=1 kink instability, rotating at a
high rate. Optimization of plasma parameters is proceeding. Plasma heating
experiments await the completion of the 40-MW, 450-MHz RF source. The RF drive
components are now in place.

In the University of Maryland Spheromak MS, formation is achieved using the
z-e discharge method. The spheromak magnetic field structures were mapped out
in detail. The plasma was asymmetric during formation, evolving into a tilt followed
by rapid plasma loss. Asymmetries were attributed to the reversal field coils or feed
connections to the l2 electrodes. As remedies for the tilt, a stainless steel liner and
copper cones were ineffective, while Figure-8 coils slowed it down. Titanium
gettering and Elkonite electrodes were used to reduce impurity problems. Doppler
broadening of Oil, OIII, OIV indicated anomalously-high ion temperatures of about
30, 75, 90 eV, respectively. Hell temperatures as high as 100 eV at the geometric
axis were measured. Strong visible and UV radiation was observed surrounding the
electrodes. Line-averaged electron density from a multi-chord interferometer was
shown. Greater density than that provided by the fully ionized fill in some cases
indicated a large impurity influx. The particle confinement time was about 95 jxs.
Results from a 0-D energy-balance code revealed that a reduction in impurity
content is needed to get higher electron temperatures.

There are two spheromak devices at Los Alamos, CTX and HESS. Presently, the
CTX facility is aimed at producing clean, high-magnetic-field spheromaks by helicity
and plasma injection into a flux conserver with solid walls. Suitable spheromaks will
be compressed by the wall, driven by high explosives (HE). Ultimately, the
spheromak will be used as an energy transfer and switching medium for accelerating



metal foils to hypervelocity. The poor energy confinement times found in the former
mesh-flux-conserver was attributed to high edge helicity dissipation caused by
magnetic field errors at the spheromak edge. Much-improved energy confinement
times were subsequently observed in the solid flux conserver (designed to minimize
field errors), as high as 180 M<S, and a clear pressure-driven instability under these
conditions was observed. The "bow-tie" flux conserver was proposed as a simple
way to achieve higher stable plasma pressures. A detailed theoretical discussion of
the "bow-tie" high-p flux conserver was presented. A detailed comparison of the
measured plasma-gun impedance with an MHD model of plasma flow (assuming a
nozzle is formed at the gun muzzle) yielded reasonable agreement. Thomson
scattering, density interferometry, and B-field data from small, high B-field
spheromaks were presented. The data showed Te as high as 400 eV, ne in the
range of 3-8 x 1014 cm"3, and maximum internal B-field in the range of 2.2-2.6 T.
The stability properties of the n = 1 and n=2 modes during decay were discussed.
Bolometry, spectroscopy, and Doppler Tf data was also presented. Radiation losses
were shown not to dominate, while impurity-line radiation behavior was consistent
with the multi-hundred eV electron temperatures measured with Thomson
scattering. Doppler T. values increased during strong n=2 kink activity, to values as
high as 1 keV. The detailed design of a new plasma gun and flux conserver suitable
for the CTX programmatic goal was presented, as well as positive results from an
HE-driven dome inversion experiment.

The mechanical-helicity-injection experiment HESS was explained. In this
scheme, an HE-driven cylindrical wall generates helicity by driving an initial
solenoida! magnetic field into twisted grooves in a concentric opposing wall. A
detailed design and a summary of the construction progress was described.



DIRECT ENERGY CONVERSION OF 15MeV FUSION PROTONS

Hiromu Momota

National Institute for Fusion Science, Nagoya 464-01, Japan

In D-3He fuels burning in a field reversed configura-
tion, a certain amount of fusion energy is carried by fusion
protons that escape directly out of the plasma1^. In a lGWe
reactor, for instance, power carried by fusion protons
amounts to approximately 300MW. Those protons have to be
introduced o a pair of direct energy convertors installed
at both wings of the field-reversed configuration. Unfortu-
nately, the energy of the fusion protons is 15MeV which is
much higher than the engineering limit of a traditional
electrostatic direct energy converter1" . Here the author
presents a use of the principle of a "Linac3^" for a direct
energy convertor applicable to 15MeV protons.

Physical Background

In an FRC/D-3He burning plasma, both 300MW of 15MeV
fusion protons escape directly out of plasma and 700MW of
thermal ions are lost out of the plasma. The energy carried
by a thermal component of plasma ions is possibly converted
to electricity with traditional direct energy convertors
behind an expander and an electron collector, while the
energetic fusion protons are free to pass through the direct
energy convertor, they will be once modulated and then
decelerated at the down streams.

DEC Modulator

Proton Decelerator

Fig.l
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A schematic drawing of these convertors is exhibited in
Fig.l. The radius of direct energy convertors for the
thermal component is chosen as 10m so that it avoids the
problems of heat into the collector plate. It may be natu-
ral to assume that the radius of the direct energy converter
for 15MeV proton is comparable to that of thermal component.
Thus the relation:

300MW/2 = 15MeV x 5xl07m/s x Np x 314m
2 (1)

gives the density Np of energetic protons to be 4xl09/m3.
Since the characteristic length L of our interests is less
than 100m, the potential V that is produced by the proton
beams is

V = L2Npe/e0 < 8xlO
5 Volts (2)

that is much lower than the beam energy: 15MV. Thus col-
lective effects in the beam dynamics can be ignored and the
trajectory of a beam proton can be approximated by that of a
single particle in an external field.

Beam Modulation

As fusion protons are streaming along the magnetic
channels, they are once modulated with an electric field
excited by grid meshes installed in the proton streams, so
as to give a traveling electric field in the x-direction:

E(x,t) = -E0{(x-Ut)/d -[(x-Ut)/d]} for -d<x<d
(3)

= 0 otherwise

here, [ ] denotes the integral part of the respective quan-
tity. Then a proton whose initial velocity is v and the
position is xQ between -d and d at the time t = 0
suffer a change <5v in its velocity, provided that the
change is much smaller than the initial velocity:

Sv = -(eE0/M)2Ux0/v
2 (4)



The position of this particle at the time t is, therefore,

x(t) = vt +{l-(eE0/M)2Ut/v
2}x0 (5)

If all protons have a common velocity U, then the position
of particles at the time t = MU/2eE0 is independent of
their initial position x0, and consequently the particles
whose positions at the time t = 0 are between -d and d
focus strongly to the point:

x = MU2/2eE0 = xf (6)

The velocity of fusion protons, nevertheless, is distribu-
tive. Accordingly the focus point is also distributive as
is described by the equation:

x = xf +(xf+2x0)(v-U)/U (7)

The values U will be 5.3x10 m/s which corresponds
to the energy of fusion protons of 14.7MeV and velocity
spread of fusion protons is 0.3x10 m/s. As is discussed
later, a spread of focus point has to be much less than a
quarter of the wave length of the carrier wave, that is 3.2m
in our case. Further, a small value of the velocity change
5v associated with the beam modulation is also needed to
avoid spoiling a trapping of the beam particles within a
certain phase of the carrier wave. Assuming an electric
field EQ = lMV/m is applicable to a set of grid meshes at
the modulation region -d<x<d with d = 2m, we have bunch-
ing of the 15MeV protons within a reasonable size of 0.8m,
which determines the total length of the modulation region
Xf = 15m. The change of beam

velocity associated with this beam modulation is less than
7xl06m/sec.

Energy Recovery with a Carrier Wave

Assume that a modulated proton beam particle of a
velocity U is picked up at t = tQ and x = xf on the
phase <{> of a traveling wave4' that is described by:

10



r x

E(x,t) = E°cos{ / k(f)df -w(t-to) + «5} (8)
li£

with co/k(x) = / u 2 +2(e/M)E0(x-xf)cos(tf) (9)

then, the particle suffers a constant force: eE°cos(^) and
its resultant velocity is the same as <y/k(x). This can be
seen as follows: Let ¥(x,t) be the phase in the cosine on
the rhs of eq.(6). The equation of motion for the particle
and eq,(7) yield the differential equation along the parti-
cle's trajectory:

(l/k)d{(l/k)d¥/dt}/dt + (eEo/a;M)cos0(l/k)d¥/dt

= (eE°/kM){cos¥-costf} (10)

with initial conditions: ¥ = 4> and df/dt = 0. The
solution to this equation satisfying initial conditions is
obviously ¥(x,t) = <t> at any time. Thus the equation of
motion for this particle is

M d2x/dt2 = eE°cos <i> (11)

If the value $ has a value between n/2 and 3^/2, the
particle is decelerated by the carrier wave. This may be
an opposite choice of the phase to the case of "Linac" where
a charged particle is accelerated.

One of the other important problems is the self-phasing
of the particles at a certain phase of the carrier wave. In
order to study the self-phasing effect, we consider a small
deviation f (t) of the position of a particle from the
position x(t) placed at the phase ¥ = 0 . The equation
of motion for this particle takes the form:

M d2{x+f}/dt2 = eE°cos{¥+kf} (12)

or d2f/dt2 = -(e/M)E°sintf kf (13)

If the initial phase <f> takes the value between 0 and
ff.then the deviation is never growing: the self-phasing
effect takes place. As a result, if we choose an initial
phase 0 between n/2 and n, the modulated particle

11



beam is decelerating in a stable manner.
Since the initial velocity

of particles U
?0

is 5.3xlO'm/s,
lMV/m anda choice of

<f> = (3/4) n gives a reasonable
length of deceleration channel
of 15MeV fusion protons as
approximately 21m.

decelerating
self-phasing

</>=Q

Fig.2

Trapping of Particles

Finally, we will justify the trapping of the fusion
protons whose velocity distribution is somewhat spreading.
Since the temperature of the fusion plasma is lOOkeV, the
energy spread of fusion protons is approximately 1.8MeV, or
its velocity spreads is around 3.2xl06m/s. Further, the
change of the beam velocity due to the beam modulation is
less than 1.6xl06m/s. The trapping of the particles can be
analyzed on the bases of the equation of motion:

Md2f/dt2 = eE°{cos(iF-kf )-

-eE0{cos(kf-^/4)-l//2" (14)

By defining the variable v = df/dt, this equation can be
rewritten as:

= -(eE°/M){cos(kf-;r/4)-l//2}/>?

Solutions to this equation are illustrated in Fig.3.

(15)

v I

Fig.3
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Part icles once inside the separatrix are trapped and subse-
quently trapped, by virtue of the self-phasing property.
The maximum of velocity deviation TJ that are trapped is

\/(ff/k)eE0/M, or for our choice of parameters, the maximum
of the velocity deviation is 4.95xl07m/s. Since th is value
is larger than the velocity spread attr ibuted to the thermal
spread of fuel plasma or beam modulation, the modulated
proton beam is trapped during the deceleration process of
the 15MeV protons.

So far we analyzed a method to convert the fusion
energy carried by 15MeV fusion protons, and found that a use
of the principle of "Linac" is re l iable . Two dimensional
detailed studies including the effects of shape of the grids
are, however, lef t to future researches as well as drawing
of a power system available to th is direct energy convertor.
A certain optimization study is needed to obtain a higher
efficiency of the energy conversion with a decreased length
of the convertor.
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DYNAMICS OF FRC EQUILIBRIA

TO D-3He IGNITION STATE

Yukihiro Tomita

National Institute for Fusion Science, Nagoya 464-01, JAPAN

1. Introduction

D-—'He fuels reaction has high potential for commercial

fusion reactor . On the other hand a plasma confined in

an FRC appears to be attractive for D- He fuels. A plasma

temperature at D- He ignition state is as high as 100/ceV.

In FRC plasma produced by conventional method (e.g. FRTP),

an attainable temperature is lower than lfceV. This low

temperature has to be heated up to a D-^He ignition one.

While a heating assisted by D-T reaction has been
2)studied ' , but certain engineering problems are still

left, which are very hard to be resolved.

We investigate the possibility of evolution without D-T

assistance, and clarify the condition required for this

evolution.

2. Dynamics of FRC plasma

The FRC plasma is grown up to ignition state by means

of magnetic compression, flux supply, plasma heating, and

particle supply. Time evolution of the plasma can be

described by the equation of internal poloidal magnetic

flUX <Pi ,

^~dt^spl" we~df + ~s~di + h ( < / 3 > ) W d T + T^ 1 (1)

the equation of plasma energy Vp,

VPdt <P> dt rsdt lsdt w

- ( Pin + P}p - Pbr - Psy " ^ ) / l/p,

and the continuity of the particle number A'; of respective

species,

14



N j d t > s p i
 <TIJ> d t r * d t I s d t T N j - w

The subscript j stands for D or ^He and the subscript spl

represents the externally supplied terms. The quantities

Be, <p>, rs, is. TCJ and T\; denote the external magnetic field,

spatially averaged plasma pressure, separatrix radius ,

separatrix length, energy confinement time, and particle

confinement time, respectively. The quantities Pin.P/p*Pbr,

and Psy are the external injection power, heating power due

to charged fusion products, Bremsstrahlung radiation power,

and synchrotron radiation power, respectively. The

coefficient h(</?>) indicates a change rate of $i due to that

of spatially averaged beta value <£>. This coefficient

h(</3>) is shown in Fig.l as a function of </3> for cases of

rigid-rotor and Hill's vortex profile.

The Internal poloidal magnetic flux is supplied by a

Injection of D neutral beams. Provided that an effective

charge number of the plasma Ze// is between 1 and 2, the

drive current is proportional to Ze//-1 for reason of Ohkawa

effect.

3. Evolution of FRC plasma to ignition state

The objective plasma parameters are : at initial

state ; 7-lfceV, <ne>-l .SxlO20?!!'3, Be-0.3T, TE«0.2sec , and at

ignition state ; T-lOOfceV, <ne>-5.2xl0
2V3, Be-6.47\ T£-2.5sec .

During an evolution of plasma to ignition state, the

change rate of rs is determined by the balance between flux

supply and the sum of the increase of magnetic flux and the

flux loss. Provided that average beta <#> depends on rs
only, a balance between the flux supply and the sum of the

Increase of flux and the flux loss is needed to keep a

separatrix radius in a constant value :

15



This required flux supply is presented In Pig.2 as a

function of plasma temperature during the time of 50 sec for

cases of rigid-rotor and Hill's vortex profile. A

classical flux loss time is used as a flux loss time

T<pi - Qi/2xRr)Je}T-R> where R and r? are a field-null radius and

plasma resistivity, respectively. The required flux supply

is ~ 0.1V for rigid-rotor equilibrium and that of Hill's

vortex profile is as large as nearly twice that of

rigid-rotor's one.

Evolution time is determined by the condition that

increment of internal flux is smaller than initial loss

rate :

Bedt

, so as to avoid too large flux supplies. In this case,

the evolution time becomes larger than 50sec for both

profiles : rigid-rotor and Hill's vortex.

On the other hand, heating input pover determined a

plasma pressure and separatrlx length ls. Under the

condition of constant rs» the balance between the sum of

heat input and heating due to charged fusion products and

the sum of the radiation loss , heat loss, and increment of

plasma pressure :

PfP - P6r + PSU + ?f + | £ ^ j f , (6)

keep the separatrix length ls to be constant. An anomaly

factor of energy confinement time is introduced to an

classical energy confinement time, which ls proportional to

7a«. The required heating power density is shown in Fig.3

as a function of evolution temperature for otei-1.0. The

initial required power density is O.aw/m3 and, on the way to

evolution, the power density becomes 3.5iW/m3. In Fig.1 the

16



maximum required power density is presented as a function

Of Oei.

Required particle supply is shown in Pig.5 under the

condition that both rs and ls are constant. This required

value is approximately Kp/nr'sec .

4. Summary

The evolution of D-3He/FRC plasma from the low T(~lfceV)

- low TwOlO^nf3) initial state to the ignition state (

7~100fceV, ne~5xl0
20m"3 ) was shown to be reliable with

reasonable supplies of particles, magnetic flux, and heat.

The evolution time became larger than 50sec to avoid too

much power of supplies. Under the condition that both of rs
and ls are constant, flux supply , maximum heating power

density ,and particle supply are required to be 0.1V,

3.5iW/m3, and lO^/n^sec, respectively. As far as the anomaly

factor depends on Tl ~ T2 , D-3He ignition state is

attainable with reasonable power supplies and no D-T

assistance.
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Reactor Potential of Steady-State Field-Reversed
Configurations 12

WINFRIED KERNBICHLER
Alternate Energy Physics Program

Institute for Theoretical Physics
Graz University of Technology

A-8010 Graz, Austria

Abstract

The intrinsic potential of a Field-Reversed Configuration (FRC) for high-/? ope-
ration - with /?-values in the range of 50 to 100% - stimulates much interest
in this device as an attractive candidate for a compact fusion device with high
power density. Several additional benefits, e.g. the cylindrical geometry of the
concept, the divertor action of the open field lines and the possibility for direct
energy conversion of the charged particle flow, justify a closer look at the bene-
fits and problems of FRCs. Present emphasis is on operation with D-3He fuel
under reactor relevant conditions, whereas D-T is taken as a reference case. A
steady-state version of an FRC is considered to be more attractive than its pul-
sed counterpart. Frequent start-up to high temperatures would be particularly
detrimental for D-3He where start-up scenarios seem to rely on the transition
from D-T to D-3He, with unavoidable strong tritium contamination.

1. Introduct ion

Our investigation uses a profile-averaged computer model to simulate steady-state
operation in an FRC. In this context much care is given to radiation losses, confine-
ment expressions, fusion reactions among the fast and thermal plasma constituents,
and to loss and slowing-down of fast fusion products. Rigid rotor type profiles are
used for the radial dependency of density and magnetic field strength, whereas the
temperature is taken to be spatially constant. These computations reveal the basic
properties of fusion plasmas in an FRC. Here special emphasis is given to ignition
windows in the temperature-density space and to power densities, energy content
in the plasma, neutron production, wall loading, current requirement, output power
split and fast ion behaviour. The sensitivity of these results to changes in the reactor
size is discussed in detail.

1 Supported by: Department of Science and Research, Friedrich Schiedel Foundation (all Austria)
and International Atomic Energy Agency

Presented at: U.S.-Japan Workshop on Field-Reversed Configurations with Steady-State High-
Temperature Fusion Plasmas, Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM, U.S.A, November
7-8, 1989
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Table 1: FRC reference parameter set

Separatrix Radius
Reversal Factor
Elongation
External Field Strength
Wall Radius
Major Radius
Field Strength at Separatrix
Average Beta
x,-Factor
Fiux
Midplane Current
Plasma Volume
First Wall Surface
Volume/Surface Ratio
Ion Temperature
Electron Temperature
Average Ion Density
Average Electron Density
Energy Confinement Time
Impurity Concentration
Charge of Impurities
Mass of Impurities
Wall Reflectivity

tttp

k
K

Best
tw

R
B«ep
<0>
X,
*
I
V

s
v/s
Ti
Te

<nj>

<n«.>
T

Ctmp

"imp

•"•imp

r

D-3He
1.5
1.0
5.0
7.5
2.2
1.1
5.7
0.76
0.69
1.8
9.2
53
137
0.39
80
71
4.6 1020

7.2 1020

5
1
6
12
0.9

D-T
1.5
1.0
5.0
2.5
2.2
1.1
1.9
0.76
0.69
0.6
3.1
53
137
0.39
20
21
2.5 1020

2.7 1020

2
1
6
12
0.9

m

T
m
m
T

Wb
MA
m3

m2

m
keV
keV

m - 3

m"3

sec
%

2. Reference Parameter Set

Table 1 gives a reference paramter set for both a D-3He and a D-T version. The
main differences in the choice of these parameter sets are (i) the much lower external
magnetic field strength of 2.5 T for D-T as compared to 7.5 T for D-3He, and (ii) the
lower operating temperature of 20 keV for D-T as compared to 80 keV for D-3He.
These two choices recognize the different temperature behaviour of the reactivity
parameter <<rv> for both fuel cycles and its different absolut values. They ensure
approximately the same range of fusion power density and overall wall loading values.
The changes in flux, midplane current and particle densities are a result of field
and temperature changes. In addition, the requirement for energy confinement is
somewhat relaxed for D-T, therefore a reference time of 2 seconds was chosen for
D-T in contrast to 5 seconds for the D-3He case.

3. Results

Tables 1 and 2 give basic results for both D-8He and D-T operation in FRCs. From
these tables, one can see that for both fuel cycles a separatrix radius of 1.5 m results
in about the same ignition margin which does not improve significantly with an
increase in size but drops quickly below 1 with a decrease in size (which means that the
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Table 2: Sensitivity of D-sHe plasma parameters to the plasma size

r«P [m]
Volume [ms]
Flux [Wb]
Current [MA]
TJ™ [keV]
T£ [keV]
Ign. Margin [-]
P/u [MWm~3]
P/«,t«t [MW]
E-content [MJ]
Ptr/Pout [*]
P.t/Pout [-]
P/a»t/Pout ["]
p /p r j

P»y/Pout [-]
Pn/Pout ["]
S-Factor [-]
Fast-to-i [%]
Fast-to-e [%]
Fast-loss [%]
n*/tofuel [%]
na/n/uej [%]
np,/np [%]

0.75
6.6
0.45
4.6
-
-
0.4
21.9
145.
155.
0.19
0.00
0.43
0.32
0.02
0.03
18.8
22.9
26.6
50.4
3.7
6.6
13.5

1.0
15.7
0.81
6.2
77.5
89.6
1.0
19.6
307.
354.
0.23
0.00
0.33
0.37
0.02
0.03
25.2
28.7
37.3
33.9
4.8
6.6
16.0

1.5
53.0
1.83
9.2
47.9
160.
1.8
16.6
879.
1130.
0.25
0.21
0.08
0.39
0.02
0.03
37.8
37.1
54.2
8.7
6.7
6.1
18.1

2.0
125.6
3.25
12.3
45.7
169.
2.0
16.1
2020.
2654.
0.26
0.26
0.03
0.39
0.02
0.03
50.4
39.2
58.0
2.7
7.1
6.0
18.0

2.5
245.3
5.08
15.4
45.2
172.
2.0
16.0
3922.
5175.
0.26
0.27
0.01
0.39
0.02
0.03
63.0
39.7
58.8
1.4
7.2
6.1
18.0

energy confinement time taken from the reference set is not sufficient anymore). This
behaviour is caused by the confinement quality of fast fusion products. According
to Berk and Momota1, the loss of fast particles is dominated by prompt loss and
extremely sensitive to the ratio of the separatrix radius and the gyro radius of these
particles at birth energy. Therefore the magnetic field strength in the device (and its
radial dependency) and the plasma size are extremely important. In this work the
external magnetic field and the reversal factor was fixed at 7.5 and 2.5 T for D-3He
and D-T resp. in order to avoid wall loading values beyond manageable limits. For
D-3He wall loading is dominated by about 2.5 MW/m2 bremsstrahlung. Here it is
assumed that the charged particle loss of about 3 MW/m2 can be kept away from
the first wall due to the divertor action of the open field lines. In the case of D-T as a
fuel, 80% of the energy is carried away from the plasma by neutrons which therefore
dominate the wall loading with about 5.5 MW/m2. This is one of the most distinct
disadvantages of D-T over D-3He, because of induced radioactivity in the blanket
and because of the uselessness of these neutrons for the purpose of direct energy
conversion. A small increase in the magnetic field strength from 2.5 to 3 T, which
in turn would allow a somewhat smaller device, would result in neutron wall loading
values of about 10 MW/m2 - well beyond acceptable limits.
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Table 3: Sensitivity of D-T plasma parameters to the plasma size

Tttp M
Volume [m3]
Flux [Wb]
Current [MA]
Ign. Margin [-]
Pheat [MWm~3]
P / u [MWm*3]
P/«,fa* [MW]
E-content [MJ]
P*r/P«trt ["]
p , / p ^ [.]

P/a«t/Pout H
p /p r 1
P /P N
*n/^out |."JS-Factor [-]
Fast-to-i [%]
Fast-to-e [%]
Fast-loss {%]
na/n / u ej [%]
na./n<. [%]

0.5
2.0
0.07
1.0
0.07
1.3
25.1
49.2
5.5
0.06
0.00
0.17
0.01
0.76
6.0
2.6
5.6
91.8
1.4
3.9

1.0
15.7
0.27
2.1
0.8
0.2
21.4
335.
42.
0.06
0.00
0.13
0.01
0.80
12.0
10.6
22.2
67.2
2.4
10.5

1.5
53.0
0.61
3.1
1.5
0.0
18.0
954.
135.
0.07
0.03
0.08
0.02
0.80
18.1
19.7
39.5
40.8
3.6
13.9

2.0
125.6
1.08
4.1
1.9
0.0
15.7
1971.
309.
0.08
0.07
0.03
0.02
0.80
24.3
28.3
55.0
16.7
4.7
14.8

2.5
245.3
1.69
5.1
2.1
0.0
14.8
3642.
595.
0.08
0.09
0.01
0.02
0.80
30.4
32.2
62.0
58.8
5.2
15.0

A comparison of both fuel cycles on the basis of tables 1 and 2 reveals that the energy
content in the D-3He plasma is about 1 G J which is a factor of 8 higher as compared
to D-T. The necessary S-factor is in the range of 30 to 40 for D-3He, whereas D-
T could be operated around S=20. Due to the higher confinement time, the ash
problem is more relevant for D-3He with about 6 to 7% for both alphas and protons
which has to be compared to about 3.5% alphas in a D-T plasma. The mean density
of suprathermal fusion products denoted in tables 1 and 2 as p* and a* is in the
range of 10 to 20% of the overall proton or alpha density.

4. Conclusion

The results of this study lead to several optimistic conclusions about the reactor po-
tential especially of D-3He FRCs. However, many vital questions need to be answered
either by further theoretical research in this field or by an experimental "next step" in
the direction of a steady-state FRC. Dominating in this context are the questions of
stability of large-S devices, transport mechanism and start-up scenarios. Compared
to a D-T operation of Tokamaks it seems to be a much longer (and uncertain) way
to go, but the final product of a high power density fusion plasma with low neutron
production and direct energy conversion seems to be worth it.
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GYROVISCOSITY EFFECT ON TILT MODE IN AN FRC

Akio Ishida and Loren C. Steinhauer
Department of Physics, Niigata University, Niigata 950-21
Spectra Technology, Inc., Bellevue, Washington 98004

As is well known, there is an unresolved discrepancy between the FRC experiment
and the theory of the internal tilt mode. Resolution of this discrepancy is
important both for understanding the underlying physics and for the application of
FRCs to the attractive D- He fusion reactor concept.

Although the present FRCs are highly kinetic, ideal MHD theory has been widely
used. Ideal MHD, however, neglects three non-dissipative that can be included in a
fluid description. These are 1) equilibrium plasma flow; 2) additional terms in the
generalized Ohm's law (Hall current and electron pressure gradient) and 3) the ion
gyroviscosity (FLR effect). The first two of these were investigated earlier and
it was found that while the Hall term provides some stabilization, it is not
sufficient to account for the experimentally observed stability. Here we examine
the effect of ion gyroviscosity on the internal tilt mode. Although preliminary
results were given in the 10th U.S.-Japan workshop held at Hakone (1988), more
extensive work and comparison with other theories are presented here.

I. Variational Formulation Including Ion Gyrovisoosity

Schwarzmeier and Seyler studied the FLR effect of ions on the internal tilt
mode and found that while it has a strong effect, the stability boundary is
sensitive to an ad hoc cutoff required to circumvent the singularity at the magnetic
field null. There remains, then, a need for a simplified mathematical approach
which incorporates finite ion-orbit effects without the limitations of FLR theory.
An alternative is the present gyroviscous fluid model. This model uses Braginskii's
gyroviscous terms , (the nondissipative part of the ion viscosity representing
transverse ion kinetics). Unlike the standard FLR expansion, this formulation is
regular at the 0-point and X-points.

Consider the one fluid, nonflowing MHD equations. Using the displacement
which is assumed to vary as exp(iA0-iwt), the equation of motion is

0 = o (l)

where H includes both the ideal MHD and the ion gyroviscosity terms. The variational
form, I, may be written as
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I = / dr ?*»S(?;w) = «2K • wS - W , (2)

where the asterisk designates the complex conjugate; K and W are the inertia and
potential energy terms as in Bernstein et al. ; and

S = - Jd? i { | V3[S x »]: 8* + ( V \ 93)£-[(*-fi) x tf-fi*)] } . (3)
Here T)3 and rj, are the Branginskii's gyroviscosity coefficients, B = V| + (Vf) is
the deformation tensor, and b is the unit vector along the magnetic field.
Note that K, S, and W are all real.

It can be shown that the variational principle, (51=0, is equivalent to the
equation of motion (1). Take the variation of I, 5I=/dr[5|*»fi(|;w) + |*»S(ff|;w)].
It can be proved that the second term can be rewritten as
/dr 5f«H(|*;-w). Then the variational principle leads to both Eq. (1) and

2 (?*;-«) = o . (4)
Since K, S, and W are each real, if u, is a solution of Eq. (1), then w1 is likewise.

-) and (wo = w., to) are solutions of Eq. (1). Their complex
conjugates, (w2, |^) and (w., £„)>

 are solutions of Eq. (4). Thus, the variational
principle, <5I=0, is equivalent to the equation of motion (1).

To facilitate application of the Rayleigh-Ritz technique to the variational form
expand the displacement function in terms of the basis functions, f.

I= 21 C. £.. The variational principle then leads to the eigenmode equation.

det (w 2^. + w S r - Wi.) = 0 (5)

where K.. = /dr Mn£.»f., etc. This (5) is a 2N-order algebraic equation for u.

II. Internal Tilt Mode Stability

The gyroviscous fluid theory is applied to the internal tilt mode of an PRO. An
elongated Hill's vortex is assumed with radius a and half length b. The basis
functions, r , are expressed in terms of real components X. as

zX 3a
( r > z )]

The mode is assumed to be incompressible; this determines X 2 in terms of X1 and X,
which vanish at the separatrix for an internal mode. The basis functions considered
are shown in Table I.
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It is important to emphasize the distinction between non self-adjoint systems
(e.g. gyroviscous or Hall fluids) and self-adjoinb systems (such as an ideal MHD
fluid). In ideal MHD, if any trial function is unstable, then the actual solution is
also unstable. This is not true for non self-adjoint case. The solution may, in
fact, be stable even though an unstable trial function exists. This principle is
illustrated in Fig. 1. The trial function (dashed line) is unstable for large b/a,
whereas the Rayleigh-Ritz solution to a basis set containing that trial function
(solid lines) is stable in this region.

The marginal stability boundaries for various Rayleigh-Ritz solutions are shown
in Fig. 2. The normalized radius S = aw ./c is identical to the familiar quantity,
R//0. for zero electron pressure. The dashed line shows (for reference) the
stability boundary for the "generic" trial function, lxA+lxB, used in Ref. 1. The
Rayleigh-Ritz solution for the basis set (A,B) is shown by the solid lines.
Comparing this with the generic trial function shows that (i) for large b/a the
radial displacement, B, is unimportant and an axial shift assumption is appropriate,
and (ii) for low b/a the radial displacement is necessary and moves the stability
boundary close to unity, which is the expected stability boundary. Inclusion of
modifications to the axial displacement are shown by the other curves. Here C. is a
flux-dependent modification and E is a modification concentrated near the FRC ends.
While the stability boundary for the intermediate b/a are sensitive to the selected
basis functions, those for low and large b/a are insensitive. Evidently, the tilt
mode is stabilized by the ion gyroviscosity if S < (1.5-2.0) b/a.

III. Discussion

It is useful to compare the present results with related models, in particular
the Hall theory and the Vlasov-fluid (VF) theory . The variational form for a Hall
plasma is similar to that for a gyroviscous plasma [Eq. (2)]. For a Hall plasma,
stability was found for large b/a if S < 1.1 b/a. Clearly gyroviscous and Hall
effects are of the same order, indicating that theories isolating these two effects
are not strictly correct. A combined theory is needed which incorporates both
gyroviscous and Hall effects. Work on such a theory is in progress.

The gyroviscous theory which includes only perpendicular ion kinetics should also
be compared with the VF theory that also includes parallel kinetics, the Hall effect,
and resonant particle effects. The gyroviscous and VF theories are compared using
the same trial function and a Hill's vortex equilibrium with b/a = 7 [which is
similar to the BE2n equilibrium in Ref. (5)]. The VF plasma is a factor of four or
so more stable in terms of S than the gyroviscous plasma. It is unclear which
mechanism is primarily responsible to this difference. Understanding this difference
is important to explain the experimental observation of grossly stable FRCs.
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ELOM6ATI0W,

Fig. 1 Marginal Stability Boundaries for
(a) Trial Function Approach (Dashed Line)
with Xj=O, Xg=D--3D2/4 and (b) the Variation
Problem. The basis function designations,
D,, Do, are taken from Table I.

Fig. 2 Marginal Stability Boundaries for <
Generic Trial Function, lxA+lxB (for
reference), and for Solutions to the
Variation Problem for Thrse Different
Combinations of Basis Functions. The basis
function designations, A, B, ..., are taker
from Table I.

TABLE I
BASIS FUNCTIONS EMPLOYED

g = l-(r/a)2 - (z/b)2; s 4(r/a)2g; e = a/b

NAME DESCRIPTION

A
B

E
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Linear Kinetic Stability of a Field-Reversed Configuration
with Two Ion Components*

J. L. Staudenmeiert, D. C. Barnes, and H. R. Lewis
Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM 87545

Introduction

It has been suggested1 that a small fraction of non-axis

encircling high energy ions may be sufficient to stabilize the tilt

mode in a large s FRC. Experimental alteration of the ion

distribution function in this manner might be achieved by rf heating

the tail of the distribution function or by neutral beam injection. A

linear Vlasov-fluid eigenfunction-eigenfrequency approach was used

to investigate possible stabilization of the tilt mode by a high

energy component. The ion distribution function is modelled as the

sum of two Maxwellians with separate temperatures and no ion flow

velocity. The cold component has a thermal s=7, where s is the

approximate number of ion gyroradii contained between the fieid

null and the separatrix. The temperature ratio of the hot component

to the cold component (TH/TT) was varied from 2 to 100. Global hot

particle fractions (nH) up to «.5 were used in the computations.

Two Component Equilibria

Self-consistent, Vlasov-fluid equilibria are needed for the

stability calculations. One attractive feature of the Vlasov-fluid

model is that any MHD equilibrium can be used to generate an

infinite number of Vlasov-fluid equilibria. This allows direct

comparison of the results of the two models. The magnetic field of

Vlasov fluid equilibrium is identical to the MHD equilibrium

magnetic field. The electric potential O(r,z)=O[»P(r,z)] for a
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cistribution function consisting of two Maxwellians is determined

by the solving the equation

P(*F)-PTe TT +pHe TH (1)

for O(»F), where P(*F) is the pressure funtion used in computing the

MHD equilibrium. For convenience & can be chosen to be zero at the

field null. Then PT and PH are the hot and thermal particle pressures

at the field null. Since the ions are electrostatically confined the

potential difference between the field null and the plasma edge

scales linearly with TH/TT.

Stability Results

The addition of the hot component to the distribution function

changes both the MHD and the kinetic stability of the equilibrium. In

MHD the addition of the hot component (without changing the total

pressure) does not change the potential energy 8W, but changes in

the shape and magnitude of the density profile reduce the kinetic

energy term K. This results in an increased MHD growth rate. The

MHD growth rate scales almost linearly with nH(TH/TT) over the

parameter range that was studied.

Kinetic growth rates were calulated for various combinations

of nH and (TH/TT). The kinetic growth rates normalized to their

corresponding MHD growth rates are shown in Figure I.The

normalized growth rate behaves as expected when nH and (TH/TT) are

varied. A closer examination of the computed results revealed that

the normalized growth rate seemed to depend only on the hot

particle pressure. This observation was confirmed when the growth
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rate was plotted against the parameter nH(TH/TT) and the separate

curves for each temperature all collapsed to one curve.

MHO

T

T

-•-
-B-

*

H

T

2
10
20
50
100

-0.00
0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6

n H

Figure 1. Plot of normalized growth rate vs. nH

Figure 2 has the normalized growth rate plotted against -\/nH(TH/TT)

and clearly shows how all of the computed points seem to lie on a

single curve.
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Figure 2. Plot of normalized growth rate vs. ^nH(TH/TT)
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The smooth curve in Figure 2 is an exponential fit to the computed

normalized growth rates and it seems to be a very good

representation of the computed points. It should be noted that the

four points with the lowest normalized growth rates in Figure 2 all

have more than 95% of the total plasma energy in the hot particle

population. Also remember that the MHD growth rate increases when

the hot particle fraction is increased so the unnormalized or true

growth rate is decreased less than the normalized growth rate.

Discussion and Conclusions

The calculations show that a hot ion component added to a

large s FRC plasma affects both the MHD and kinetic stability of the

tilt mode: The MHD growth rate of the tilt increases when the

energetic component is added due to a reduction in plasma inertia.

Both the normalized and true growth rates of the tilt decrease when

an energetic component is present but almost all of the energy must

reside in the hot component to get a significant reduction in growth

rate. This method of enhancing stability of large s plasmas does not

seem to hold much promise and probably does not warrant further

study or experimental investigation.

* Work supported by USDOE
+ Also Dept. of Nuclear Engineering, Penn State University

1 D. C. Barnes, J. L. Schwarzmeier, H. R. Lewis, and C. E. Seyler,
Physics of Fluids 29, 2616 (1986)
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EFFECTS OF BEAM IONS ON THE FRC TILT MODE

D. C. Barnes
Los Alamos National Laboratory

Z. Mikic
Science Applications International Corporation

In this paper, we present, new theoretical results on stabilizing the internal tilting
mode in a FRC which contains a minority energetic ion component. In contrast to
previous results obtained in various asymptotic limits of geometry, mode structure, or
beam parameters, the present results include all magnetoinductive effects self-consistently
in a 3-D calculation representing a realistic FRC.

The model developed here and implemented computationally is similar to previous
models. Namely, the plasma is considered to consist of three components; thermal
electrons, thermal ions, and energetic (beam) ions. The first two of these components are
treated by fluid equations, while the energetic ions are treated as a collisionless Vlasov
species. As far as the fluid equations are concerned, this model is a straightforward
extension of earlier two-fluid calculations1 which include the Hall term in Ohm's law.

The describing equations are,

— = -cV x E, (1)

V x B = — (Je + J i + J S ) , (2)
c

Jj = enu, (3)

- J e xB + . . . , (4)
c

^ = VP+-J'xB-enBE + . . . , (5)
L)t c

where the variables have the same meaning as in Ref. 1, with the additional distinction
that Je , J j , J B represent the electron, thermal ion, and beam ion current density, where
?jj3 represents the beam ion number density, where J ' = J c -f J* is the total thermal plasma
current, and where the terms omitted in (4) and (5) are those associated with resistivity
and viscosity. An additional assumption made in the calculations presented here is the
neglect of the last displayed term in (5) for ng/n <C 1.

1 R. D. Milroy, D. C. Barnes, R. C. Bishop, and R. B. Webster, Pky.s. Fluids B l , 1225 (1989).
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To close the set (1) - (5) as a time-evolution system, the equations of Ref. 1 are
to advance n and P. The beam current. Jj? is obtained treating the beam ion« a» a

collisionless Vlasov species using a parlide-in-cell (P10) method. Thus, for a finite set of
beam ions indexed by j , the full Lorentz force equations of motion are used to follow the
orbits;

M v j = e ( E + ~ v i x B ) r i , (6)

r i=v i . (7)

The current density is obtained at each grid point by weighing the discrete particle currents
to nearby grid points:

for each grid point rg with associated volume VV .̂ In (8), / is a normalization determined
by the number of simulation particles and the physical inventory of beam ions, and s is a
weighing function.

Consistent with the differencing of Ref. 1, (6)-(8) are advanced in a cylindrical
coordinate system represented by a finite difference mesh in r and z and a few Fourier
harmonics in 6. To resolve the disparity of the orbit and fluid time scales, the particles are
advanced with a substep which is a fraction of the fluid time step, and Jg averaged over
the resulting number of substeps. Fluid equations are advanced semi-implicitly, while all
coupling between the fluid and the particles is treated explicitly, with resulting first-order
accuracy in time.

One natural advantage of the time-dependent approach taken here is the ease with
which equilibria are computed. To obtain an equilibrium with an energetic component, a
MHD equilibrium is chosen as the initial state. Then, a few beam particles are added at
each fluid time step until the desired beam inventory is represented. After a few Alfven
times, the resulting configuration relaxes to a new equilibrium consistent with the added
beam diamagnetic current.

Figure 1 shows equilibria obtained with fy = beam inventory/plasma inventory
= 3.2 • 10~3, and 6.4 • 10~3. These equilibria were obtained by adding ions randomly
within the volume of the initial separatrix with zero poloidal velocity and with toroidal
velocity left-handed relative to the external field corresponding to a fixed energy of 50 keV.
The background plasma initially had a total temperature of 300 eV. An increasing beam
diamaguetism is evident as f& is increased.

Tilting stability of these beam/plasma equilibria was investigated by following the
evolution of an initial tilt-like velocity perturbation of 1% of the mean AlfVen velocity.
Figure 2 summarizes the results for the equilibria of Fig. 1. The logarithmic evolution of
the n = 1 component of kinetic energy is displayed for each configuration. Linear growth
is indicated for the cases with / B = 0 and / B = 3.2 • 10"3. The growth rate obtained
for these two cases are 7 = 8.4 • 104 A""1, and 7 = 4.7 • 104 s~l, respectively. In the
case fg = 6.4 • 10~3, no growing mode is observed during the time represented by the
calculation, either in the kinetic energy history displayed in Fig. 2 or in other diagnostics,
such as late-time density and flux contour plots.
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These residts indicate the possibility of stabilizing the FRC internal tilt in a
configuration containing energetic ions. The required energetic energy in apparently a
fraction of the total plasma energy. For the two cases with energetic ions considered here,
this energy fraction is 36%-72%. This fraction may be reduced by optimizing the fast ion
energy and distribution. In fact a third calculation with fs = 3.2 • 10~3 but with the
energetic ions more concentrated near the niidplane shows that the tilt is suppressed for
the same equilibrium studied in this paper. Thus, it seems possible to produce a tilt stable
FRC containing an energetic ion species with an inventory fraction about 10~3 and an
energy fraction about 0.1. Continuing calculations will identify the optimum energetic ion
distribution and consider practical issues associated with generation and trapping of the
ions in a FRC during formation or subsequently.
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Microinstability Thresholds of an Axially
Focused Neutralized Ion Beam

H.L. Berk, H.V. Wong, and 0. Agren
Institute for Fusion Studies

The University of Texas at Austin
Austin, Texas 78712

Blewett has recently proposed a modification of the coil configuration for the generation
of the magnetic field in migma systems. He showed that one can design vacuum magnetic
field coils where the magnetic field is low on axis and large at the plasma edge, RQ. AS in the
original migma concept, the intention with this so-called Migma Exyder is to create a plasma
which is a self-colliding beam where the ions pass close to the axis in each radial bounce.
Besides the possible relevance in fusion research, the Migma Exyder also has interest as a
storage ring for high energy particles, provided good axial confinement and a high luminosity
can be created near the axis.

In any migma system with convergent beams, there may be a potential danger for onset of
microinstability, which would broaden the distribution of impact parameters. We develop a
kinetic theory for small but finite angular momentum P$ and consider a configuration where
the axial extent is much less than the radial extent. We derive and analyze a quadratic
dispersion functional for the low frequency ion-ion streaming instability and then extend the
analysis to include electron-ion interactions and finite frequency instabilities.

A disk-shaped plasma where relativistic ions are axially focused but otherwise have neg-
ligible axial velocity is considered. To model the two-stream effect in the Migma Exyder, the
ion orbits are approximated with straight lines in the weak field region r < RQ. By assuming
that the reflection region r ^ RQ is not essential for the description of instability, it is appro-
priate to model the system with B — 0 for r < Ro and B —y oo for r > RQ, in other words
instantaneous reflection is assumed when the ions reach r = i?0. Inside the containment
region, the magnetic field is considered negligible for the ions. However, the 2?-field can still
be large enough to be important for the electron dynamics. We shall consider the electron
Larmor radius much less than the system size.

The energy H = firii c2 and the canonical momentum P$ = 7m,- rvg are constants of
motion. It is convenient to express the ion equilibrium distribution function in terms of 7
and the impact parameter 6, the distance of closest approach to the axis. Then /{r, v) =
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F(j, b)6(vz) where

f(r,v) =
m.e2*/ ! ii <V7 2 — 1

• (1)

For electrostatic perturbations we take the perturbed potential in the plasma to be of
the form

<j) = $(r) exp[i(£0 - ut)]

with the equilibrium distribution function FQ a function of the constants of motion. The
perturbed distribution is integrated to give

qi (OF ybdF
.

dF

f(r, v) = / ' dr$[r(r - 0} - iu(r - t)} (2)

where the orbits are over unperturbed trajectories. Integrating fi over velocity gives the
perturbed ion density n,i. The electron equation is obtained from the cold plasma equation
which gives for the perturbed electron ne l .

e
drr dr

m(r) d — n(r)-
— —
r UJ dr (3)

The Poisson equation for (j>, if the axial length of the disk approaches zero, is

(4)

Multiplying (4) with the adjoint function $ = if>(r, z)exp[—i(£9— ut)], gives after integration
over vacuum and plasma regions the quadratic form

where

•tJ = e0 I™ dr 2xr J™ dz V [£(r, z)e~iee] • V [^(r, z)eiee]

e2 r1^ dr2-nrn{r) \(d<t>\ £2 - £

me Jo w2 — u!2 (r) I o

(5)

(6)
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4vr - i - / db
^ dF

7 2 — lab

(7)

For even and odd n Gn(b) is found to be

cos mr
\

-b2

-b2 . _! b
dr

G2n+1(b) =
(-If {-IY_ ft* rftr) Q.t

. h2 J\b\ y/r2 ~ b2

T2-b2

\

- 6 2

sin
- l

Ro
(8)

We have investigated the stability of the Exyder configuration. We have found a robust
stability threshold at relatively high particle storage number due to the £ = 0 two-stream
instability. This threshold is insensitive to the sharpness of focusing of the orbits at the
center. The limiting particle storage number is roughly given by

yV0 = 2)7(r + l)R0EkJq2
(9)

where EkiTl — m,iC2(~/ — 1). For the relativistic case this limit is less stringent than the
equilibrium limits that have been previously calculated due to overfocusing. Thus, the low
frequency two-stream instability does place any practical limit on the luminosity that can
be achieved.

Considerably lower instability thresholds are found due to the excitation of finite fre-
quency modes. We have studied finite frequency, £ = 0, ion-ion modes and found that
the critical particle storage number can be considerably reduced by at least an order of
magnitude from Eq. (9).
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The modes that produce instabilities at the lowest densities are due to finite £-modes
that arise when there is a small magnetic field near the center of the device. In this case
the lowest particle storage number, jVx ~ 4b Ro Azn0, {nQ is the central density and Az the
axial extent) that gives instability for £ = 2 is

7

where A is a numerical factor of order unity, and RL is the ion Larmor radius magnetic field
near the axis. Thus the limiting particle storage number can have a very reduced bound to
the particle storage number (by the factor b2Az/*y3 R^ RL) if the £ — 2 instabilities limits
the particle storage number. However, it is worth noting that the finite £-modes we have
described are highly resonant and small dissipative effects on electrons or feedback methods
may stabilize these modes. Further work in this area is needed to understand how to establish
stabilizing methods that will operate effectively in the narrow instability bands. Further,
our analysis is far from complete, and modes with structure not considered here are possible.

Finally, we note that we have not found a low frequency £ — 1 interchange mode like
the one that was found for the "classical" migma, which is predicted to be unstable above
a relatively low particle storage number. This is probably due to the intrinsically different
nature of the confining magnetic field. Both systems have strong finite Larmor radius effects
that stabilize the MHD flute perturbation except for a displacement mode. In the "classical"
migma the magnetic field does not change appreciably along the orbit of the particles. Thus,
to lowest order there is a no preferred direction and a rigid displacement, which is immune
to finite Larmor radius stabilization is an allowed eigenfunction. To next order the radially
decreasing magnetic field allows an MHD flute instability to arise in the rigidly displacing
system. In Exyder, the magnetic field has a large variation over the particles' orbit, and a
rigid displacement is not an accurate eigenfunction. Apparently, the allowed perturbations
couple to finite Larmor radius stabilizing effects. In any event an MHD flute-like instability
has not been found in our analysis.
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1.4D Quasistatic Profile Ifodel of Transport in a
Field-Reversed Configuration (FRC)

L.C. Steinhauer
Spectra Technology, Inc.

Global confinement models are useful for determining how a given transport
mechanism (dependent on local parameters) translates into global confinement
times. Such models are also useful for inferring the overall magnitudes of
transport rates, and limited information about their spatial profiles. They are
especially important in a field reversed configuration (FRC) where the
equilibrium and transport rates are so intimately coupled, and where the flux
loss time is such an important factor.

An earlier global FRC confinement model, sometimes called "QUASI", was based
on the assumption of a quasi-steady equilibrium. This reduced the transport
problem essentially to a similarity problem; the consequent second-order
ordinary differential equation could be solved on a PC class computer. The
equilibrium was assumed to have "square-ends" (axially uniform between the ends
of the FRC) with some features of 2D equilibria: (1) equal pressure.on inner
and outer branches of the flux lines; and (2) average-beta relation. Models of
this type have been called "1-1/4D" transport models. QUASI was used to
discover that the poloidal flux loss time was anomalous , and that the particle
loss time was in significant disagreement with the predictions of lower-hybrid-
drift theory.

The same general approach has now been applied in a straightforward way to
an equilibrium with realistic axial structure. This might be called a "1.4D
quasisteady transport" model. The assumed axial structure can be that of an
analytic equilibrium, or a more complicated computed equilibrium as desired.
The example used here is an elongated Hill's vortex equilibrium. As will be
shown later, the equilibrium is reflected by two integral quantities that appear
in the quasistatic diffusion equation.

I. Equations of the 1.4D QUASI Model

Rather than using the local flux, f, as the spatial variable, it is
convenient to an equivalent the variable, u = r /R -1 where r is the radius of
the flux surface f at the midplane, and R is the radius of the 0-point. It is
convenient to define a normalized variables for the magnetic field (at the
midplane), a flux variable, and an inventory variable as follows,

b(u) = B(r,o)/Be, (la)

P(u) = (l-Mp)Flf (lb)

G(u) = N(u)/nm25rR
2£s (lc)

respectively. Here B is the reference magnetic field (taken to be the external
magnetic field at the midplane); j> is the poloidal flux (i.e. the maximum value
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of y, which occurs at the Q-point); N(u) is the total ion inventory inside the
flux surface designated by u; n is the ion density at the 0-point, and lg is
the length of the FRC (x-point So x-point). Note that b represents the magnetic
field at the midplane only; the two-dimensional equilibrium can be used to
determine its structure elsewhere.

The factor F1 is simply F(l); the poloidal flux is given in terms of it,

fp = F1BeR
2/2 (2)

One more variable is needed which is related to the integral which gives the
average beta across the midplane,

H(u) = Jjj(l-fldu (3)

The surface quantities (through which the system depends on the equilibrium) are
given by,

U(u) = -TT £ — J (4a)
2£s J B

where r) is the reference resistivity (taken to be that at the midplane). The
complete system then reduces to a set of four first order ordinary differential
equations,

£ = b , (5)

•r = b — u , (6)
du n ' v y

m

en

Here, rN i -NfdN/dt)"
1 and r. H -f {df /dt)"1 are the particle and flux

confinement times respectively. These four equations represent the flux-
magnetic field relation, the inventory integral, the average-beta integral, and
the diffusion equation. The boundary conditions are

b(0) = F(0) = G(0) = H(0) = 0 (9)

at the 0-point (u=0), and
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l-b" u=l

= xs /2 (11)

at the separatrix (u=l).

Here S = R/p. is the usual normalized FRC radius parameter, (p. is the ion
gyroradius in the external magnetic field), and w = n/IVnl/9. is the normalized
edge-layer thickness. Equation (11) is the average-beta condition. The system
includes four first order differential equations and six boundary conditions.
The two additional boundary conditions are needed because 7\- and r. are not
predetermined. This system is essentially the same as the previous QUASI model
" except generalized to arbitrary equilibrium through the integrals U and W.

II. Application of the Model

The new global confinement model has been applied to the case of a Hill's
vortex equilibrium and an ad hoc flux-dependent resistivity. For a Hill's
vortex, the two surface integrals are given approximately by

U = 1.039 + 0.072(l-u2) - Jiln(l-u2) , (12a)

W = [l + 0.111(l-u2)] -̂ - . (12b)
'o

Incidently, the square-ends case is quite different: U = 1/u;
W = 7j^ (u) / (u 1} ) . The square ends case has a strong algebraic singularity at
the 0-point whereas the Hill's vortex case has completely regular behavior there
but a weak, logarithmic singularity at the separatrix (u=l). The ad hoc
resistivity is given by

+ (fo-l)F(u)/Fj , (13)

i.e. two parameters are used, i\ , the value of the resistivity at the 0-point,
and f = rj /rj (r ) , which represents the resistivity profile.

Figures 1 and 2 show the flux (r.) and particle (rJ) confinement times for
both square-ends and Hill's vortex equilibria. The normalizing time in each
case is the resistive time

T Q = /rit mQ (14)

Despite substantial differences in U and W, the confinement times are remarkably
similar. The confinement times are shorter for the more realistic equilibrium:
by 0 to 20 percent for fluxj and by 20 to 50 percent for particles. Familiar
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trends observed in Ref. 1 reappear. These can be approximately quantified by
the relations,

6 4n t w J '
OS

2 - 4

rN * 2>3 "4n" ("T ) 5 for S/*s * 10 '

(15a)

(15b)

where t) = 7, (r ) . The trend toward poorer particle confinement at larger S/w
reflects the relative steepness of the density gradient near the edge layer in
this case. However, as seen in Fig. 2, this trend weakens toward larger S/w
where the simple dependence r» a r is recovered.

Future work will apply this model to potential transport mechanisms, such as
lower-hybrid-drift and low-frequency-drift transport, and make the appropriate
comparisons with experimental data.
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Effects of Turbulent Transport
on FRC Equilibrium with External Momentum Input

Masami Ohnishi and Hiromu Momota*
Institute of Atomic £nergy, Kyoto University

^National Institute for Fusion Science

§1. Introduction

It is indispensable to keep an FRC in a steady state for offering a
prospect of a fusion reactor. A current may be sustained by neutral beam
injection (NBI) at a field null to drive Ohkawa current, and bootstrap
(diamagnetic) current inside and outside a field null.(1) Fortunately
for a D-3He fuel FRC reactor, 15 MeV protons may play a role of driving
Ohkawa current since a prompt loss of protons produced by D-3He reactions
results in a beam like distribution of energetic protons.(2) The
rotating equilibrium of an FRC with externally applied momentum input is
studied by solving analytically the momentum balance equations of two
fluids for ions and electrons. The theory is applied for a D-3He FRC
reactor to evaluate the proton current, the NBI power needed for current
sustenance, and the speed of the rotation induced by proton loss and
neutral beam injection.

§2. Basic Equations

The momentum balance equations for ions and electrons are written by

njmj |]p+ njmjtVj.VJVj^Pj+eZjnj^+VjX^J-SjmjVj+Sj+Mj-V'TTj (1)

where j stands for ions(i) and electrons(e), Sa is a particle source, and
Rj and Mj are the ion-electron drag force and the drag force between
energetic ions and field ions and electrons, respectively. The collision
frequency u is taken as a small parameter. Substituting the variables
divided into stationary and fluctuated parts, i.e. nj=<nj>+nj,
Vjr=<Vjr>+Vjr etc. into Eq.(1) and solving for the velocity, vj5 we obtain

<B2>
+ eZj<nj><B,>

+ dr <B*> <B,XnJ>
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and

v = -l*-/n + -J- -i ^ ^ i (5)
Vjr <B Z>

/ U Qj r dr ' K0)

where the fluctuations are assumed for simplicity to be electrostatic and

of low frequency. Using the steady state condition, 7«j =0 which is

reduced to be jr=0 in the case with a cylindrical symmetry, we obtain the

equation

which gives the speed of a plasma rotation <Vj,>,

The numerator of the right hand side of Eq. (6) stands for the momentum

transfer density from energetic beam ions and the denominator is the

radial particle transport caused by turbulence. The classical diffusion

is neglected since it is far smaller than Khe anomalous one.

Using Eqs.(2) and (3), the current in the 0 -direction is given by

i 1 dX<Pi>+<pe>). y P7 n v /7^
Ja~ /R~\ ~~ ~dr ei.bubvba \i)

The current produced by turbulence, so-called 'anomalous bootstrap

currnt1, can be so small as to be safely neglected. Note that no

diamagnetic currents exist in a field null point. Then, instead of

Eq.(7), the equation

j,= E eZb(l- f*- ) nbvb, (8)

should be applied at a field null.

§3. Application to D3He Steady State Reactor

The theory described in §2 is employed for a D-3He fuel FRC reactor

with 1 GW electrical output power. The equilibrium profiles of ion and

electron densities and magnetic field are assumed to be

<nJ>=nJosech
2[K(r2/Ro2-D] and <Bz>=-Betanh[K(r

2/Ro2-O], where K and Ro

are the field reversal factor and field null radius. Based upon the

condition for the confinement of 15 MeV protons within a separatrix

the proton current is given by jP= g-^~
fl{1—^-;~?^-}H(x:!-(U-l)2),

where Sp and v0 are the rate of proton production and the speed of 15 MeV

protons, v sp is the proton-electron collision frequency, U is the

normalized flux function, and H is Heviside step function.
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Figure 1 shows the dependence of proton current on the field reversal
factor. When a field reversal factor is greater than 0.8, the proton
current has the profile hollowed near a field null point. The property
is more conspicuous as a field reversal factor increases. The proton
current density at a field null gets very small for a field reversal
factor of 1.2, and is no use of keeping a plasma in a steady state. The
current needed for a steady state is supplied by neutral beam injection.
Table 1 shows the proton current density at a field null j p, injection
power for a steady sate WlnJ, and plasma rotation induced by proton loss
and neutarl beam injection vt«. We pressumed that the fast deuterium
ions produced by neutral beam injection at 1 MeV are uniformly distributed
in the region of 0.1 m outside/inside of field null surface. An
anomalous transport is also assumed to be thousand times as large as the
classical value.

§4. Conclusions

The steady state may be attained in a D-3He FRC reactor by the
bootstrap (diamagnetic) current drived by the currents due to proton loss
and neutral beam injection. Since the proton current, for a high fi
equilibrium «/S>~0.9), contributes greatly to sustain the equilibrium,
the power of NBI needed for a steady state is as small as 3 MW. Althogh
a turbulent transport produces the anomalous bootstrap current, it is too
small to have any influence on the equilibrium. The rotation accompanied
with proton loss and neutral beam injection is greatly suppressed by
radial anomalous particle diffusion to be a little larger than the speed
of the ion diamagnetic drift.
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Table 1 Steady Burning Equilibrium for Reversal Factor

j9(R0)(MA/m
J)

JP (MA/ra2)

W
l n J

(MW)

(m/s)

0.6 (0.895)

11.5
16.9
9.3
3.0

1.69xl05

0.06
3.0

0.8 (0.830)

15.4
12.2
28.8
9.1

5.75xlO5

0.21
7.6

1.0 (0.726)

19.2
, 3.0
53.1
17.4

1.28x10°
0.46
13.6

1.2(0.695)

23.1

69.2

22.6
2.70x10e

0.96

23.9

a
•n

4J

(1)
u
u
s
u
c
0
4J
0

u

2O -

1 O -

o
o.o

Radius , xr/R

1 _O

Fig.1 Dependence of proton current profile
on field reversal factor.
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AMBIPOLAR DIFFUSION OF PLASMAS IN STEADY-STATE FRC's

Hiromu Momota

National Institute for Fusion Science, Nagoya 464-01, Japan

Plasmas in a field-reversed configuration are often
described by the MHD equations with a negligibly small
azimuthal plasma rotation" This assumes that an E x B
drift due to a radial electric field compensates the diamag-
netic drift of plasma ions. The validity of this assump-
tion is, however, unclear because an electric field disap-
pears and no information can be obtained in the framework of
the MHD equations. On the other side, one observes rota-
tions of laboratory plasma whose speed is as large as the
ion diamagnetic drift velocity2.' At the early phase of FRC
plasma production, a difference of loss rate between ions
and electrons may produce a radial electric field and ulti-
mately bring about a plasma rotation3.' In a steady-state
FRC plasma, however, those phenomena are still unclear.
It is, therefore, needed to analyze radial electric field or
associated plasma rotations of a steady-state high beta
plasma in a field-reversed configuration.

In the present analyses, we assume, for the simplicity,
an axi-symmetric plasma in an extremely elongated field-
reversed configuration. Since we are interested in macro-
scopic behavior of the plasma, we employ a set of continuity
equations and the equations of motion in the cylindrical
coordinates system:

ij± ( rNVr) - S l ( 1 )

l4:(rnvT) - Se

( E + VeB ) - JTfjdfVW) - vie(Vr-Vr) - ^-Vr (3)

VrJjL<rVe) - -f W - vie(Ve-ve) - frdr
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and

0 - |urB - vei(vo-Ve) - veb(ve-U) (6)

for respective species of plasma particles in a steady-state
equilibrium. We have ignored equations of heat for both
ions and electrons, for the simplicity of the problems, and
the temperatures are assumed to be a given quantities.
E and B denote the radial electric field and the axial

magnetic field, respectively. Quantities represented by
capital letters refer to plasma Ions and small letters to
electrons. The collision frequency of i -species col-
liding with 3 -species is denoted by va . Quantity S
stands for particle's source densities per unit time.

The radial and azimuthal velocities of ions and elec-
trons are obtained from eqs.(l)-(4), provided that the
angular •vol%'oT£y of̂ flon rotation is much smaller than the
ion gyro-frequency:

V, - - | Wi.(V.-w

»i» - zE. _ _LJL-£L

jt ' U) ) (10)

Here Z is the effective charge number of plasma ions.
Taking into account the definition:

Ve - ve - ̂  Ue-J*) (11)

and subtracting eq.(9) from eq.(7), we have a generalization
of pressure balance equation:

B OW) - $ + *#* £C*T) - f ^ (12)
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where J* is the seed current,,defined by J* -
The radial flow of electrons is obtained by substitut-

ing eq.(12) into eq.(10), that is

* - -w° + & ! f + ̂ * ( N r> - f^) - ft f iJ<
This equation can be rewritten as:

1 /* ( 1 4 )

or approximately

A f ~ 4v,a + d - | ) r (is)
The first and the second terms on the rhs in this equation
are respectively the bootstrap current and Ohkawa current
driven by a seed current J* . It is obvious in this equa-
tion that the presence of Ohkawa current at the field-null
point of an FRC is indispensable to keep an FRC in a
steady-state equilibrium, Without Ohkawa current at field
null, we have a magnetic field whose magnitude is zero
everywhere.

Defining the velocity

VD . - H ( dP , n-ZN A(NT\ _ t!z VlLYR & ( dr + n dr{"n Z r>

we obtain the radial flux of ions from eqs.(8) and (12)

ZNVr - { nVR - ̂  SiVd ) / ( 1 + jj- f^(rVe) ] (16)

and the radial flux of electrons from eqs.(10) and (12)

nVr _ n ( i + M i ) VR _ it h. nL (i7)
NZZ NZ Z B

It may be natural to assume that total charge of particle
sources in the continuity equations (1) and (2) is zero.
Then the absolute values of radial ion current and electron
current must be the same ( 0 - ( ZNVr - nvr )e ) in a steady-
state equilibrium. This condition yields immediately from
eqs.(16) and (17)
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Equation (18) determines the azimuthal rotation of plasma
ions so as to adjust the radial flow of ions to an ambipolar
diffusion.

The mechanism of the ambipolar diffusion can be under-
stood as follows: Let the seed current increases by an
amount 8J* > 0 at the position where magnetic field is
negative. The seed current causes a frictional force on
the electrons in the azimuthal direction and change of the
radial velocity of electrons

- Zb rj5J* > 0

is also positive. Equivalently a decrease in the electron
density is associated. The increase of the charge density
brings an increase of the radial electric field or equiva-
lently of the azimuthal velocity of ions

l4-(r8E) - - B i 4-(r8Ve) > 0
As an ion is flowing in the radial direction it suffers an
additional inertial force in the azimuthal direction, if the
azimuthal velocity is changed, and consequently it changes
the radial velocity

6VT ~ ~ VR Q7 3F<r6V0) > °
Taking into account the change of the ion density, one is
able to calculate the change in ion's radial velocity as

6Vr ~ ~-£-s 8vT ~ SVT
cz+Vi

So far we studied the equations of motion for respec-
tive species of plasma particles. We found in eq.(15) that
an seed current at the field null is indispensable to keep
an FRC plasma in a steady-state equilibrium. The applied
seed current, however, kicks electrons and ultimately en-
hances radial loss flux of electrons. This enhanced loss of
electrons produces radial electric field and equivalently an
azimuthal ion rotation to satisfy ambipolar condition (18).
The physics quantities: velocities and densities of ions and
electrons can be determined respectively on the bases of
eqs.(l), (2), (7), (12), (17), and (18); as functions of
particle's sources and the seed current. The field quanti-
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t ies E and B are to be obtained with the maxwell equa-
tions.

For a practical use of the theory, an approximation
Nb « N simplifies the problems. Quantities characterizing
an equilibrium B , Ve , and n are related by the force
force balance equation:

This equation is supplemented by the condition of ambipolar
diffusions

- - Q, ( | J* - i ± MSi Ve ) / ( j. - J* ] ( 1 8 )

and the continuity condition in the form

n - - f [ ij"' rSe dr ) / { j9 - ( 1 - § ) J* ] (19)

then the above quantities can be obtainable as a function of
applied particle's sources and a seed current respectively.

In our discussions, we postulated the temperatures of
ions and electrons. Viscosities are also ignored in equa-
tions of motions. Those have to be justified in practical
use of the theory.
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Velocity-Space Particle Loss in Field-Reversed Configurations

Pi-Ren Chiang and Ming-Yuan Hsiao

Department of Nuclear Engineering, 231 Sackett Building
The Pennsylvania State University, University Park, PA 16802

The classical transport assumes that the entire velocity space is for particle confinement.

However, in reality, there are unconfined regions in velocity space, which introduces the

velocity space particle loss (VSPL).i-4 Due to the magnetic structure in FRCs, the VSPL is

significant in the separatrix and small-r regions. Under the fast-loss assumption, i.e., the

unconfined particles escape from the system immediately, Hsiao and Miley's result2 showed

that the particle loss rate due to the collisional VSPL was much higher than the experimental

values. In reality, particles tend to fill in the loss region via collisions (classically or

anomalously); and the unconfined particles stay in the system for a finite period of time. If

these two effects are considered, the particle loss rate may be significantly reduced. In this

paper, a finite-loss-time model, which incorporates these two effects, is used to modify the

loss boundaries in velocity space. Both the open-field and closed-field confinement criteria

are' sed to calculate the particle confinement times for FRCs.

Following Hsiao and Miley's approach, the open-field confinement criteria can be

transformed to (r,v) space. The transformation yields

where (1)

veo = - qBor/mc, AOW = O(rw) - <P(r), and c«co = (IqlBo/mc) is the cyclotron frequency. Here,

as in Ref. 2, the boundary of confinement region is approximated by the entire sphere as

described by Eq.(l), instead of a cut-off sphere. The closed-field confinement criteria can be

expressed in (r,v) space as

v? + a2(ve-ve i)
2 + v2 < vf,,

where (3)

vcl -

= qrH-7mca2rs
2, a = (l-r2/^2)1/2 and AOS = <J>(rs)-O(r). Note that the confinement

region in velocity space for the closed-field confinement is an ellipsoid with a minor radius of
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vcl in the vr and vz directions, and a major radius of vcl/a(r) in the VQ direction. To simplify

the calculation and have a conservative estimation of the particle confinement times, the
ellipsoid is approximated by a sphere with radius vcl.

In essence, collisions tend to fill the loss region in velocity space, thus relaxing the

distribution function toward a Maxwellian. The relaxation time Xr is usually approximated by

like-particle collision time xc = m2<v>3/(&ie4Ln(r)), where L is the coulomb logarithm, <v>

is the average velocity of the unescaped particles. In the mean while, unconfined particles

continue escaping from the system. The escape time of the unconfined particles can be given

as l/2vesc, where 1 is the system length and vesc is the average velocity of the escaped

particles. Accordingly, a fraction fu= exp(- Xc/tesc) of the unconfined particles may remain in

the system. The exponential form comes from the fact that both terms are the e-folding times

of the particle density. Therefore the particle density n(r) can be written as

n(r) = nc +fuxnu

f(r,v) dv)exp(- -•*-)

(5)
where f(r,v) is the particle distribution function, Vc and VL are, respectively, the

confinement and the loss regions in velocity space. Equation (5) has the following features.

First, as Tc approaches to zero, which is equivalent to an infinite collision frequency, the

density is exactly the same as the integration of the f(r,v) over the whole velocity space.

Second, as xeSc approaches to zero, n(r) is the integration of f(r,v) over the confinement

velocity space only, since Xesc=0 implies that the unconfined particles are lost immediately.

Next we want to modify the loss boundary vc by Eq. (5). Physically, it is reasonable to

assume that the unconfined particles with higher energy escape earlier. The 'effective'

confinement region then will be increased by changing the loss boundary vc due to the

unconfined particles remaining in the system. From Eq.(5), a new loss boundary vc" should

satisfy
n(r) = n(r,Vc) = nc(r,vc) + nu(r,vc)exp(- tjiesc )

= nc(r,vc) + [nc(r,c«) - nc(r,vc)]exp(- Tc/tesc ) ^

where vc is determined from Eqs. (1) or (3). Once vc' is obtained, the local particle loss rate
<Xp> can be calculated by replacing vc with vc* in Ref. 2.

A calculation of a self-consistent ambipolar electric field in the radial direction was

attempted. However, the calculation failed in the region near r=0, and the magnitude of the
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electric field was not realistic because the losf rate of electrons is several orders lower than

that of ions. A more realistic electric field should be calculated combining the classical

transport and the collisional VSPL together. Therefore, in this study the radial electric

potential profile is assumed to be flat in the radial direction. Table I shows the experimental

and the calculated particle confinement times for the present major experiments. The

calculated confinement times using the open-field confinement criteria are about 2 to 5 times

the experimental values, while the ones using the closed-field confinement criteria are two

orders lower than the experimental values. These results are expected since both the criteria

represent the extreme cases in FRCs. A sequence of cases with parameters varied from the

parameters in the experiments shown in Table I are run to find the scaling of the particle

confinement time. The confinement time scaling for the open-field confinement is Tp «

l s0.6Xs3rc2n0.6Ti0.3, while for the closed-field confinement, Tp scales as

ls0.6xs3rc1.6n0.4Tj0.1. The calculated power laws of scaling are almost the same for these

experiments. It is important to note that the scalings are obtained for the present experimental
parameters. Since the expression of Tp is nonlinear, the scalings may not be applied to the

parameters significantly different from those of these experiments. In reactor regime, a

simple power law may not be appropriate for a prediction of the confinement time. A

comparison between the scaling of the collisional VSPL model and other empirical and

theoretical scalings is made in Table II. As shown in Table n, the VSPL scaling agrees well

with empirical scaling. It is noted that, for the scaling on the temperature, the VSPL model

has the best prediction among the theoretical scalings. Therefore, the collisional VSPL

appears to be one important contributing factor to the anomalous transport observed in the

present experiments.
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Table I. Comparison of the confinement times between experimental and VSPL

results.Tp(EXP) is the experimentally observed particle confinement time; Tp (OF) is the

collisional VSPL result for the open-field confinement criteria; Xp ( CF) is for the closed-

field confinement criteria.

Device

FRX-A

FRX-B

FRX-C (5 mtorr)

FRX-C(20mtorr)

TRX-2

tp(EXP)

35 us

3 9 MS

68 Ms

154 us

126 us

Tp(OF)

6 3 M-s

7Ojxs

3 1 2 MS

749 JIS

501MS

tp(CF)

0.56 \is

0.57 MS

2.05 Ms

3.43 MS

2.86 ^ s

Table II4. Particle Confinement Time Scaling: xp = Is
axs

brc
cndlTie

Scaling

A. Empirical

R2/Pie

xsR2/pie(ls/rc)
3/4

•©-

TRX-1

FRX-C/T

TRX

B. Theoretical

LHD

Bohm

Krall

Classical

VSPL (Open-Field)
(Closed-Field)

0

0.75
0

0

0.2

0

0.6

0
0
0
0.6
0.6

2

3
3
2.2

1.4

3.6

3.3

2
2
2

3
3

2

1.25
2

2.2

1.4

3.6

2

2
2
2

2

1.6

0.5

0.5
0.5

0.6

0.5
0.9

0.5

0.5
0.5
0

0.6
0.4

0

0

0.5

0.3

0.4

0

-0.7
-0.5
-0.5
1.5

0.3
0.1
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Resistivity at the Field Null
of the FRC Plasma

Richard A. Gerwin, CTR-6
Los Alamos National Laboratory

I. SYNOPSIS
In the absence of major destructive instabilities, the configuration time is ultimately

determined by particle and flux containment. If the profiles are "gentle," then the
anomalous flux-loss rate depends essentially on the anomalous resistivity at the field null.

Conventional electrostatic quasi-linear models of anomalous cross-field resistive
diffusivity are based upon the use of E x B drift velocities, and hence break down at
the magnetic field null. In this paper, an electromagnetic treatment valid at the field
null is developed, based upon the presence of flute-parity perturbations. An expression
for anomalous resistivity at the field null in the quasi-linear approximation is derived by
averaging in the ignorable direction over the random phases of the perturbations. The
expression is valid for arbitrary (non-local) radial shapes of the perturbing modes (for
example, the eigenfunctions need not be centered at the field null), and for an arbitrary
ratio of real frequency to growth rate. The effective resistivity due to flute perturbations
of the MHD type will be considered.

II. THE MODEL
Consider a quasi-lD model of the FRC. Revert to a slab model with "radial" direction

x, "azimuthal" direction y (periodic), and axial direction z. The zero-order magnetic field
is along the z-direction. We seek flute-type perturbations independent of z in a model in
which the equilibrium has only an x-dependence. We neglect electron inertia, so Ohm's
law reads

E + uxB = DvV xB-—VPe , (1)
ne

where Dv = rj/fio is the resistive diffusivity of the plasma, E and B are electric and
magnetic field vectors, Pe is electron pressure, n is electron number density, and u is the
electron fluid velocity. (Thus, the Hall term is included.)

There are two types of modes independent of z. One has perturbation components
6BX, 6By, and SEZ. The other has perturbation components 6EX, 6Ey, and SBZ. It can be
shown, by using potentials for E and B in Eq. (1), that modes of the former type always die
away resistively as the perturbations are convected with the electron fluid. Consequently,
we restrict attention to modes of the latter type. They have the form of interchanges.

III. ELECTROSTATIC PERTURBATIONS
The conventional approach is to examine the effect of cross-field electrostatic

perturbations, SEy, on the cross-field (radial) particle flux, nux. One takes the cross-
product of Eq. (1) with B, multiplies by n and divides by B2, and invokes radial pressure
balance to find

ExB nVP VPe x B
nu = n - ^ - - r , — + — _ , (2)
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where P is the total plasma pressure. The second term on the rhs constitutes the classical
contribution to the radial flux due to resistivity intrinsic to a quiescent plasma. It can be
thought of as allowing a resistive slippage between the plasma velocity and the velocity of
magnetic field lines, n{u — VE)X, where VE = E£? • The third term has no zero-order radial
(x) component because VjPe itself is x-directed. Also, in a purely electrostatic model in
which perturbations of B are suppressed, (V6Pe)y perturbations (with 6Pe periodic in y)
will contribute no net effect to the radial particle flux when averaged over the y-direction.

The first term on the rhs can produce a nonlinear electrostatic contribution to the
radial particle flux, of the form

{nux)NL = , (3)

in which perturbations of magnetic field are again suppressed in the electrostatic model.
From this term, one could construct an equivalent anomalous resistivity from

Bzo

where the anomalous particle diftusivity is given by

= r2
cX, (5)

wherein we have assumed uniform and equal temperatures for simplicity. Here, f3 =
P/(B2/2/.tQ), V* is the anomalous electron collision frequency, and rce is the electron
gyro-radius. Eq. (3) breaks down at or near the magnetic field null.

IV. ELECTROMAGNETIC PERTURBATIONS AT THE FIELD NULL
Write Eq. (1) as

neE + neu x B - r)nef- VPe , (6)

split into meai\ values depending only upon the x-coordinate and fluctuations depending
upon the x-coordinate and also periodic in the y direction,

n = n0 + 8n, E = Eo + SE, u = u0 -)- 6u

B = B0 + 8B, Pe = Peo + 6Pe , (7)

lake the y-component, average over the y direction, (...), and neglect the explicit resistive
term (in order to concentrate on anomalous resistivity due to the fluctuations). Note that
iti) = uoy(x)y, and dPeo/dy = 0. After dividing through by (noe), one finds

Eoy = 1]* Joy = ~ ( (&Ey ~ fat-xBoz)) + {8llx8B~) = (*?*«A),y)l + (r]*Joy)? , (<̂ )

which defines the anomalous resistivity rf • Henceforth, we shall refer to the two terms on
the rhs of Eq. (8) as {T)*JOS)I + (v*J0y)2.
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Now, the y-component of Eq. (1) for the fluctuations/reads

tE, - fa.lt. = - | ( £ ) (9,

where we note that wx0 = 0 and dPe0/dy = 0. Substitution of (9) into (8) yields, for the
first term on the rhs,

We next assume that the adiabatic law governs the electron fluid.

P e ^)=0 (11)

where the plasma mass density is p = rrtin and 7 is the adiabatic index. This equation
linearizes to

I + - I ) («•• - c^>+*"• ( tit
where C'% = jPco/Po = l'T'eo/Tni- Note that dPe0/dx and dpo/dx vanish at the field null.
Therefore, at the field null.

6Pe-C?6p = f(y-uOyt). (13)

Since / is periodic in y, f must vanish identically for unstable perturbations. Therefore,
at the field null.

? 6n (14)

Substitution of (14) into (10) yields (77* Joy)i = 0 at the field null. Therefore, we turn to
the second term on the rhs of Eq. (8), namely

To examine this term, we take the z-component of the curl of Eq. (1), linearized in the
fluctuations, and evaluated at the field null. Noting that V • B = 0, V • u0 = 0, B • Vt7 = 0
for flute perturbations, and that TJ0 and Pe0 are independent of y, with dno/dx = 0 and
dPeQ/dx - 0 at the field null, we find

Thus, Eq. (16) determines 8ux in terms of 8BZ, which, upon inserting into Eq. (15) yields,
at. the field null.
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The final term clearly vanishes upon averaging periodic perturbations over the y direction.
Hence, Eq. (17) reduces to, at the field null.

(18)

77* = fdB* \ (2r|a|2e2rt^ = (***) (r\6Bz(t)\
2) ,

fj,Q \ dx / \ ax /

Iii general, a growing mode, periodic in j / , can be written as

oi>z = [ae r + a e * )e ; [ip = ky — tot), (1"/

where F is the growth rate and u> is the real frequency of the mode. Upon use of this form
in Eq. (18), the final result for 77* can be obtained by averaging over y. No time-average
is required. The result is

(20)

where the growing rms (with respect to y) amplitude \8Bz{t)\ must be assigned a saturated
value from some nonlinear model or from experimental observations. Eq. (20) is the
general quasi linear expression for the anomalous resistive diffusivity at the field null due
to interchange-like modes. In general, one will sum such contributions over all active
modes.

V. ANOMALOUS RESISTIVITY AT THE FIELD NULL FROM
INTERCHANGE-TYPE INSTABILITIES

For a growth rate that scales (for interchange or co-interchange ideal modes) as1

r~vA/(±ez) (21)

where tz is the length of a representative flux surface and VA is a representative Alfven
speed on that surface, with (dBzo/dx) ~ Bex/(^ra), the anomalous resistive diffusivity at
the field null becomes

77 1 OB Vm VA
V A (22)

Here, e defines (non-standardly) the elongation (\^zlr») of the unstable flux surface, the
field at the separatrix radius rs is Bex, and \SB\ is the magnetic perturbation at the field
null. This result, suggests that larger radius and smaller elongation are detrimental to the
effective resistivity at the field null. As a numerical example, we take B = 5 x 103 Gauss,
n = 1015 cm~3, r3 = 15 cm, e = 7, VA « 2 x 107 cm/s (deuterium), | J ^ | ~ 0.1,
and we then find (77*///0) ~ 105 cm?/s, compared to a classical resistive diffusivity of
?7///0 ~ 104 C7H2/s for Te = 100 eV.

1. D. C. Barnes, "Stability of Tilting Modes in Field-Reversed Configurations,"
Document EUR 11335 EN, International School of Plasma Physics (Piero Caldirola)
edited by S. Ortolani and E. Sindoni, Varenna, Italy (Sept. 1987).
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FRC Collisionless Resistivity*

T. Tajima and W. Horton (Institute for Fusion Studies, The
University of Texas at Austin)

Ions in the field reversed congifuration (FRC) exhibit stochastic
orbits due to the field null and the curvature of poloidal field lines.
Velocity correlations of these particles decay in a power law
fashion rm where 1 £ m < 2. This decay of the single particle
correlation function is characteristic of the long tail conelations of
strongly chaotic or nonlinear systems found in other problems of
statistical physics. This decay of correlations gives rise to a
collisionless resistivity that can far exceed the collisional
resistivity in an FRC plasma. The finite correlation time ^ of a
single particle limits the acceleration in the electric field producing
the finite resistivity. Maxwellian test particle distributions are
integrated to find the measure of the set of stochastic ions that
contribute to the collisionless resistivity. The computed
conductivity is proportional to the square root of the characteristic
ion gyroradius in both simulation and theory.

•Work Supported by USDoE
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SCALING LAWS OF TOROIDALLY COUPLED
RF DRIVEN FIELD-REVERSED CONFIGURATIONS

ANDRAS KUTHI
University of California, Los Angeles, CA 90024

ABSTRACT

The RACETRACK reactor concept of two toroidally coupled RF driven
FRC-s is examined and scaling laws governing the equilibrium are
derived. Radial force balance of the rigidly rotating electron
fluid leads to a characteristic plasma radius which is independent
of the density, R2 = 4Te/nBa. Particle and force balances of the
nutral gas lead to a scaling relation between the density of the
neutral gas outside the plasma and the peak plasma density. An
important characteristic of the rigid-rotor FRC is that fully
developed gas blankets are possible, thus eliminating wall effects
and greatly reducing the problem of impurities.

Introduction

Field-Reversed-Configurations leek. Mostly because the
separatrix maps to the axis and along the associated magnetic field
null the pressure gradient cannot be balanced without axial flow.
The pressure on axis is quite large, about 30 % of the peak
pressure in present day FRC experiments. Reducing the separatrix
pressure is not altogether good because then the volume average
beta drops and magnetic field utilization becomes inefficient.

To address this issue of axial loss from FRC-s the concept of
RACETRACK1 was developed. RACETRACK consists of two identical long
FRC-s side by side connected at the ends by toroidal high-field
sections. The beta in the toroidal sections is low, about l/RnRm

2,
where Rn is the pressure ratio - separatrix to peak - and Rm is the
mirror ratio, (Btor/Ba) = (toroidal field / straight section field),
so the toroidal sections can confine this low beta plasma
effectively using traditional stellarator techniques. Most of the
plasma, however, is in the high-beta straight FRC-s, so the volume
average beta is high and the field utilization is effective. Since
we assume recirculation of the axial losses only the radial losses
are addressed in this paper.

Assuming the above ideas underlying the concept are coirect
we proceed to examine the steady-state FRC equilibrium as generated
by rotating magnetic fields2. The main effect of the rotating
transverse field is to establish the form of the diamagnetic
current as that due to a rigid rotor plasma,

Jd = -enrn(Sj - se) . (1)

The angular frequency of field rotation is n, e is the magnitude
of the unit charge, n is the plasma density, and the constant ion
and electron slip factors are si and se, respectively. In addition,
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we will be using Ampere's law which has the form

dBz/dr = -M0Jd (2)

in the long cylinder approximation.

The Plasma Momentum Balance

In equilibrium the forces must balance, thus

eT(dn/dr) = Jd(Bz - Bc) , (3)

where the magnetic field necessary to balance the centrifugal force
is Bc. It is given by the formula Bc = m̂ fifSj - l)2/e(s1- - se) . The
temperature is assumed constant, T = Te + Tf, which is a good
assumption since it has been observed in our experiments3.

An important difference between inductively generated FRC such
as a theta pinch and our rotating field driven FRC is the amount
of ion rotation and consequently the magnitude of the centrifugal
field. In our case it is quite small, although measurable, while
in theta pinch generated FRC-s it is a significant fraction of the
total field and therefore less field is available to balance the
kinetic pressure.

Eliminating the density from (1), (2), and (3) and solving the
resulting second order nonlinear differential equation for B2 - Bc
we get the profiles,

B
z "

 Bc = (Ba - Bc)tanh[(r
2 - ro

2)/R2] (4)

and

n = n0 sech
z[(r2 - ro

2)/R2]. (5)

Here Ba is the constant axial magnetic field generated by the
external straight section coils, n0 is the density corresponding to
a beta of unity in the field Ba - Bc, that is, n0 = (Ba - Bc)

2/2/ioeT.
The interesting scaling relation is given by the normalizing
radius,

R2 = 4T/(Ba - Bc)n(s, - s e), (6)

characterizing the plasma size. The density peak occurs at the
radius r0 when this quantity is real, and on axis when it is
imaginary. In the latter case the peak beta is less than one.
When the beta is much less than one the density profile tends to
a Gaussian4.

The scaling relation (6) is independent of the density. This
means, that we can fix the plasma size by the proper choice of the
field rotation frequency! The temperature, magnetic field, and the
density tend to be fixed by fusion reaction rate considerations.
In another form equation (6) gives a relation for an "effective"
S number,
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R2/l,-2 = 20,(1 + T,/Te)/fl(s, - se)(l - Bc/Ba), (6a)

connecting the number of ion Larmor radii, 1,-, inside the plasma
with the cyclotron and rotation frequencies. Observe, that this
is not the same as the number of Larmor orbits within the
separatrix, which would be related to r0 instead of R, but this
distinction is not important for present day configurations with
r^R of the order of unity.

A whole set of engineering relations between global
configuration parameters can now be derived. Let's call the
normalized peak radius squared x0 = (r^R)

2, then we have the total
plasma current

I = BaL[l + tanh(xo)]/Mo, (7)

the line density

N = I/ef(Sj - se)L, (8)

where f is the RF frequency and L is the length of the straight
FRC; the stored magnetic energy

WB = ITln[l + exp(2xo)]/f, (9)

and the power dissipated by the diamagnetic current

Pd = 47T77LBa
2F(xo)/M0

2,

where the function F(x0) is given by the formula

F(x0) = (2/3)ln[l + exp(2x0)] - sech
2(x0)/6. (11)

F(x0) tends to 4x^3 for large x0, and F(0) = 0.3.

The Neutral Gas Balance

In our present low power experiment the peak density is about
1012 cm"3, thus it is fully permeable to neutral gas. The neutral
density is independent of the radius and so is the ionization
frequency, f. = nn<sv>^. The dominant power requirement is not the
one balancing the dissipation of the diamagnetic current but
enthalpy lost by the plasma particles,

PH = [3T/2 + Wf]I(f,/f). (12)

Wj is the ionization potential, possibly including some excitation
loss, in which case the power includes radiative losses in addition
to the enthalpy loss. However, a high beta fusion plasma is
expected to have a density of 10 cm"3 which will completely exclude
the neutrals. The neutral pressure gradient is then balanced by
collisions with the plasma ions and this results in a diffusive
scale-length of penetration5,
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Ln
2 = eT/mnn

2<sv>i<sv>c, (13)

where the ionization rate is <sv>,., the charge-exchange rate is
<sv>c, and the neutral mass is denoted mn. At the boundary layer
between the neutral gas and the fully ionized plasma the
temperature rapidly drops to a few eV and the electron fluid
rotation comes to a halt. In this gas blanket interface the
dominant term of the diamagnetic current balance,

^Jd = <VezBr> - VrBz' < 1 4)

is the radial particle flux. If very high rotating field is used,
the RF drive term can be dominant all the way to the wall, and then
the plasma density profile is unaffected by the gas blanket.
However, in the most probable case the rotating field is limited
and then the plasma flux outward becomes diffusive instead of
convective. Assuming classical cross-field diffusion in the gas
blanket balancing the inward gas flux with the outward plasma flux,

-(eT/mnn<sv>c) dn^dr = (rjeTn/Bz
2) dn/dr, (15)

the scaling relation connecting the plasma density entering the
blanket, nb, with the neutral density at the wall is obtained:

nn(wall) = nb
3 (mn<sv>c<r?>/Ba

2) . (16)

The heat flux entering the blanket, Q, must be within limits for
the blanket to exist. A simple model for the heat balance of the
blanket is the following,

K dT/dr = nvr(Wf + 3eT) + Qrad - Q, (17)

where the classical cross-field heat conductivity is K. This leads
to the condition on the maximum heat flux,

Q,™ = eTnn(wall)vUh(<sv>j/<sv>c)
1/2. (18)

If the heat flux is larger than this then the blanket will be
burned away. Introducing impurities into the blanket on purpose
can extend this maximum. The minimum heat flux is given by the
enthalpy transport term in eg.(17). For heat flux less than that
the blanket will quench the plasma temperature.

*Work supported by DOE.
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THE LOWER HYBRID DRIFT INSTABILITY
AND THE EVOLUTION OF PLASMA GRADIENTS

A. G. Sgro and S. Peter Gary
Los Alamos National Laboratory

The evolution of plasma gradients is studied with hybrid computer simulations

(particle ions, fluid electrons with nonzero mass) carried out in the x-y plane of a plasma

with a modest density gradient in the x direction and a magnetic field B = Bz{x)z. These

initial density and magnetic field profiles represent a one-dimensional equilibrium of the

sheath region of a Field Reversed Configuration (FRC) near the separatrix, and are plotted

versus x in the top panel of Fig. 1. All variables are initially uniform in y.

The one-dimensional equilibrium is unstable to the growth of various instabilities. The

fastest, growing and the first to appear is the lower hybrid drift instability. Initially, the

simulation exhibits rapid growth of the fluctuating electric fields. The average growth rate

at early times is in good agreement with the maximum growth rate predicted by (3 = 0

linear stability theory. By fltf ~ 1.5, the fluctuating fields have attained their maximum

energy density and the initially uniform (in y) density contours, shown in the top panel

of Fig. 2 (at t = 0), have developed a large amplitude wave as shown in the next panel

of Fig. 2. At these early times there are four or five wavelengths in the box, implying a

wave number of fcaf ~ 8, fairly close to the wavenumber at maximum growth of kma,i — 10

predicted by the /3 — 0 linear theory. This behavior, and a corresponding response by

the Bz contours, not shown here, is quite similar to that found at comparable times in

previous simulations of a plasma sheath unstable to the lower hybrid drift instability.

These earlier results have led to the general perception that while the y averaged magnetic

field and density profiles show an apparent broadening due to these waves, there is no real

transport across the sheath since the sheath region, although perturbed, still has about

the same thickness locally as it had at t = 0.

Our simulations, done with a hybrid code which allows larger time steps and therefore

longer runs, are distinguished from these other such computations in several ways but

especially in their duration; we have run to many ion gyroperiods to examine the late
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time fluctuation spectra and density profiles. In this late time regime, localized spreading

develops over much of the sheath region. This is illustrated in successive panels of Fig.

2, which shows that the early time, short wavelength density fluctuations coalesce toward

longer wavelength structure as time progresses.

The lower panels of Fig. 1 plot n(x) at several different y-values. In some regions the

sheath remains relatively narrow in a;, while in other regions it becomes much broader.

At some y- values the density falls to a low value monotonically, while in others a plateau

develops in n(x) at intermediate x, and only at larger x does the density fall to the lowest

value. Thus, although the density and field contours spread and the sheath becomes

broader at local values of y as well as on average, the process is much more in the nature

of a turbulent evolution of the sheath and does not exhibit the monotonically decreasing

profile in x at many values oft/, nor the homogeneous character in y, expected of a diffusive

process.

In conclusion, we have obtained two new results which we believe have important

implications for further studies of wave-particle transport across plasma gradients in

general and across the FRC separatrix in particular. First, we find that the lower hybrid

drift instability exhibits a shift to longer wavelength fluctuations as time progresses.

Second, relatively flat density plateaus are observed in the simulation results.

Our simulations show results which violate two important assumptions usually made

for quasiliuear theories of transport by the lower hybrid drift instability: first, that the

instability retains the relatively short wavelength of its linear growth phase and, second,

that these short wavelength fluctuations stochastically scatter plasma particles to yield

cross-field diffusion.

From the progressive broadening of the sheath as the simulation progresses, it might be

concluded that the influence of the enhanced fluctuations weakens as the sheath broadens.

However, it may be seen that this is not true by recalling that the combined effect of

plasma transport from the interior of the FRC toward the sheath, and the loss of plasma

along open field lines, will act to steepen the gradient. On time scales of interest, the

plasma gradient will broaden until the two effects balance and plasma loss will proceed as

part of this quasi-steady condition at the sheath.
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Anomalous Heat Transport Caused by
Ion Temperature Gradient Driven Turbulence

SATOSHI HAMAGUCHI

Institute for Fusion Studies
The University of Texas at Austin

Austin, Texas 78712

Abstract

The ion temperature gradient driven mode or 77,-mode turbulence is discussed as a source
of anomalous heat transport. The scaling of the anomalous ion heat conductivity with
magnetic shear s = Ln/L, and the excess of 77; (= Ln/Lji) over the critical value 77^ for
marginal stability is found to vary as \i — 9(P*/Ln)(cTi/eB)(r)i — J7,,c) exp(—05), where
g = 0(1) and a ~ 5.

1. Introduction

From the numerous results of experiments, it is known that the transport observed in Field
Reversed Configurations (FRC) is anomalous or significantly larger than classical diffusion.1

It is generally considered that this anomalous transport is due to turbulence of the plasma
excited by various microinstabilities. For the current FRC experimental devices, where the
typical ion-drift parameter vp/vi = pi/Ln (v£> = vf/ujciLn, vf = Ti/rrii, pi = Vi/u>d, and
Ln = —(dlnn/dr)'1) is of 0.2 ~ 0.8 and the density gradient is generally much larger than
the ion temperature gradient (77,- = Ln/L^ <C 1, LT{ = —(d(lnTi)jdr)), the lower hybrid
drift (LHD) instability is unstable and believed to produce the anomalous transport.2 The
LHD instability is mainly driven by the density gradient and has a real frequency and a
growth rate near the lower hybrid frequency UIJJ = {uctuci)

ll2. This fast growing instability
is also known to be stabilized by temperature gradients3'4 although current experiments do
not seem to produce large enough temperature gradients to completely stabilize the LHD
mode.2 In future experiments of the FRC, where the temperature will be significantly higher
and the duration of discharges will be significantly longer, however, one could expect that
the microinstabilities with low frequencies fwa ^ w £ w e ' = (cTe/eB) (ky/Ln)) play more
important roles in anomalous transport of FRC plasmas.

From this point of view, we discuss the microinstability caused by the ion tempera-
ture gradient and the associated heat transport in the present work. There are two dif-
ferent branches of the ion temperature gradient driven mode (or the 77,-mode): one is the
interchange-like mode driven by the field curvature and the ion temperature gradient and
the other is the slab mode driven by the coupling of the drift wave to the ion acoustic
wave destabilized by the ion temperature gradient. In this work, we only consider the latter
one or the slab r^-mode, which is expected to be important in the long central region of a
high-temperature FRC plasma.
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2. Dynamical Equations

The dynamical equations of the slab ion temperature gradient driven mode are derived
from the two fluid equations with the assumptions of the electrostatic mode and adiabatic
electrons.5 In the central region of a FRC plasma, the magnetic field configuration may be
modelled as B = 5 ( z + (x/La)y), where B is the constant poloidal field, Bx/Ls is the
weak toroidal field and x is the position in the radial direction measured from a particular
radius r0. Here La denotes the scale length of the magnetic shear. Using the standard
notations of physical quantities,6 we define the following characteristic velocity and space
scales

ca c(m.-T.)1/a

> Pa = =uci eB
the nondimensional parameters

Ti fTi

and space-time variables

x y z tcs
x — , y — , z — , T — .

Ps Ps Ln Ln

Here the subscript 0 denotes the unperturbed quantities which are assumed to be functions
of only x, and the tilde denotes the fluctuating quantities. We also assumed that the unper-
turbed parts of the velocity field v and the potential $ be zero and the adiabatic elections,
i.e., n = e$/!Te. In the FRC, where the ion temperature T, tends to be higher than the
electron temperature Te, it is reasonable to assume that p3/Ln — c(m,T e)1 '2 /e5(< v^/vi)
be a typical small scale. Therefore, with the assumption that the fluctuation level be of
order pa/Ln, the evolution equations of the slab ^-mode are given by

(1)

(2)

where only the E x B convective nonlinear terms are retained as nonlinearity. Here, <f> =
(e$/re) (LJPa), v = (u||/c,) (LJp.), p = (piTi/pioTt) (!»//»,), {f,g} = i ' V i / x V i ( / , and
V|| = d/dz + sxd/dy.

3. Linear Stability Analysis

Linear stability properties are briefly discussed in this section with a special emphasis on
the shear stabilization effect. Assuming the y and r dependence of the dependent variables
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Figure 1. Dependence of the anomalous ion heat conductivity x* o n shear s (a) and

as expik(y — Or) in Eqs. (l)-(3), where k = kypa is the normalized wavenumber in the
y direction and w = kQ, is the normalized complex frequency we linearize Eqs. (l)-(3):

K
K AB-

= 0, (4)

where A = Q + ifi\\ks2x2 and B = tt + i\\\ks2x2. Here we set fix = x± = 0, considering a
collisionless plasma. It is known5 that, in the case where fi\\ = X|| = T = 0, Eq. (4) gives the
following eigenvalue ft = fltk a n d the eigerifunction (f>:

2(1 + P)
[(l - k2K - is(2t + 1)) ± y/(l - k2K - is(2i+l))2 - 4is F) (2£ +

and
(5)

(6)

where a = is/ft, £{£ > 0) is the radial mode number associated with the £th eigenvalue of
the Weber equation, and Ht(z) is the ^th-order Hermitian function of the complex variable z.
We note from Eq. (5) that the shear and radial eigenmode number dependence of ftf* enter
the formula as the term s(2£ + 1). As shown in Ref. 6, the maximum growth rate 7max =
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ma.Xk,t(klTnCltk) is a function of only K, not of shear s, since fmtx may be obtained by
varying s = s(2£ + 1) (rather than just i) as well as k. Therefore, the growth rate of the
most unstable slab 7,-mode is independent of the shear s. With the effects of finite dissipation
and compressibility (i.e., T ^ 0), it has been shown6 that 7 is a decreasing function of the
shear s. In particular, compressibility shows a strong stabilization effect when the shear s is
large.

4. Numerical Results and Conclusions

Equations (l)-(3) are solved numerically and the anomalous ion heat conductivity x« =
{piVix) I (—Pio) is estimated.6 Figure l(a) and (b) show the dependence of \\ o n s (with
fixed K = 3.0) and K - Kc = (>&• - ifc,e) Zi/Te (with fixed s = 0.1), respectively. Here,
P± = x± — 0.1, /*|| = X|| = 1.0, F = 2 and the domain Lx x Ly x Lz = 40/9, x 10rps x 7Ln-
From the nonlinear analysis in Ref. 6 and these numerical simulations, we obtain the scaling
of Xi as

Xi = 9Y ( ^ ) {Vi ~ Vi,c) exp(-as),

where a ~ 5 and g = 0(1).
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FORMATION OF FBCs WITH LARGE BIAS FIELDS

John T. Slough
Spectra Technology, Inc.

Bellevue, WA

Operation of field reversed theta pinches (FRTP) at high bias fields is desirable
for forming high flux FRCs. However, at high bias fields radial shock heating
becomes ineffective, and the resulting high flux and low plasaa energy results in
strong axial iaplosions. This is especially true for large devices where ohmic
losses may be expected to be snail. These strong axial iaplosions have either
prevented long lived FRCs froa being formed, or have resulted in large flux losses

"during and immediately following the axial implosion. By employing new formation
methodologies, which emphasize initial plasma uniformity, high bias field operation
with good flux retention was obtained on the TRX device.

The strength of the axial contraction, which occurs sometime after field
reversal, can be crudely evaluated by comparing the plasma heating before the axial
contraction with that which would be required to produce a given equilibrium FRC
length. The pre-axial contraction heating comes from the two sources listed below:

radial shock: E = 0.4! B 6 / 5B 4/'5 irr \ /u [1]
r s * c w e * o

ohmic heating: E. = (1-f,2) B, B Tr ^ //* . [2]
3 f 10 c w c o

i. is the fraction of initial lift-off flux, •, = Tr o, , retained, and
f = 1/(1 + 1.7(B, /B ) ' ) is the reduction in radial shock heating effectiveness
due to the presence of a bias field. B 1 Q is the lift-off field, B c is the field
(assumed constant) at which the axial contraction.occurs, and B + is the
characteristic field defined by Green and Newton, B+(kG) =
2.26E~ ' (kV/cm)p ' (mTorr) for deuterium. These energies must be compared with the
required plasma energy for an equilibrium FRC:

equilibrium: E = 1.5</J> B 2 Tr \ /2fi [3]

where r is dependent on the field profile which, for simplicity, can be taken as a
rigid rotor with r = (rf,B, r /r B ) ' r . Ignoring radial shock heating, and
equating Eqs. (1) and (3) yields an expression for the minimum length to diameter
ratio, e . (using r /r = 0.9, <p> = 0.9)

[4]

where £ is the ratio of the coil length to tube diameter.

In the absence of radial shock heating, the minimum transient elongation, e - , is
seen to depend only on the flux loss during formation - not explicitly on B-. or B .
The predicted e ^ for FRC-C/LSM and TBX is shown in Figure 1. The e . forLSX °
would be the same as TRX if the formation flux loss were similar sine"1? is tie saae
for the two devices. The Minimum elongation for FRX-C/LSM is found to be smaller for
the same flux loss due to the shorter coil. It can be seen that the observed flux
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loss and e . for both FRC-C/LSM and TRX are in good agreement with this rather crude
analysis. The inclusion of the complete thermalization of the radial shock energy
implied by eq. (1) significantly changes the predicted e . during formation. For a
B 1 Q / B of 0.1 to 0.2, characteristic of the experiments onFRX-C/LSM, it can be
seen from Fig. 1 that e . would never be less than 4. The observation of much
smaller elongations on f$8 indicates that thermalization of the radial shock energy
is not complete at the time of the axial implosion, and that eq. (1) considerably
overestimates the amount of radial shock heating in a large radius device such as
LSM. It would appear from the LSM data that for a large device, radial shock heating
is minimal, even though Eg is maintained at a large value.

It is also clear from Fig. 1 that flux retention from lift-off into the equilibrium
does not increase with increased size. This is contrary to what one would expect if
plasma turbulence, responsible for the anomolous flux loss during formation, scaled
independent of radius. The increased resistivity during formation with size, implied
by the LSM results, is not necessarily bad. It allows for greater preheating of the
plasma prior to the peak axial implosion and therefore avoids very short e i_- The
value of f. was similar for both LSM and TRX, which also had similar formation times.
Since the extrapolation from LSM to LSX is small compared to TRX, a similar value of
fi can be expected. In that case the e . should be no worse than that experienced
oS either TRX or LSM.

The relatively large values of f. observed on TRX, particularly at large B-. , were
achieved only when barrier fields were employed during both preionization and field
reversal. A drawing of the barrier field rods, attached directly to the outside of
the plasma tube, is shown on Figure 2. Application of the short range barrier fields
(generally at a level of about 1.5 kG at the wall) during field reversal reduced the
overall impurity level, but the most dramatic effect occurred when the barrier fields
were also on during preionization. Optimum timing of the barrier fields with the
main fields and ionization currents are shown on Figure 3 for both I and slow
ringing I* preionization. A much more symmetric ionization distribution (as inferred
from visible photography and the symmetry of the radial and axial implosions) was
then achieved, which resulted in high levels of flux retention at values of B,
approaching B+, even though the axial implosions were then so strong that minimum
transient FRC elongations (L /2r ) as low as 1.5 were seen.

s s
Flux retention data for TRX, operated both with and without barrier fields, is

shown on Figure 4. All data represent discharges where a stable FRG was formed with
an equilibrium flux confinement time greater than 50 /(sec. The barrier field data at
5 and 10 mTorr fill pressures were taken with both I and ringing I* inductive
preionization. The calculated maximum 65% flux retention was obtained for both forms
of preionization although, at high flux, the results were less reproducible when
using I preionization. Without barrier fields, FRCs could be formed only
sporadically for lift-off fields above 1 kG, and when they could be formed the flux
retention was poor. At lift-off fields above 1.2 kG, the barrier field - I
preionization results also tended to become much more erratic. 1.2 kG, however, was
the maximum lift-off field which could be obtained using ringing Ig preionization and
the 3-turn TRX-2 coils. The higher lift-off field data at 15 mTorr fill pressures
was obtained with ringing I* preionization and the old single turn TRX-1 coils (with
a degraded Eg of only 0.22 kV/cm and B = 2.1 kG). Reproducible 65X flux retention
was extended up to lift-off fields of 1.5 kG, which was the saximu* lift-off field
that could be trapped using that magnet and preionization configuration. This
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produced record (for TRX) equilibrium fluxes of 3 mWb, and permitted FRC lifetime
measurements to be made at s values above 3.

The results shown on Figure 4 are a considerable improvement over previously
reported flux retention, which tended to fall within the cross hatched area.
Operation in other experiments at f» values above 0.65 (since some flux loss must
also occur during the axial implosion), is well into the region shown on Figure 1
where strong axial implosions would be expected to occur, and where transient
elongations as low as 1.5 were indaed measured. Prior to the use of barrier fields,
formation at such high B, /B values was always very irreproducible, and always
involved very poor flux retention.

An indication of the improvement in formation performance is shown on Figure 5
which, except for the new data, is a reproduction from Reference 4. Previously,
obtainable equilibrium fluxes for long lived FRCs fell in the range of 0.1 to 0.2 of
•̂  = fr a . Using barrier fields, • /• values of 0.5 could be obtained. As shown
on Figure 1, this high a lift-off field operation will become more difficult in
larger devices as i. increases. The large s experiment (LSX) presently under
construction at Spectra Technology (r = 40 cm) needs to operate at a lift-off field
of 1 kG to meet its design goal of s = 8 (30 mWb equilibrium flux), and its B + is
only about 1.2 kG. Methods of delaying the axial contraction until more flux loss
can occur will be utilized, but it will still be impossible to avoid strong axial
implosions at such high ratios of B, /B+. The ability of the barrier field assisted
preionization to provide the initial plasma uniformity needed to survive the expected
strong axial dynamics will be a rigorous test of this new technique.
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Stabilization of Rotational Instability in FRC
by an Axial Current

Y.Nogi, M.Ooi, Ta.Takahashi, T.Saito.
Y.Maruyama, T.Takahashi, S.Shimamura

College of Science and Technology, Nihon University
1-8 Kanda Surugadai, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 101, Japan

1. Introduct i on
Most dangerous macroscopic instability in Field-Reversed

C o n f i g u r a t i o n ( F R C ) p l a s m a is known as an n=2 rotational in-
stability which deforms elliptically the cross section of the
plasma column. The growth of the instability, however, could be
suppressed by multipole field[l]. We found that the instability
was also stabilized by another method. The stabilizing effect
of this method comes from tension of the azimuthal field line
which is produced by axial current flowing on the s e p a r a t r i x .
Frequency and amplitude of the axial current were varied to know
the threshold value of the stability. Preliminary results of
the present experiment are given and the stability condition is
compared with Ishimura's theory[23.

2. Observation of Rotational Instability
The FRCs produced by two devices NUCTE-2 and 3 are discussed

in this paper. The plasma was observed by an excluded-flux ar-
ray, a single-chorded interferometer at the axial midplane of the
coil z=0, an optical fiber array to m e a s u r e p l a s m a light in
visible range at z=-5cm and a B # probe array at z=± 19cm. Each
fiber has a collimator to detect the light emitted from narrow
region. The a r r a n g e m e n t of these d i a g n o s t i c s w i t h o u t the
excluded-f1ux array is shown in Fig.l. Typical behavior of the
FRC at 6rotorr fill pressure without the stabilizing current is
seen in F i g . 2 . The rotational instability is shown as out of
phase in the visible lights, which corresponds to the modulation
of X n edl signal. Figure 3 includes one of Bg signals on the
same experimental condition as Fig.2 and a result of Fourier
analysis of them. The n-th mode amplitude is defined here as
\f ( a n 2 + b n 2 ) w h i c h can be o b t a i n e d from the c o e f f i c i e n t s in
Fourier series B # = a o / 2 + L (a ncos n 8 +b nsin n-& >. The n = l mode
keeps small level through the discharge, but the n=2 mode grows
with onset of the rotational instability. This result predicts
that a quadrupole current is induced near the plasma column. We
can construct the current channel from the B # signals as Fig.4.
The mechanism of the current generation is attempted to explain
from both effects of charge separation near the separatrix by
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centrifugal force and end shorting of the created charges.

3. Limit of Applied Current
There existed the critical amplitude of the current to apply

the FRC. Above the value the FRC was destroyed by the growth of
kink instability. Experiment showed that the applied current
must satisfy the following condition[3]

q ls// Q\Z/2U rs

where Be, rs and ls are the external field, the separatrix radius
and the separatrix length, respectively.

4. Stabilizing Experiment
The stabilizing current was applied to the FRC at about t=30

U s which was almost onset time of the rotational instability.
The current ranged in amplitude Iz=26-56kA and in frequency w =0-
4.5xl05rad/s. The q value is very close to unity at Iz=56kA.
The stabilizing effect became clear with increasing the amplitude
and the frequency of the current. The modulation in S nedl is
lowered by this effect as seen in Figs.5(a) and (b) where the
currents of Iz=47kA with w =4.3xl05rad/s and Iz=56kA with w
=4.5xl05rad/s are applied. It was known from the excluded-flux
signal that the termination time was prolonged to 100-110// s by
the axial current. There was no much difference in the
separatrix length between the FRCs with and without the current.

Kink instability was frequently excited by the high current.
The abrupt decrease of $ nedl in Fig.5(c) results from the move-
ment of the plasma column to the tube wall. This behavior was
pursued by the B# probe array. Figure 6 shows two cases of the
n = l mode in high and low currents. The mode grows rapidly in
the high current case as soon as the current starts.

4. Discussion
Ishimura derived the critical current to stabilize the rota-

tional instability from linear MHD equations[23. The stabi-
lizing effect of the current is not expected in the frequency
range of w £,Q where Q is angular velocity of rotation of the
plasma column around z-axis, but the FRC is stabilized in w >>Q
by the following condition

1-XS4 1+Xfi* Xs2(l-Xfj4) q-,2

where B# =(r s / r )B a cos(w t + S ) , Ba=rsQ \/~ (U QP ) , q"i = 7i r s B e / ( l s B a )
and p =mass d e n s i t y . The present experiment i s limited in the
range of w£2Q . The onset of the kink i n s t a b i l i t y might be ex-
plained by the theory. The n=2 mode, however, i s always s tab i -
l i z e d in the exper iment , though the s t a b i l i t y region of the
theory is very narrow in th i s frequency range. The square of
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azimuthal field at the separatrix B a
2 to stabilize the rotational

instability was needed 3-10 times larger than that expected from
the theory. Since the current has damping wave form with e-
folding time T ~~ 20ji s in the experiment, the effective value of
B a

2 during the current pulse approaches to the theory.
The experiments are summarized as follows. The rotational

instability is stabilized by high frequency axial current, but
the kink mode can't be suppressed at present. The current with
much higher frequency will be applied to the FRC to control the
kink motion.
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OBSERVATION OF TILT ASYMMETRIES IN FIELD-REVERSED CONFIGURATIONS*

M. Tuszewski, D.C. Barnes, P. Klingner, C. Ng+,

and the FRX-C Team

Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos NM 87545, USA

1. Introduction: In recent years, part of the experimental effort on the
FRX-C/LSM device has been devoted to understanding why good FRC confinement is
observed only in a narrow window of the operating parameter space (fill
pressures less than 5 mtorr and bias fields less than 0.8-0.9 kG). The
transition from good to bad confinement has been shown for some time to
correlate with strong axial shocks, suggesting a formation or stability
problem. More recently, FRC magnetic asymmetries have been observed whenever
the confinement was poor. To gain further understanding, a 64-coil probe
array was built, and data from over 700 discharges were collected during the
summer of 1989. We summarize in this paper the results of a preliminary
analysis of these data.

2. The probe array; B^ is chosen over Br to increase sensitivity near the
straight conducting boundary and because of simpler data analysis (no n = 0
component). The array consists of 8 axial x 8 toroidal BQ coils located at
about 33 cm radius, between coil (35 cm) and quartz tube (30 cm). The axial
locations are z = ±10,+30,±50, and ±70 cm, which allows separation of axially
even and odd components by subtracting and adding signals at given ±z. In
this paper, even and odd refer to the axial symmetry of flux surfaces. The
axial parity of Bg is opposite to that of flux surface displacement (i.e. an
even mode has odd Bg and vice-versa). At each axial location, 8 coils are
placed at equal 45° toroidal intervals, permitting Fourier analysis for the
n = 0, 1, 2, and 3 toroidal symmetries. Each probe is mounted within a
Newport Corporation RSA-1 rotary stage, which is adequate to null-out Bz
pick-up to within a few Gauss. Epoxy casting provides high voltage
insulation. A complete electrical shield (0.2 us around the coil) yields
essentially noise-free signals. The probe signals are integrated passively
(RC = 200 us) and digitized every us (12-bit Lecroy 6810). The residual B z
pick-up is removed numerically by using, at a given axial location, a Bz probe
from the excluded flux array (similar digitization). Then, a numerical
procedure allows (optional) signal separation into even and odd components and
toroidal Fourier analysis. The Bg array is quite reliable (over 99Z of usable
data) and relatively maintenance-free.

3. Experimental results; The data generally confirm results obtained with a
limited number of probes. Good FRCs (i.e. flux anomalies less than 10
compared with classical) are mostly axisymmetric during their stable period,
except for n = I and 2 axially-even modes (the wobble and elliptical
rotational instabilities). The axially-odd signals of good FRCs are
consistently observed to be less than a few Gauss, as illustrated in Fig. 1.
Bad FRCs (i.e. anomalies greater than 100) also have even n = 1 and 2
asymmetries. However, in contrast with good FRCs, they show substantial odd
asymmetries, as in the example of Fig. 2.
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FRCs with intermediate confinement show a level of odd asymmetries in
between those of Figs. 1 and 2. The odd asymmetries are mostly n = 1, but
substantial n = 2 is also present on average at all fill pressures. For fills
greater than 5 mtorr, the n = 3 relative amplitudes increase on average,
indicating contribution from higher-order components.

During preionization, transient BQ signals in the range 10-20 G are
observed in all cases, suggesting initial perturbations of a few percent. The
odd asymmetries of bad FRCs begin to grow soon after field reversal as seen in
Fig. 2. The amplitude of the n = 1 asymmetry peaks around 20 us, and then
suddenly decreases in coincidence with density and diamagnetism. Thereafter,
the amplitude has a fluctuating time history. For fill pressures greater than
A mtorr, one observes in addition flute-like (mostly even and spread over the
FRC length) asymmetries during the axial shock. These transient flutes are
better resolved with end-on X-ray images.

mtorr

X 2
D 3
+ 4
A 5
O 7.5

I . I . I i i I I I i I i i p i • i r |

5 10 15 2 0 25 30 35

odd n=l (G)

Fig.3 Correlation between flux confinement and
odd n=l amplitude for all available discharges.

We consider an average amplitude (15-20 us located at z - 10-30 cm) as a
preliminary measure of the odd n = 1 asymmetry. These amplitudes are compared
to the corresponding inferred flux anomalies in Fig. 3. Good FRCs have
consistently low odd amplitudes (1-4 Gauss). A smooth but rapid transition to
poor confinement is observed for amplitudes around 5 Gauss. Bad FRCs have
amplitudes greater than 10 Gauss. Anomalies saturate around 200 because flux
decay times cannot be much less than 10-20 ys. The correlation between odd
n = 1 amplitude and FRC confinement shown in Fig. 3 is the strongest
identified so far. The data show weaker correlations with n > 1 odd
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asymmetries and much weaker or no correlations with even asymmetries, plasma
radius, and asymmetries during preionization.

4. Simulation; The observed odd n = 1 asymmetries could be associated with the
theoretically predicted internal tilt instabilities. Hence, a preliminary
comparison with a 3-D simulation (resistive-MHD including Hall effects ) is
made. A 2-D FRC equilibrium similar to 5-mtorr high-bias LSM data just after
formation (Be = 4 kG, rg = 22 cm, !!„ = 150cm, T = 100 eV, Tj « 300 eV, s - 4)
is given a tilt perturbation and Bg at r - 33 cm is monitored as the n - 1
mode develops. High-bias FRCs were chosen for this comparison because one
could most often observe a well-defined growth up to 15-20 us (i.e. Fig. 2)
and because they are more MHD-like (i.e. higher s values).

The calculated Bg show qualitative (factor of two) agreement with the
initial evolution of the observed odd n = 1 asymmetries in several respects.
First, growth rates y (normalized to MHD values 2vA/4g) are compared. The
experimental y is estimated by fitting an exponential to the initial growth of
the n = 1 odd asymmetry (up to 15-20 us and averaged over 10-30 cm for all
high-bias discharges). This procedure yields Y * 0.7+0.3 (2-5 mtorr) while
the code gives y = 0.8. Second, the B Q magnitudes are compared. The
experimental growth times are 4-5 us, so that odd n = 1 amplitudes (peak
values around 30 G) at 15-20 us roughly correspond to 3-4 growth times. The
code gives 30-80 G central amplitudes at 3-4 growth times. This comparison is
qualitative because initial experimental perturbations are unknown and nay
vary appreciably from that (IX) of the simulation. However, the calculated
flux surfaces at 3 growth times shown in Fig. 4(a) present a tilt level
possibly consistent with experimental data.

Fig.4 Comparison of experimental and calculated
axial distributions of odd n-1 amplitudes. 85



Finally, the axial distributions of B Q are compared in Fig. 4(b). The
calculated Bg(z) at 3 growth times is shown with a solid line. The data
normalized to values at 10 cm are given with solid circles. The (single)
error bars are standard deviations that indicate uncertainties in axial
distribution. The (double) error bar at z = 10 cm indicates uncertainty in
profile magnitude.

One should note a significant difference between data and simulation
after about 20 us. The data show Bg saturation and subsequent collapse as
density and diamagnetism rapidly fall. Then, a low-flux FRC configuration
often survives while reduced odd n = 1 amplitudes with fluctuating time
histories are observed. This contrasts with the calculation where BQ
increases monotonically until FRC destruction. Further work is needed to
understand this difference between data and simulation.

5. Discussion: The above preliminary comparison shows that the early
development of the observed n = 1 odd asymmetries is consistent with internal
tilt instabilities. One could expect such modes to start growing from initial
perturbations as soon as the (bad-curvature) FRC configuration is formed when
field-line connection is completed (onset of axial shock). The odd n = 1
amplitudes show some correlation with both increased s parameter (up to 4 for
the LSM data) and decreased FRC elongation (down to 1-2 during axial shock) as
bias and fill pressure are increased. Further work is needed to uncover the
detailed factors that govern the growth of the observed odd asymmetries. The
estimated y ~ 0.7 for the LSM data with s ~ 2-4 is consistent with present
theoretical understanding of the FRC internal tilt mode. In particular, the
small FRC elongations after formation (typically 2-4) presumably explain why y
remains close to unity instead of being strongly suppressed-* for low s values.

6. Conclusions; The data presented in this paper clearly show that external
probe arrays provide simple, nondisturbing, reliable diagnostics that can
yield much useful information in FRC research. The most important result from
the above preliminary data analysis is the observation of an axially-odd n = 1
asymmetry whenever the FRC confinement is degraded. Comparison of the data
with a numerical calculation suggests that this asymmetry is qualitatively
consistent with an internal tilt instability. Although preliminary in nature,
these results constitute a significant step in resolving the well-known
discrepancy between experiment and theory where FRC stability is concerned.

* work supported by the U.S.D.O.E.
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End on Soft X-ray Imaging of FRCs on the FRX-C/LSM Experiment*

D.P.Taggart, RJ.Gribble, A.D.Bailey IIP, and S.Sugimoto2

Los Alamos National Laboratory

Introduction
Recently [1], a prototype soft X-ray pinhole camera was fielded on FRX-

C/LSM at Los Alamos and TRX at Spectra Technology. The soft X-ray FRC
images obtained using this camera stand out in high contrast to their
surroundings (unlike the images from visible light framing cameras which are
often obscured by light emission from sources outside the FRC). It was
particularly useful for studying the FRC during and shortly after formation
when, at certain operating conditions, flute-like structures at the edge and
internal structures of the FRC were observed which other diagnostics could
not resolve.

Building on this early experience, a new soft X-ray pinhole camera has
been installed on FRX-C/LSM, which permits more rapid data acquisition and
briefer exposures. It will be used to continue studying FRC formation and to
look for internal structure later in time which could be a signature of
instability. This paper summarizes the initial operation of this camera.

As of this writing, the camera has been used primarily in conjunction with
measurements of external magnetic field asymmetries of FRCs. Some of the
images obtained during the bias and pressure scans of this series of
measurements are included to indicate the effect of varying source conditions
on formation. Additionally, a seriesof shots at optimum operating conditions
was taken to document the appearance of the best FRCs which we can form
on FRX-C/LSM and to establish analysis procedures which would be applied
to all of the data at various pressures and biases. Preliminary analysis of this
data shows good agreement between the FRC radius determined from the X-
ray image and the excluded flux array. It also indicates that relative density
values (maximum density vs. density in "hole") inferred from the data are
reasonable.

Experimental Apparatus and Procedure
A diagram of the new soft X-ray pinhole camera is shown in Figure 1. The

camera uses a vacuum flange mounted Galileo 3075-FM Chevron MCP with a
phosphor/fiberoptic output. The vacuum flange mounting allows the image
recording medium (film or CID camera) to be outside the vacuum chamber,
which eliminates the prototype camera requirement of vacuum openings
between shots to retrieve exposed film. A 0.25-fi Be foil blocks visible and UV
light. This plus a 300-nm Csl coating on the input side of the MCP should
ensure that the camera's response is peaked near 10 nm. The input side of the
MCP is gated once per discharge with a flat-top pulse of 1 JJLS duration (the
prototype camera had an exposure time of 2 \LS). The output of the MCP is at
ground and the phosphor bias is typically +25 kV. For this first series of
experiments, images were recorded as contact prints on Polaroid Type 52
sheet film. These images were subsequently digitized and analyzed using a
G.E. 4TN2507A CID surveillance camera and Imaging Technology FG-100-AT
image processing board with the ITEX 100 library of image processing
subroutines (both PC based). Pinhole diameters of 0.5-1.0 mm were used,
permitting spatial resolution at the plasma on the order ciT 0.8-1.6 cm. This
resolution plus the short (~1 jis) exposures allows us to detect fine scale
features at the plasmas edge (Fig. 2).
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Discussion of Results
To document the appearance of the FRC in our optimum operating

regime, a time series of photos was taken at a fill pressure of 3 mTorr with a
570 gauss bias. The outstanding characteristic of these FRCs (up to their n=2
instability at about 80 JJLS) is their nearly circular, smooth edge profile. These
images have been used to compare the radius determined from the excluded
flux array with the radius determined from the X-ray image. The radius of
the plasma in the X-ray image is taken to be the point at which the density
drops to nmax/2. The density is assumed to be related to the reflected light
intensity from the contact print image of the FRC by iRofa2)'*, where IR is
the reflected light intensity from the contact print image and -y is the slope of
the characteristic curve of the film (7 for our film is 135). The results (Fig. 3)
show that from about 10 fis after formation begins to the onset of the n=2
instability, the two methods agree to within 4%. At earlier times the plasma is
too dynamic and at later times the plasma is too deformed to expect good
agreement. Because of point and line defects (bright spots) in the images as
well as moire' type patterns cutting across the field of view, not much effort
has been devoted to trying to quantify internal structures seen within the
separatrix. Nevertheless, a crude analysis of how nhoje/nmax varies with x sep
has been made. Restricting the analysis to shots with exposure levels which
should be in the most linear region of that curve, the correct trend is seen in
the data (Fig.4) when compared to a rigid rotor model, but with considerable
scatter. Using the same scaling, a contour plot is shown for a shot with a
particularly deep center hole (Fig.5).

As Fig. 1 shows, not all FRCs are as symmetric as our optimized 3 mTorr
shots are. As an example of one trend which is evident in our data, Fig.6
shows how, at constant bias, FRC symmetry deteriorates as fill pressure
increases.

Summary and Future Plans
In summary, a new soft X-ray pinhole camera has been constructed and

used successfully. Image processing software has been developed to analyze
the resulting images. We are continuing to analyze our data to:

i) determine if the azimuthal asymmetries seen at high fill pressures
during formation can be explained by consideration of the radial dynamics[2]
of the plasma,

ii) correlate the measured shifts of the plasma away from the geometric
axis with magnetic field asymmetries measured at the wall,

iii) develop software to analyze images for evidence of asymmetries inside
the plasma separatrix.

We have completed preparations to eliminate the use of film all together
and record the image directly using the CID camera. Finally, a 4-frame system
is being built (in collaboration with Spectra Technology,Inc.) for use early
next year.

*-Work supported by U.S.D.O.E.
1-Caltech
2-Osaka University
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Figure 1-Schematic Diagram of New Soft X-ray Pinhole Camera

Figure 2- The severely deformed FRC shown above was photographed 5 jis after firing
the theta pinch. It was formed at a bias magnetic field of 290 gauss and a deuterium
fill pressure of 12.7 mTorr. It is not a typical FRC but demonstrates the capabilities of
the soft X-ray imaging system. The FRC stands out in high contrast to its
surroundings. The bright circular area at the perimeter of the photo is the quartz tube
in the compressor (40 cm dia., 6.4 m from pinhole). The pinhole diameter for this
photo was 0.5 mm, giving spatial resolution of 0.8 cm at the FRC, which is 8.4 m from
the pinhole.
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Figure 3- The time sequence of photos above is typical of FRCs formed at the
optimum operating regime (fill pressure= 3 mTorr deuterium, bias field= 570 gauss,
Bwaii=4 kG, r$= 270 (+/- 70) pus). The time of the photo (in |xs) is listed in the upper left
hand corner of each frame and there is one exposure per discharge. The plot below
compares the plasma radius determined from the X-ray image (AVRAD) with the
radius determined from the excluded flux array (RSEP) at various times.
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Figure 4- In the figure above the ordinate nhoie/nmzx is the ratio of the density at the
"hole" of the FRC (central density minimum) to the maximum density (which occurs
somewhere between the hole and the FRC edge). The relative density values are
inferred from the reflected light intensity using the same relationship which was used
to determine the FRC radius from the soft X-ray images. The abscissa Xsep is the
excluded flux radius normalized to the radius of the field coils. The solid line is a
linear least squares fit to the experimental data and the dashed line is what one would
expect for a rigid rotor.
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Figure 5- The above photo of an optimized 3 mTorr FRC was taken 60 u,s after firing
the theta pinch coil. Because it is very symmetric and has a particularly deep hoie, it
was chosen as an interesting example of how the density as a function of position can
be unfolded from the photos. Using the same relationship between reflected light
intensity and density mentioned above, the contour plot at the right was obtained. The
vertical axis represents the density and the horizontal axes position.
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Figure 6- The figure above demonstrates how, at constant bias, FRC symmetry and
confinement deteriorates as we increase fill pressure. Each of the photos above was
taken 5 fxs after firing the theta pinch at a bias field of 570 gauss. The fill pressure is
listed in the upper left hand corner of each frame. The flux confinement times for
these shots are listed below.

Fill Pressure (mTorr) Flux Confinement Time TJ. (fis)

2
3
5

125

168
470
14
17
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Doppler Broadening Measurements in FRX-C/LSM1

M. H. BARON2, R. E. CHRIEN
Los Alamos National Laboratory

Los Alamos, New Mexico, United States of America

1. Abstract

Measurements obtained in situ during field reversed configuration (FRC) formation
show that the Doppler broadening ion temperature Tcv is larger by a factor of two or
more than the ion temperature Ti derived from pressure balance and Thomson scatter-
ing. After a time comparable to an ion-ion equilibration time, Tcv and Ti come into
agreement with each other. An exception to this picture occurs in the lowest fill pressure
condition (2 mtorr), for which Tcv > Ti is maintained throughout the FRC lifetime.
Earlier Doppler broadening measurements in FRX-B [1] and FRX-C [2,3] also showed
persistent, anomalously high Tcv at low fill pressure. The initially high values of Tcv
are probably caused by convective motion generated by the radial implosion. The low
fill pressure results suggest an enhanced ohinic power input to the carbon ions.

2. Apparatus

A seven-channel polychromator has been used to study the Doppler broadening of
CV emission from FRCs. The polychromator consists of a Jarrell-Ash 0.5 meter Ebert
scanning spectrometer with a quartz fiber at the exit slit to disperse 2.4 A over 24° to
a seven channel photomultiplier array. The polychromator has a resolution of 0.53 A, a
wavelength range of 1900-4600 A, and a time response of 0.5 MHz. The polychromator
was initially situated to view the FRC radially through a zero impact parameter and
at z = —20 cm. The range of view was generally limited to 6 cm radially by masking
the coils. The reason for looking from +3 cm to —3 cm was to minimize the effect of
the FRC rotation on the broadening of thê  CV line. In a later run the polychromator
was situated to view axially through the center of the FRC. The entire radial extent of
the FRC was viewed. In both cases a single lens was used to match the f-number of
the polychromator. The polychromator was calibrated in two steps. First, the 3610.51
A and the 3612.88 A lines of a Cd lamp were used to calibrate the motor driven scan
speed to wavelength. Then, the 2537 A line of a Hg lamp was used to do a relative
calibration of the seven channels to each other and, coupled with the first calibration,
to determine the instrument resolution and channel separation.

3. Measurements

During in situ operations of FRX-C/LSM Doppler broadening measurements of the
helium-like carbon impurity line (2271 A) were obtained for 2, 3, 4, and 5 nitorr fill
pressures. For the 2 and 3 mtorr conditions a detailed scan of the bias field was made
for both a degraded main bank and a full main bank configuration (6 and 8 kG peak
magnetic field, respectively). In the 4 and 5 mtorr cases only a rough scan of the bias
field was made using a degraded main bank.

The pressure balance temperature was obtained by application of radial pressure
balance. The magnetic field, the excluded flux radius, and the line integral density were
all measured with at least a 1 MHz time response. Only times when the FRC was in
radial equilibrium (after 10 ,us) were used. The electron temperature was measured

1 Work supported by the United States Department of Energy
3 Auburn University, Auburn, Alabama



by single point Thomson scattering. [4] A good data base exists for the electron tem-
perature at a variety of operating conditions thus permitting, by cross referencing, an
electron temperature to be assigned.

For all the conditions, Tcv was 2 to 5 times larger than T{ from pressure balance and
Thomson scattering. In the 3, 4, and 5 mtorr cases Tcv and Tx came into agreement
in typically 30, 25, and 18 /xs, respectively. Only in the 2 mtorr case did the two
temperatures not come into agreement during the stable lifetime of the FRC. In all
cases good Gaussian fits (Fig. 1) were obtained from approximately 3 fxs until the FRC
went n = 2 unstable.

4. Discussion

For the 3 mtorr case it is clearly evident that from 10 to 20 us the temperature
derived from CV Doppler broadening is not in agreement with the temperature inferred
from pressure balance (Fig. 2a). This discrepancy implies that there is a mechanism
which preferentially heats the carbon ions more efficiently than the deuterium ions.
There are two obvious mechanisms which could alter the Doppler broadening profiles.
The first is that a Maxwellian has not yet been established. The fits to the data show
that the CV line can be fit with a Gaussian typically 3 jxs after the main bank fires. This
is an indication that the carbon may have a Maxwellian velocity distribution, but this
is not sufficient evidence in itself. The second mechanism which could alter the Doppler
broadening profile is convective motion. In the future it is planned that several different
impurity lines will be observed to determine the dependence on the charge-to-mass ratio
and thus if convective cells are present [5],

The presence of a preferential heating mechanism seems likely. If, during the radial
implosion, both the carbon and deuterium ions are given the same radial velocity then
the energy the two ion species acquire will differ by a factor of six. If this is the
case, then the carbon ions acquire a directed velocity which will have to relax into a
Maxwellian before the Doppler broadening data can be accurately used. The question
then arises as to the time required for the carbon to come into thermal equilibrium with
itself. It was seen experimentally that good Gaussian fits were obtained, looking both
radial and axially, from 3 us until the plasma went unstable. This suggests that the
carbon ions came into thermal equilibrium in 2 jus or less. Classically this would not
be expected. Possibly an anomalous equilibration mechanism is present or the profile is
being broadened by convective motion within the FRC. From the data the ratio of Tcv
to Ti is seen to vary from a factor of 2 to 3 in the 3 mtorr case, at 10 (is. Assuming
a factor of six temperature difference immediately after the radial implosion, then the
carbon-deuterium equilibration time is approximately 25 fis. [6] Then, 10 /zs after the
radial implosion the temperature difference would be expected to fall to a factor of 4.
This is approximately the value seen experimentally.

The carbon-deuterium equilibration time was compared with the classical prediction.
The classical carbon-deuterium equilibration time [6]
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was evaluated using the density and temperature values for the specific time of interest.
The experimental equilibration time was obtained by using

T — T
C/D ~ XD JC /ox



evaluated with the observed temperature difference and the slope of that difference. The
only restriction placed on the time that tliis value could be obtained was that no radial
oscillation were present for within 5 /xs. The two values were compared for identical
times at various operating conditions and good agreement was seen in almost every case,
except in later times at 2 mtorr (Fig. 3). It should be emphasized that in the 2 mtorr
case, after typically 25 /is, the experimental equilibration time did not agree with the
theoretical equilibration time. This disagreement was not plotted in Figure 3 because
the experimental equilibration times were exceedingly large.

Only in the 2 mtorr case did Tcv ^nd T{ not come into agreement during the stable
lifetime of the FRC. The carbon-deuterium equilibration times were always shorter than
the stable lifetime of the FRC by a factor of two or more. Thus the two temperatures
would be expected to come into agreement unless some post-formation mechanism was
present to preferentially heat the carbon ions. The only obvious mechanism is an en-
hanced ohmic power to the carbon ions. The power needed to sustain the temperature
difference between carbon and deuterium

Pc/D = 1.5(Vol)(nc) [ ^ J ^ ] (3)

is found to be typically 0.6 MW (60 eV/^s/particle). This is approximately ten percent
of the total ohmic power dissipated.[7] Small scale convective motion is again a candidate
for preferentially heating the carbon.

High Tcv was also investigated by positioning the polychromator to view the FRC
axially. Conditions for maximum axial contraction (2 mtorr, high bias, and high main
magnetic field) ware chosen. Interferometer and magnetic probe data indicated an axial
contraction speed of 30 cm/pis. The axially directed velocity that the carbon ions would
receive from the axial contraction was expected to be from 30 to 60 cm./us depending
on whether the axial shock was fluid, kinetic, or some combination of the two. These
velocities correspond to a doppler shift of up to 4 A to either side of the main Gaussian
peak. No evidence of this shift was observed. One possible reason for the shift not being
observed is that not enough CV was present in the area being swept up by the axial
contraction to produce a detectable signal. In contrast, recent translation experiments
clea ly show a total shift of the Gaussian during the translation period. The Doppler
shift seen experimentally is typically 0.8 A, which corresponds to a 12 cm/us gross
plasma motion. The velocity observed experimentally with the magnetic probes is 10
cm/fis which is in agreement with the \relocity from the observed Doppler shift.
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5. Figures

1. Gaussian fits to polycliromator data at t = 5, 10, 20, and 30 fis.
2a. Tcv and Ti versus time at 2 mtorr fill pressure.
2b. Tcv and Ti versus time at 3 mtorr fill pressure.
3. Experimental equilibration time versus theoretical equilibration time.
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INITIAL RESULTS FROM FRC COMPRESSION EXPERIMENTS ON FRX-C/LSM

D. J. Rej, G. A. Barnes, M. H. Baron*, R. E. Chrien, R. E. Siemon,
J. T. Slough1, D. P. Taggart, T. Takahashi*. M. Tuszewski, and B. L Wright

Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos NM 87545

I. INTRODUCTION: After more than two years of preparation, high-power FRC compression heating
studies are now underway on the Los Alamos FRX-C/LSM facility. Field-reversed configuration plasmas
are formed and translated out of the8-pinch source, and into a compressor where the external B-field
can be increased from 0.4 to 2 T in 55 u, s. A principal experimental goal is to study FRC confinement at
the high energy density, n(Te+Tj)s 1.0X1022 keV/m3, associated with the large external field. In this
paper, we report on the first experiments which were performed between April and July, 1989.

It. APPARATUS: A photograph of the LSM Compression Experiment is shown in Figure 1.
Engineering details about the device and the associated pulsed-power systems have been reviewed
elsewhere.1"3 The magnet configuration used in these initial experiments is schematically shown in
Figure 2. The 6-pinch source is centered at axial position z=0. The 8-pinch coil consists of a straight
1.5-m-long, 0.70-m-i.d. central region, with a 0.25-m-long, 0.66-m-i.d. mirror at the upstream end. The
coil is enlarged to a 0.76 m i.d. at the downstream end in order to compensate penetrating dc
magnetic fields. A transition region, consisting of a 0.5-m-long, 0.4-m-i.d. stainless chamber and dc
magnets, links the 0-pinch and compressor. The compression coil is symmetric, consisting of a
2.8-m-long, 0.46-m-i.d. central region with 0.15-m-long, 0.44-m-i.d. passive end mirrors. The
compressor is placed colinearly between the FRX-C/LSM source and a shortened version of the
FRX-C/T translation stage. DC magnets in this third stage provide a mirror field to the pre-compressed
FRC; however, the compressed plasma has not been translated into this stage during these first

Fig. 1: Photograph of the LSM Compression Experiment.
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Fig. 2: Magnet configuration used in initial compression experiments.

experiments. A straight quadrupole magnet is mounted outside the compression coil to control then=2
rotational instability. The quadrupole field (up to 47 mT vacuum BQ at r = 0.10 m) is pulsed with a
waveform similar to that of the main compression field. A 3-mtorr initial D2 fill is introduced either by
static or puff fill (at 4 ms before the discharge). Experiments have been performed at relatively weak
bias fields Bb = 65 mT and 6 -pinch fields B — 0.4 T, conditions where FRCs with sufficiently long
confinement have been formed and translated.4

Plasma diagnostics include: (1) a 29-station excluded flux array to determine the separatrix profile
rs(z); (2) 4 side-on chords of interferometry to measure plasma density; (3) single-point Thomson
scattering aligned to measure Te at the geometric axis near the center of the compressor; (4) a
polychromator to measure Doppler-broadened temperatures of impurity ions;5 (5) time-resolving and
time-integrating neutron detectors;6 (6) an 11-chord prototype tomography system aligned for side-
on measurements in the compressor.

III. OBSERVATIONS: FRC formation, translation, and compression in a single discharge are
illustrated by the representative excluded flux data in Fig. 3. Time is referenced to the discharging of the
main 8-pinch capacitor bank at t=0. Formation took place during the first 10 jxs. The FRC dwelled in
the source for approximately 20 |xs as it responded to modest accelerating forces from the upstream
passive mirror. The plasma slowly drifted out of the 8-pinch until it received a stronger accelerating
force from a magnetic field gradient under the cusp coil at the entrance of the transition region {see
Fig. 2). The FRC entered the compressor at time t — 30 |xs traveling with axial speed 1.3 x i o 5 m/s
( = 2/3 of the ion thermal speed).

The compression field was usually initiated at time t == 65 jxs, during the FRCs first transit through
the compressor (see Fig. 3). Average plasma parameters just before compression were: B =
0.28±0.02T, nQ = (0.5± 0.1)X 1021 rrT3, To = Teo+T.Q = 335± 85 eV, T e o = 7 6 ± 1 0 e V ,
rso = 137 ± 8 mm, Vso = 125 ± 19 liter. For the discharge shown in Fig. 2, B rose to 1.7 T at t =
120 |xs. The separatrix volume Vs steadily decreased to 10 liter at t = 95 jxs, when the FRC became
n~2 unstable. During this interval, the line-average density increased to 3 X io21m"3, the pressure
balance temperature to 1.4 keV, the plasma kinetic energy from 5 to 15 kJ, while the the particle
inventory dropped by approximately 1/3. Preliminary 0-D analysis of this discharge yielded an energy
confinement time of approximately 45 jxs. The variations in r, V , n and T with compression field are
plotted in Fig. 4. Each data point in any given graph corresponds to a separate discharge. These data,
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Fig. 3: Time-evolution of the separatrix radius profile measured during a single compression discharge.
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Fig. 4: Variations in the normalized separatrix radius and volume, average density, and pressure balance temperature with the
compression magnetic field. The dashed and solid lines denote the predictions of adiabatic theory for the low and high-flux
sharp boundary equilibria, respectively.
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measured 20 |xs into the compression phase, are normalized to their precompression values, while the
lines denote the predictions of adiabatic theory.7

FRC lifetimes were limited by the n=2 rotational instability. Without stabilizing quadrupoie fields,
the n=2 mode frequently disrupted the plasma well before the maximum compression field was
reached. With quadruples, the stable period was often extended so that substantial compression
heating occurred before the instability terminated the discharge.

Significant electron heating was observed during compression. Te data are plotted in Fig. 4. Each
data point corresponds to a separate discharge, while the error bars denote the uncertainty in the
Gaussian fit to the 9 spectroscopic channels of the Thomson scattering detector. Because of
translation, the axial position of the FRC varied during compression. In addition, there were shot-to-shot
variations in the trajectory; consequently, the Thomson scattering measurements were performed over
a variety of axial locations relative to the FRC both inside the separatrix (i.e., at different locations
between the two x-points), and outside in the open-field-line jet. Only Tg data from inside the separatrix
are plotted in Fig. 5. Unfortunately, there are no data for the largest compression fields, B a 1.2 T,
since FRCs were too short and were axially displaced sufficiently away from the scattering region at
high fields. During compression, Te rose steadily from 76 eV to approximately 300 eV at B = 1.1 T.
These temperatures are considerably larger than the highest Te measured in the ffiX-C8 and
FRX-C/LSM sources.4'9 A logarithmic least-squares fit to these data yielded the empirical scaling
Te = 225 x B086 which is similar to the T ~ B4^5 scaling predicted from adiabatic theory.7 The ion
temperature also increased with the compression field, as evidenced by increased impurity Doppler
broadening5 and neutron emission.6 Deuteron temperatures as high as 1 keV may be inferred from the
pressure balance and Thomson scattering data.

500
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CD 200
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0
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Fig. 5: Electron temperatures measured at the geometric axis during compression.
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Neutron Measurements in the FRX-C/LSM Magnetic Compression Experiment
Robert E. Chrien and Miles H. Baron

Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM 87545

Introduction
Neutron measurements are being pursued as an ion temperature diagnostic

in the FRX-C/LSM Magnetic Compression Experiment. One can easily see that
the d-d neutron emission is a sensitive measure of ion heating during
adiabatic magnetic compression of FRCs. The reaction rate may be written
as R = (1/2) n N <av>, where n and N are the deuterium density and
inventory. The fusion reactivity varies as <av> <*• T5*6 for T = 1 keV. For
adiabatic compression, n « B1*2 and T « B°-a so R * B5-7 in the absence of
losses. The neutron yield is also sensitive to the time duration that the
plasma remains near its peak temperature.

Neutron Detectors
We have tried two types of neutron activation detectors to measure the

yield in FRX-C/LSM. The first consists of a 0.25 mm rhodium foil wrapped
around a geiger tube and located inside a Cd-shielded moderator.1 The
rhodium is activated by thermal or epithermal neutrons and then ^-decays
with a 42.3 s half-life. The decays are counted for 60 s starting 0.1 s
after a compression shot. The second is based on the 75As(n,n')75 As(0.304
MeV) reaction and consists of an epoxy casting of arsenic powder
surrounding a plastic scintillator.2 The arsenic metastable state decays
through gamma emission with a 17 ms half-life. The gammas are detected by
a large plastic scintillator (20 cm $ x 10 cm) and photomultiplier tube
(12.7 cm <J>) and counted for 50 ms starting 5 ms after compression. The
time-resolved neutron emisrion is measured by viewing the plastic scinti-
llator with a second smaller photomultiplier tube operated in current mode.

The rhodium counter was located 1 m from the axis of the compression
coil at z=4.3 m. It was calibrated in situ by activating it to steady
state with a 252Cf neutron source (2 MeV average energy) placed inside the
compression coil and then counting the decays after the source was quickly
removed. This calibration indicated that the rhodium counter is about 3.3
times more sensitive than expected from the original d-d neutron
calibration performed by Ekdahl.1 Based on the results of other tests
performed in a variety of scattering geometries, we can attribute about a
factor of two sensitivity enhancement to the scattering and/or partial
moderation caused by the massive aluminum compression coils. The remaining
sensitivity enhancement may be caused by the difference in the neutron
spectrum or by other unknown effects. The coils are also expected to
modify the spatial distribution of the neutron source to resemble a diffuse
source with the dimensions of the coil itself. Based on a calculation of
detector response to such a diffuse source (including the angular
sensitivity of the detector), the rhodium counts were systematically
increased by 6%. An additional correction is needed whenever the FRC is
not axially centered in front of the rhodium counter. The estimated
uncertainty in the neutron yield measurement is a factor of two.

The arsenic counter was placed about 4 m from the compression coil to
avoid interference by the dc magnetic field. The calibration technique
used for the rhodium could not be used for the arsenic because of its short
half-life; instead the original published calibration has baen tentatively
used. Multichannel sealer analysis of the arsenic count rate showed an

Work supported by US Department of Energy
Auburn University
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initial rapid decay with about a 5 ms time constant and which contributed
to the counts in the nominal counting interval. These early counts can be
attributed to room-scattered neutrons.3 When the delay before counting was
increased to 10 ms, the neutron yield estimated from the arsenic and
rhodium counters were in approximate agreement. Since the net counts
obtained from the arsenic counter were three times smaller than from the
rhodium counter, we have not made further use of the arsenic data.

Results
The measurements reported here were obtained using target plasma formed

under reduced-field source conditions.4 The initial FRC parameters at the
start of compression were r_ = 14.0+0.8 cm, B = 2.83±O.2O kG, n =
(0.48±0.07)xl0ls cm"3, Tj+T = 348+85 eV, and Tg = 76±1O eV.

The neutron yield was observed to increase rapidly with compression
field (Fig. 1). The scaling is Y « B4, which is less rapid than that
predicted for the neutron rate during adiabatic compression. The maximum
neutron yield was about 2.5xlO8 for 15.5 kG field.

The integrated plastic scintillator signal was compared with neutron
yield on a shot-by-shot basis (Fig. 2). The linear relationship shows that
the plastic scintillator is primarily observing neutrons and is used to
calibrate the scintillator output for neutron rate (3.0xl016 neutrons/s/A).

The time evolution of compression field and neutron rate are shewn in
Fig. 3. The neutron rate increases rapidly with magnetic field until the
FRC is disrupted near peak field by the n=2 rotational instability.

Together with density and volume, the neutron rate at various times
during compression can be used to infer the ion temperature. This neutron
ion temperature Tn can be compared with the ion temperature Tj inferred
from pressure balance and Thomson scattering measurements (Fig. 4). For
the purpose of this comparison the electron temperature is estimated from
the empirical scaling T (eV) = 32B0<86 obtained from Thomson scattering
measurements during compression.4 This comparison shows that there is
reasonable agreement between T and Tj. However there is a tendency for T n
to exceed Tj when T^ is less than 0.8 keV, which needs further study.
Nevertheless, these measurements show that substantial ion heating up to 1
keV has been obtained during magnetic compression experiments.

REFERENCES

iC.A.Ekdahl, Rev.Sci.Instr.50 (1979) 941.
2E.L.Jacobs,S.D.Bonaparte,P.D.Thacher,Nucl.Instr.and Meth.213 (1983) 387.
3P.D.Thacher, private communication.
4D.J.Rej, et al., these proceedings.
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Fig. 2 Variation of integrated plastic scintillator signal with neutron
yield.
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Large Volume FKC Plasma Production
and High Energy Particle Injection Experiments
in FIX machine

Seiichi GOTO, Yoshikazu YANO, Akira SIIIOKAWA, Yoshio UHDA,
Satoshi SUGIMOTO, Shigefumi OKADA, Yoshifumi ITO,
Shoichi OHI and Tsutomu ISHIKURA
Plasma Physics Laboratory, Faculty of Engineering,
Osaka University
Yamada-oka 2-1, Suita, Osaka 565, Japan

Abstract: By the translation technique in FIX experiments a
large FRC plasma of about 3m length and 0.4m diameter has been
confined for 400~500us in the quasi-static mirror field of 0.5kG.
The plasma parameters are typically the following ; x -0.5 for
r =0.40m, 21 ~3m, n~5XlO"' SIB'3 , 2T=100~150eV, T-=50~80eV, T =
W b I t ?

30~60eV and <!>-~l mWb. Here T; and T o are independently
estimated from fast neutral energy analysis and injected helium
beam attenuation, respectively. It is noted, in the behaviors
of interferometric and probed beam signals, that the appearance
of the usual n-2 rotational instability has not been observed
during plasma life.

1. Introduction
As the first step toward the future FRC sustainment

technology based on high power neutral beam injecion, we had
constructed an FRC machine FIX last year [1], having capability
of installing one to three injectors with the power of 50 kW
class at 10-15 kV. The conditioning of plasma production has
been continued to make two different modes of operation possible,
that is, the usual theta-pinch FRC formation and the FRC
translation. A weak power nuetral beam injector has been also
installed this summer and tried to make injection experiments
for developments of handling tenchnique and new diagnostics..

This paper presents an outline of the machine FIX together
with representative plasma parameters in the formation part, the
characteristic behavior of the translated plasma in the quasi-
static mirror field for confinement, and the hydrogen arid the
helium beam probing results.
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2. Experimental set-up.
A side-view drawing of the machine FIX is shown in Fig.l,

where one can find the fomation part at the lefthand followed by
a large-scale confinement vessel with five circular ports for
beam injection. An injector of maximum power 30 kW at 10 kV is
already mounted at the midport. Other various machine
parameters are given in the reference [2].

In Fig.2 typical time behaviors of interferometric line
density and diamagnetic signals in the usual FRC production mode
is presented. In this case we can derive the following plasma
parameters ; xg~0.3 for 2rw=0.31m, 2ls~0.6m, 2T=150~200eV, and
3^=0.4-0.6 mWb.

3. Plasma behavior in translation experiment
By control of charging voltage and firing time of driven

mirror coils at both ends of the compression coil, the FRC
plasma can be translated into the quasi-static long mirror field
of 0.5 kG with the mirror ratio of 3 to 4, and lasts beyond
400 us as presented in Fig.3, where 9 loops in the pinch region
and 18 pick-up coils inside the stainless vessel are used.
Combining this data with the interferometric nl measurement for
the translated plasma we obtain the following parameters : xs=
0.4-0.5 for rw-

n 4m, 21s=2.5~3.0m, n£5X10
lsm~3,2T=100~150eV,

O j~l mWb and s-1. This experimental result indicates that the
translation method provides the techinique of a large volume and
fairly fat FRC production in the steady mirror field beyond an
estimate for the translation relation [3] based on the
conservation relation and the Barns' equilibrium condition.

An example of the nl signal is shown in Fig.4 (b),where it
is noted that very small fringe shift of /t=3.39/iim for the low
density of the order of 10lsm"s could be influenced by
vibrations of components and thus the base line of the signal is
not clearly determined. Then, we could not reduce the nominal
confinement constants T N and T I . Another remark to be pointed
out is that we have not obseved the indication of n=2
deformation during the plasma life in all the shots up to now
although the growth time ranges in several tenth of microseconds
under the MHD rigid rotor assumption.

As the first trial of neutral beam injection into the FRC
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plasma, hydrogen neutral H° of 3keV energy and helium neural
He0 of lkeV were probed in order to confirm the reliability of
the nl waveform from H° beam attenuation, and also ftr
estimation of average electron temperature Te from He

0 probing.
The beam detection of H° and He0 after passing through the
plasma is performed by a neutral particle energy analyzer to
eliminate parasitic components of beams. Typical results are
shown in Fig.5 and 6. Here again we have no indication of n=2
rotational instablity. From Fig.5 (b) the similar njl waveform
as that of the interferometer is found except its final part
though the measuring place of interferometer is apart 0.6m from
the midplane where the beam injector is mounted. The He0 beam
attenuation signal in Fig.6 (b) can give the average electron
temperature by using the formula I/Io= exp(-< ave>nel/vj)) where
o is the electron impact ionization cross-section of He° and v^
the beam particle velocity. The estimated electron temperatures
Te are 45eV, 45eV and 60eV at the time point ® , (D and (3) on
Fig.6, respectively. In addition we could have the average ion
temperature Tj to be 60~80eV by using the neutral particle
energy analyzer mentioned above. The total temperature (Te+Tj)
obtained here gibes fairly good consistency with that from the
diamagnetic temperature 2T.

In order to look for the reason why we observe no
elliptical deformation in FIX plasma, we should get the
informations on plasma rotation and internal azimuthal magnetic
field at least. As the initial measurement on rotation the
spectral line profile of HeII (4686A) from the helium mingled
into the working gas D2 were observed by a multichannel
spectrometer. The result shows that the spectral line shift
could not be observable, while the broadening gives the ion
temperature 60~80eV. This means that the rotation speed of He
may be less than 1X104ID/S which is low compared to the value
3xi04m/s expected by Q*=Tj(dnj/dr)/enBr. As for the azimuthal
field ^ the internal probe measurement has been tried and the
field EJj around 100 G is observed in the straight field (-500 G )
during the movement of the translated plasma. However, many
problems on inserting the probe should be overcome to make the
measurement approved.
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4. Summary
The large bore FRC plasma is successfully confined in the

quasi-static mirror field for about 500 us. .There is no
indication of n=2 rotational instability over the plasma life.
The neutral beam injection experiment starts as the new
diagnostics development and will go to the high energy particle
study in FRC.

Reliable measurements on density, rotation and internal
magnetic field are required to study the new regime of FIX
translated plasma. The plasma parameters should be also
improved for research of high energy particle-plasma interaction
in future.
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[1] S. Goto et.al, Proc.of 10th US-Japan Workshop on Compact

Toroids (Nihon Univ.), pp.71 (1988).
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Tomographic Observation of Two-Dimensional Profile of FIX Plasma

S.Sugimoto, Y.Nishizawa, and S.Goto

Plasma Physics Laboratory, Faculty of Engineering
Osaka University

2-1 Yamada-oka, Suita-city
Osaka 565, Japan

A two-dimensional(2D) measurement system for FRC plasmas based on
spectroscopy and computed tomography has been developed. The features of
this system as follows: (1) fifty chord signals of plasma emission are
collected using five ten-channel fiber optic arrays; (2) 2D emission
intensity profiles can be reconstructed as a function of time with up to a
0.25 us resolution; (3) the result has explicit physical meaning with the
help of five grating monochromators; (4) the measurement wavelength is
tunable over visible and ultraviolet regions, and the bandwidth is also
variable (0.2-2nm).

Figure 1 shows a block diagram of the system. This system is composed
of five photocollector arrays, five grating monochromators, fifty
photomultipliers, and fifty-channel transient memory. We have reported the
preliminary measurement on the PIACE-II machine. » ' After this experiment,
the optical system of the measurement system was improved to allow a more
optimum alignment of the fifty chords (see Fig.2). The distance between
each photocollector array and the center of the coils should be adjusted
according to the radius of plasma. The new optical system has a circuler
guide rail and five linear ones along which the photocollector arrays are
movable. The observing angle of each photocollector array was also
adjustable. This was useful to avoid various obstacles, such as ports for
other measurements and coils parallel to the quartz discharge tube.

We first measured a translated plasma at the outlet of the source
region in the FIX machine. '' Figure 3 shows a schematic diagram of the
FIX machine and the location of the tomographic measurement. Typical
plasma parameters of the source plasma produced on the FIX machine were
total temperature ~200eV, electron density -6.4x10 en , and a lifetime
~80us. The separatrix radius and the length of the plasma were about 4.5
and 70cm, respectively. Five photocollector arrays were placed azimuthally
around the 2-axis at interval angles of 55~65°. The distance between the
center of the coils and the pinhole of each photocollector array was 300mm
and the diameter of each pinhole was 3.0 mm.

Figure 4 shows ten chord signals acquired with photocollector array 1
for a typical plasma shot. The sampling frequency was 4MHz, and the
wavelength and bandwidth of the emission were 497.6 nm and 1.0 nm,
respectively. This wavelength is appropriate to the detection of
bremsstrahlung. The signals have been moving-averaged by 5 sampling points
(+500ns) for noise supression. The primary signal of each chord was
detected after firing the main field (t>20us). The other diagnostics were
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an array of diamagnetic probes and two chords of interferometry. The data
showed that the plasma was confined in the source region for about 20 us
after formation, and moved into the confinement region with a velocity of
more than 1x10 m/s. Accordingly, the peak of the chord signals near the
time of 50Ms must be due to the translated FRC plasma.

The result of reconstructing a set of 2D and time-resolved profiles is
given in Fig.5. The height of a 2D plot represents the emission intensity.
The reconstruction was performed by the ART method ' without the
assumptions of plasma rotation or point symmetry. The reconstruction space
was divided by 7x7 area cells. Therefore, the plotted profiles have been
interpolated smoothly. The spatial shift which is observed in this
sequence of plasma profiles is due to the disagreement between the center
of the coils and that of optical system. The reconstructed profiles
clearly have some artifacts in the plasma as well as in the surrounding
area. The causes of these artifacts seem to be nonuniformity of the
alignment of the fifty chords and an error of the relative sensitivity
calibration. Using the above results, we can obtain a time sequence of FRC
plasma cross-sections perpendicular to the z-axis. Hence, a 3D profile of
the translated FRC plasma may be obtained using this measurement method.

Since the major aim of this measurement, however, is observation of
equilibrium profiles, formation, gross instability, plasma end profiles, we
are now trying to measure the 2D bremsstrahlung profile at the midplane in
the source region. At the same time, we are improving the optical system
to increase the sensitivity for future measurements in the confinement
region where the plasma density will be at least 100 times lower than in
the source. Additionally, a reconstruction technique for a 2D H~ emission
profile is being developed.

1) S.Sugimoto, T.Niina, and S.Goto, J. Appl. Phys., to be published.
2) S.Sugimoto and S.Goto, Proceedings of the 10th US-Japan workshop on compact
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4) Y.Ito, S.Sugimoto, Y.Ueda, S.Okada, S.Ohi, S.Goto and T.Ishimura,

Proceedings of the 9th U.S. compact toroid symposium, Mar.14-15,1989,
Washington,103(1989).

5) S.Kawata and O.Nalcioglu, IEEE Trans, lied. Imaging MI-4, 65(1985).
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DESIGN AND STATUS OF THE LARGE s EXPERIMENT

Alan L. Hoffman
Spectra Technology, Inc.

Bellevue, WA

The large s experiment (LSX) is being constructed at STI with the design goal of
producing s = 8 FRCs, with temperatures sufficient that the ion mean free path
exceeds typical device dimensions. The device dimensions have been chosen based on
analytic expressions for plasma heating and s.

= 300 0.3f B
s *

6/5 eV [13

B, is the lift-off field, B is the characteristic field given by Green and Newton ,
and B is the external field (all in kG) . p is the deuterium fill pressure in mTorr
and f is a parameter which reflects the reduction in radial shock heating
effectiveness as B-, approaches B . Using a rigid rotor expression for the poloidal
flux, $ , of an FRC in a flux conserver of radius r , the effective number of
internal ion gyroradii, s, is given by

= 35

1/3 # 2/3 (Wb)
[2]

The physical parameters of the LSX device are listed on Table 1.

TABLE 1
LSX PHYSICAL PARAMETERS

Coil Diameter (ID)
Plasma Tube Diameter (ID)
Fast Coil Length
Total Magnet Length
Total Plasma Tube Length
Peak External Field
Maximum Bias Field

2r =
2r =
L =

B Field
Energy (

5 mTorr)
= 2

B° =

0.9 m
0.8 m
4.5 m
5.0 m
6.3 m
7.5 kG
0 kG

1.2 kG
650 kJ

The temperatures and s values achievable in
LSX (based on equations 1 and 2, with the
radial shock heating contribution ignored)
are shown on Figure 1 as a function cf fill
pressure and B-. . It was
assumed that 658 of the lift-off
flux was retained into equilibrium.
In order to produce s = 8 FRCs, and
still satisfy the mean free path
requirement (T. > 250 eV), an

69 :8I6J

10

FILL PRESSURE - mTorr

Fig. 1. Anticipated
temperatures and s values for
LSX as a function of D^ fill
pressure and lift-off field.
(B = 7.5 kG, f. = 0.65)
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equilibrium flux of 30 mWb (B, = 1 kG) is required at a fill pressure of 6 mTorr.
The previous small 20 cm diameter TRX device has been operated at lift-off fields
above 1 kG and, by making use of recent formation advances, has produced 'long lived'
FRCs with 655? flux retention. However, as evidenced by the experience on the 60 cm
diameter FRX C/LSM, where long lived plasmas could only be formed at B, values below
about 0.3 kG (based on $ = 5 mWb and 65% flux retention), operation at high B^o is
expected to become more difficult as the device size increases.

There are several reasons why FRC formation is expected to get more difficult in
larger devices. Firstly, the magnetic field gradients will be lower during the anti-
parallel phase, and less flux will be dissipated. The reduced plasma heating will
result in more dynamic axial contractions, which will make the formation process more
susceptible to disruption from initial non-uniformities. FRX C/LSM operated well
only at a flux level low enough that the radial shock heating term in Eq. 1 was
significant, and strong axial contractions were avoided^ However, this limited the
equilibrium flux to some small percentage (~10%) of irr B . The second reason why
formation may be more difficult at large sizes is that kinetic effects are reduced,
and instabilities may grow more rapidly. On the small TRX device, operation at low
fill pressures was always easier, but this was attributed to increases in axial
viscosity, which damped out plasma oscillations after the axial contraction.

LSX is a relatively low E« device, and radial shock heating will be negligible
for all conditions. However, it has been built with two features to enhance the
ability to operate at high lift-off fluxes. It has special control coils at the ends
to allow for a type of programmed formation termed 'bubble mode1, whereby the axial
contraction is delayed to permit more ohmic heating to occur. It also has barrier
rods to produce a short range multipole field at the tube wall during preionization
and field reversal. This has been demonstrated on TRX to provide for better initial
uniformity, and to produce much better flux retention at high lift-off fields, even
with extremely dynamic axial contractions.

A drawing of the LSX device is shown on Figure 2. Three 25-cm long coils at each
end can be individually energized, or they can be bussed together in various
arrangements between themselves or with the central 3 meters. Different electrical
connections and triggering sequences allow for operation in various modes of
programmed formation, ranging from the most rapid driven contraction in 'slingshot'
mode, to the delayed contraction in 'bubble' mode. Quasi steady multi-turn plug
coils are also located at each end, which form the basis of the programmed formation
method. Twenty-four barrier strips are attached directly to the plasma tube, and can
produce 3 kG multipole fields at the tube wall. Octopole rods are located outside
the main coils, and can be run either straight or helical.

The plasma tube consists of five 1.25-m long, 80-cm ID quartz tube sections.
Both clear quartz and opaque (Rotosil) sections have been purchased and vacuum
tested. They can be sealed with dry B0"-rings, using shielded polypropalene joining
rings and axial compression seals. The less expensive opaque tube sections will be
used at the ends. The main coils are attached in two halves after the plasma tube is
put in place, so that radial vacuum penetrations are possible for diagnostics.

The main coils are driven by ±25 kV capacitor bank modules in a flexible
arrangement to permit individual energizing of the various coils. A drawing of the
complete LSX facility is shown on Figure 3. A ±5 kV bias bank, isolated by bias
inductors, supplies up to a 2 kG bias field. Separate banks power the plugs,



barriers, and octopole rods. All the capacitor banks have been built and are
presently being wired for control monitoring and triggering. The magnets are also
complete and will be connected to the capacitor banks in the next few months.

The main capacitor bank has several additional features to affect the above
mentioned formation enhancements. Several of the modules powering the end coils have
insertable PFNs which can produce a delay in the current rise. Use of these PFN
modules is illustrated in the MOQUI (20 MHD) calculation on Figure 4 of bubble mode
formation. All three end coils are connected together in this simulation, which has
been found numerically to produce the greatest delay in the axial contraction. The
PFN end modules are fired at the same time as the modules powering the central three
meters, and the remaining end modules are fired close to the peak of the main field.
Also indicated on the figure by the dashed lines is possible operation with an
oscillation in the bias field. This oscillation is much slower than the normal
'ringing I~' preionization used in many theta pinch devices, but has been found to
produce very uniform preionization on TRX-2 when used in conjunction with ringing
barrier fields. The ringing B field is produced using several of the main
capacitor bank modules in a ringing mode. Accommodation has been made in the control
system for this mode of operation.

LSX is scheduled for plasma tube assembly next February, and initial shakedown
testing sometime in May. The complete facility is scheduled to begin experimental
operation on 16 July, 1990.

REFERENCES

1. T.S. GREEN and A.A. NEWTON, Phys. Fluids «, 1386 (1966).
2. M. TUSZEWSKI, Phys. Fluids 31, 3754 (1988).
3. J.T. SLOUGH et. al., Phys. Fluids B 1, 840 (1989).
4. J.T. SLOUGH and A.L. HOFFMAN, "Experimental Study of the Formation of

FRCs Employing High Order Multipole Fields", to be published.
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The Coaxial Slow Source:
Parallel Operation and The Radiation Barrier

R D. Brooks, R Farengo, T. R Jarboe, G. C. Vlases.
R J. Maqueda, R J. Smith, R Raman, R G. Berger & W. F. Pierce

AERB FL-1O University of Washington, Seattle. WA 98195 U.S.A

I. INTRODUCTION
The Coaxial Slow Source (CSS) has previously been reported1 to produce "annular FRCs"

on a slow time scale and at low voltages. We report here preliminary results from 2 aspects of
the ongoing CSS research. The first is experimental results from the CSS operated in the
parallel mode, CSS-P. The second topic involves analytical work on ohmic heating of a high
<p> plasma with and without impurity radiation losses.

II. PARALLEL OPERATION
The CSS has been modified to operate in the "parallel mode." To accomplish this the outer

single turn theta pinch coil has been modified to have four turns, the same as the inner coil.
The coils are wired in parallel to the same capacitor bank so that the space between them is a
flux ccnserver if the external inductance is negligible. Thus the total flux in the annulus
between the two coils must always remain zero. If an additional flux conserving ring (plasma)
is created between these coils, equal and opposite fluxes will build up on either side of it when
the circuit is energized. This results in the plasma being centered between the coils without the
radial dynamics associated with formation In the independent coil mode.

The CSS-P can be operated in two different regimes. In the first the capacitor bank is
energized before forming the plasma. This leads to the inner coil filling with flux while the
space between the coils remains flux free. At the time of peak current (end of first quarter cycle)
the filling gas is preionized and current begins to flow in the outer coil. As the current in the
inner coil decreases, fiux is transferred from the inner coil out and the outer coil in
maintaining the total flux in the space between the coils and between the plasma and the axis
of the device constant. We refer to this stage as programmed formation because the flux does
not need to tear to wrap the plasma. At the end of the second quarter cycle, all of the flux
initially stored in the inner coil has been delivered. This marks the end of the programmed
formation phase. Flux will continue to be delivered for another quarter cycle but, since this
flux did not initially wrap the plasma, a reconnection process is necessary for it to do so. We
refer to this as tearing formation.

In the second mode of operation, the plasma is produced before the coils are energized and
involves only tearing formation. One of the major differences between programmed and
tearing formation is that during programmed formation the separatrices are on both coils. If
an axial equilibrium is established within the coil length, a midplane average beta between the
coils of 0.5 and thus a "fat" plasma results. During tearing formation it is possible for the
separatrices to be away from both coils and to have an arbitrarily "thin" plasma.

One of the aspects of the CSS-P which is most noteworthy is the ability to form a field
reversed plasma at very low loop voltages. This has resulted in the tearing formation of a
plasma at the beginning of the discharge, when the loop voltage is at its peak, for a wide range
of operating conditions. For 10 mT of D2 and significant preionization a field reversed plasma
with reasonable flux confinement properties was produced with a loop voltage below 100 volts.
We believe that this formation occurs so easily because any conducting pla-raa will be forced
away from both coils and thus will not be quenched by a wall as it would be during independent
operation. Because of the ease of formation during the first quarter cycle, even without
preionization, it is difficult to form in the programmed formation mode. We do have
preliminary results of such formation, where an energetic PI is employed. Indicating a short
configuration is formed. Since for most operating conditions breakdown occurs during the
first quarter cycle, the remainder of the results discussed here are for that mode.

Though visible light photography must be interpreted carefully, streaks of the CSS-P
plasma give results consistent with other diagnostics. A thin annular plasma can be seen to
form at the appropriate radius. This thin plasma can either gradually become thicker or
rapidly disappear in a bright flash. The bright flash, which can appear at different times at
different azimuthal locations, is associated with a rapid loss of flux and the appearance of
transient BQ signals adjacent to the outer coil. The cause of this is presently unknown but it
may be related to impurity radiation effects.2
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One characteristic of the plasma produced by the CSS in the independent mode was a short
flux decay time. The CSS-P has been able to produce plasmas with significantly longer flux
decay times. If we assume that the field is uniform between the coils and the null location, the
field adjacent to the coils represents the flux between the coil and the null. This field
normalized to the charging voltage of the capacitor bank does not depend on charging voltage if
there is a thin plasma at the null location with a resistance which does not depend on charging
voltage. This normalized field is plotted in Fig. 1 versus time. It can be seen that for all of the
discharges the fields track very well for the first 15 usec. Starting around this time, depending
on charging voltage, significant flux loss as described above occurs. For the 1.5 kV case no
rapid flux loss appears and. again assuming a thin plasma, the loss of flux is consistent with a
flux confinement time of about 150 us. It should be pointed out that though we are in first
quarter cycle tearing formation mode, significant <p> and a "fat" plasma may exist. (An axial
probe array indicates that the plasma was long.) Depending on the ratio of specific heats, y.
and axial dynamics the plasma energy represented by this <J3> must have come from ohmic
heating. The 150 us time would then represent a time for loss of energy from the plasma and
field configuration. If we take the flux confinement time to be 150 as and assume a plasma
thickness of 4 cm, classical resistivity is consistent with a temperature of Te= 21 eV.

Midplane Magnetic Fields (10 rnTorr)

-0.5 -

60 8 0

Time (Microseconds)

Figure 1. Magnetic field normalized to the flux addition rate adjacent to the inner and outer
coils versus time for discharges at various voltages. (10 mT D2)

III. RADIATION AND OHMIC HEATING
The long time scales on which the CSS operates and the lack of an initial bias field make it

difficult to increase the plasma temperature. Results reported in the past are consistent with a
cool, radiation dominated, plasma with fairly high density. In order to overcome this problem
a better understanding of the physical mechanisms responsible for this behavior is necessary.
As a first step simple models have been developed to study the effect of line radiation from
impurities and ohmic heating on the energy balance. The work follows the same ideas as
previous calculations carried out for z-pinches3 but using a 2D MHD equilibrium calculated by
solving the Grad-Shafranov equation. Two problems have been addressed using this model.
The first is to simply calculate under what conditions the ohmic power equals the radiated
power and the second is to determine the time evolution of the temperature, assuming there is
no radiation.

Equilibrium The solution of the Grad-Shafranov equation we will consider was first discussed
by Maschke4 and Herrnegger5 and describes a plasma inside a toroidal chamber with
rectangular cross section. As a model for the CSS this is clearly an approximation because it
assumes that the flux inside the inner and outer colls is the same and there are end caps
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connecting both coils. The first assumption is well justified, at least in the parallel mode,
because ideally there should be no net flux between the coils and the second one is justified
because L»ro-ri so that end effects will not be important.

Assuming p = piv^, where p is the plasma pressure and \|/ the flux function we obtain
V = A cos (2&) [Fdfo, «r2) + TGO(TI, <xr2)]

where Fo and Go are the regular and irregular Coulomb wave functions of order zero, parameter
r\ and argument ar^, L is the length of the separatrix.

Bjr=rlt z=O)7t a = *?
ar2) +G'J[r\. ar2)] • L2 8n

where ri(r0) is the inner (outer) separatrix radius and r\ and y are determined by requesting y to
be zero at both separatrices.

Ohmic heating and line radiation A necessary condition to increase the plasma temperature is
that the ohmic power has to be greater than the radiated power. If this is satisfied and there are
no other important energy losses the temperature (and probably the size) of the plasma will
increase. At low temperatures the most important contribution to radiation losses is due to
line radiation from impurities. We will assume that both C and O are present and that an
equilibrium coronal model (with Post's rates6) applies (equal electron and ion temperatures
will be assumed throughout this paper). The radiated power is then PR = f n | Lz(Te) where f is
the impurity concentration and Lz is the cooling rate. The ohmic power is simply

PQ = Tj(Te) j . A very simple model can be used to illustrate the basic physics of the problem.
Considering a plasma slab of thickness a and uniform current density and temperature we
have

J oe §2 (Bo : external field) => P n <*= -n(Te) %
a. 2tr

ne

The condition PQ > PR then gives
Ci

af1•1/2

lnA Ti/2 1/2

where C i is a numerical constant and classical resistivity has been assumed. The important
point to note here is that there is an upper limit on the value of the magnetic field and that this
value increases as the thickness and the impurity fraction decrease. In a regular FRC. a thin
plasma sheath is produced after field reversal. Since ohmic heating is very efficient in the
sheath, its temperature increases rapidly. As the sheath implodes radially, it heats the bulk of
the plasma raising the temperature above the radiation barrier.

Using our solution of the Grad-Shafranov equation it is possible to write both the toroidal
current density and the particle density in terms of the flux function (assuming uniform Te)

A

= 47icpiry ne = pi
The condition for plasma heating can then be written as

where the integrals extend to the volume occupied by the plasma. After some straightforward
algebra we obtain the condition

lnA Tl/2 l/2
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where C2 is another numerical constant and SQ and SR are given by

Sn •f d r r3 [FO(TI. OUT2) + -yGofn, <xr2)]2 S R = d r r [Fdfa. a r 2 ) + YGo{ri, ar 2)]•r
This condition has the same dependence with temperature and impurity fraction as the simple
model. It turns out that, although not clear from the equation, the dependence upon plasma
thickness remains basically the same replacing a by a* = (ro

2 - rfi) / (ro
2 + rj2)1 /2 . Specifying

the external field it is very simple to calculate the maximum density from the pressure balance
condition and therefore the condition PQ > PR can also be expressed as a constraint on the
maximum density. We plot in Fig. 2, the critical magnetic field times f1/2 (for which PQ, - PR)
as a function of temperature for three values of r o / r i , (21.3/5.3, 17.3/9.3, 15.3/11.3) with equal
amounts of C and O present. Above the curve the radiated power exceeds the ohmic power and
below the opposite is true.

10,000

1000 -

T(eV>
Figure 2. Magnetic field at the midplane adjacent to the outer coil for which ohmic heating is

balanced by radiative cooling for various plasma thicknesses. ( / **£ O j l^cC)

Temperature evolution A very simple energy balance equation can be obtained by assuming
the particle inventory remains constant and neglecting the work term. With these
assumptions we get

3 N e i - (Te) = I P^dV - I PRdV
(^t J J

The fastest temperature Increase is clearly obtained when there are no radiation losses.
Assuming uniform density and current, and neglecting radiation we can write

d - (Te) = T]J
dtbut
d t

T e
3 / 2 ^

2
neTef e T e

1 / 2

dt
2/3

integrating this we get le<x
 a4/3 This shows that the thinner the plasma the faster the

temperature will increase and also that the magnetic field does not appear. A similar
procedure can be followed using the solution of the Grad-Shafranov equation and writing

N =
2T e

dV

The time dependence is the same as in the simple model and the dependence upon plasma
thickness is also maintained if we replace a by a* In Fig. 3 we plotted the temperature as a
function of time for the same values of ri and r0 as in Fig. 2. It is clear that as the temperature
increases its time derivative decreases due to the decrease in the classical resistivity. In an
actual experimental situation this may not be the case, however, because as the temperature
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increases, anomalous effects can become Important increasing the resistivity well above its
classical value.

120
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Figure 3. Plasma temperature for ohmic heating with no losses versus time for various plasma
thicknesses.

Although very simple models have been used the results presented above give some
indications as to the requirements to increase the plasma temperature above the radiation
barriers.

1 /2 *
• . In order for radiation losses not to dominate, f ' B a must be small.
• Even if radiation is negligible, a* must be small for ohmic heating to quickly raise Tg

unless anomalous processes become important.
IV. CONCLUSIONS/PLANS

The CSS-P in tearing formation mode has produced field reversed plasmas with flux
and/or energy loss times considerably longer than past configurations. Since a thin plasma is
possible in the tearing mode but not with the programmed formation mode with an axial
equilibrium, this is consistent with both expected increased ohmic heating and reduced
radiation losses. Because of the long times predicted for ohmic heating, radiation dominance
may not be needed to explain past CSS results. However the presence of MHD activity and
associated flux loss at higher charging voltages and thus applied fields may indicate a
threshold for radiation dominance.

Future plans for the CSS include:
• Continued modeling including time dependant radiation.
• Improved PI to allow formation at reduced fill pressure. This should facilitate

programmed formation and result in a thinner plasma in the tearing mode.
• Evaluation of modifications to the parallel mode (e.g. cusps) which will allow a thin

plasma until the radiation barrier is exceeded at which time axial equilibrium could be
established.

• Consideration of a longer rise time or staged bank to allow temperatures to rise above the
regime dominated by radiation before Imposing high magnetic fields.

• Reinstallation of the crowbar and mirrors (or trigger coils) to force reconnection and form
an axial equilibrium after the temperature has risen.

• Use of bolometry and possibly impurity doping to assess the conditions where radiation
dominates the plasma.
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TSX - A POTENTIAL EXPERIMENT ON TILT-STABILIZATION OF FRX-RINGS USING
LARGE-ORBIT ION RINGS

(SYSTEMS ANALYSIS)

H.H. Fleischmann, W. Podulka and S. Jones

MICE-Group, Applied and Engineering Physics
Cornell University, Ithaca, NY 14853

Based on the good stability characteristics of large-orbit rings observed in various electron
ring experiments*'^, one of us several years ago proposed' to use high energy large-orbit ion
rings for stabilizing - if needed - compact toroid rings against tilt motion. In view of the closely
approaching capability to generate potentially unstable large-s FRX rings in the new LSM and L
devices, this paper presents a systems-type analysis of potential experiments for testing this idea,
including a review of various aspects important for the selection and design of such an experiment,
a critical discussion of relevant recent results from IREX and the present status of the new MICE
device.

Fig. 1 shows the basic arrangement envisioned for FRX stabilization with a ring of axis-
encircling, high-energy ions embedded within or possibly also reaching partially outside the actual
FRX ring. Unfortunately, presently existing theoretical treatments4"" or experiments7 do not
permit definitive conclusions regarding the required optimal current, energy and angular spread of
the ion ring. Various, rather coarse model calculations4"" estimate that ion ring currents equal to
about 10-50% of the total ring current may be sufficient for stabilization. Conceptually, one might
expect that an ion ring be optimal when covering regions near the separatrix, both inside and
outside the FRX: the proximity of the (parallel) diamagnetic plasma currents and the ion currents
can provide for the stabilization of the plasma while the direct coupling to the outer filled lines
might help to anker the ion ring itself, i.e., prevent a simultaneous tilt of plasma and ion ring
together. No predictions exist concerning the best angular spread of the ions.

In view of this uncertainty regarding the required/optimal fast-ion parameters we will use in
our analysis the following assumptions as "standard":

(i) Fast-Ion Energy:

% = (1/2) mv2
f with RLarmo,., f = (eBwaU/mvf) = Rseparatrix

(ii) Fast-Ion Current in Ring:

(iii) Angular Distribution:

<9> = 30-50°i.e. <VQf>/vf = .8

Concerning the selection of the FRX device to be used for a tilt-stabilization experiment
(TSX), the following requirements apply:

(i) The FRX rings by themselves clearly have to be tilt unstable in order to demonstrate
stabilization by the fast ions; in particular, it would be very useful if the FRX rings would show a
clear stability threshold either in parameter space or - even better - in time (being initially stable and
then becoming unstable).
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(ii) The slowdown time tf of the fast ions by electron drag has to be sizably longer than the

axial Alfve*n time t A L of the plasma, i.c.

10L/vA = 10rA>L

Condition (i) clearly excludes smaller FRX devices like FRX-A and FRX-B and FRX-C.
Following the recent indications^ of some tilt morions, certain LSM (source) rings may be
sufficient; beyond that, we have to look for LSX and/or LSM-compr. as basis for TSX studies.
Similarly, all analyses" of (ii) show the smaller FRX rings to be insufficient and the LSM(source)
rings being somewhat borderline, but LSM-comp. and LSX being well suitable.

The approximate plasma and ring parameters relevant to the latter three devices are
summarized in Table I assuming the use of protons as fast ions. In this, Z[ denotes the
longitudinal bounce time of the trapped protons, Q p the total amount of trapped protons (in
mAsec), E t the total energy, in kJ, of the fast protons trapped in the ring, E s o u r c e the total fast-
pulse energy in the diode (assuming a proton generation efficiency somewhat optimistic of 1/3 and
a proton trapping efficiency of 1/2).

TABLE I Parameters of Potential TSX Experiments

B w (kG)
Re (cm)
L(cm>,
n (cm )
Te(eV)
T: (eV)
v A (cm/sec)
t A , L (^) ( long . )
tA>r(nsKndial)

Ep(MeV)
vf (cm/sec)
ii » LV 2/vp (|is)
<S,(mAsecf
(napped)

EV(C)

LSM
(source)

4.1
15
200
8(14)
ISO
400
3.2 (7)
6
.45

.19

.6(9)
.45
30

59
5.7

LSM
(compr.l

19
8.5
100
7(15)
600
800
5(7)
2
.17

1.3
16(9)
.09
15

80
20

LSX

7.5
25
200
2(15)
300
400
3.7 (7)
5.4
.68

1.7
18(9)
.16
33

260
56

I 34 120 340

The latter numbers can be compared with presently available pulse drivers: "Longshot"
(about 100 kV, 1-2 kJ), IREX (600 (?) kV, about 15 kJ) and MICE (1MV, about 80 kJ), with the
latter being easily expandable by about a factor of 2-3). Of these, MICE clearly is sufficient for
performing physics and development studies close to the parameter range needed for TSX although
it may still be somewhat marginal for a full-scale TSX or LSX.

Assuming that the fast protons are injected axially through a cusp arrangement (e.g. as in

MICE) and making the assumptions, R^ode = Rsepar.' (AR/R) SOurce = ^ » P u ' s c ^ m e xp = 100

nsec, ion trapping efficiency t]v = 50%, we obtain ion current densities in the diode of about 3

kA/crrr for LSM (comp) and 1 kA/crn^ for LSX, respectively. These numbers are somewhat high

in comparison with densities available in present magnetically insulated ring diodes (300 A/cm-)
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but comparable with those in reflex diodes ^ , however, these requirements can be sufficiently
relaxed by increasing the pulse length Xp (to about 2-300 nsec) and/or the diode radius (to about
2xR s e p a r) , with both of these increases also being helpful otherwise. Similarly, the beam
generated toroidal magnetic field B t o r (along the ring plane) within the diode (i.e. generated by

axial proton current plus electron leakage current) would be larger than the axial field B w for x_ =

100 nscc and R^ = R^p, but again could be relaxed to a manageable level B t 0 I /B w = .1-.2 by the

mentioned increases in xp and Rdiodg, in particular in the ion drift region (protons only). Thus,
the source requirements certainly are within obtainable limits even for somewhat reduced trapping
efficiencies, although certainly not down to the levels, T ^ = .05, observed in our electron ring

experiment?, 1>2 For LSM (source), a standard current density of about 2 kA/cm^ would be
needed, which appears hard to obtain at the low voltages of only 100-200 kV; clearly, a very
sizable increase in pulse time and/or diode radius will be needed in this case. Recent single-particle
orbit calculations (see below) indicate that angular spreads of the ion beam in the diode equal to a
few degrees; i.e. comparable to already observed spreads, are permissible

Regarding the choice of injection strategy, tangential neutral-atom injection will require
neutral-atom beams of about 250A, 400A, 1 kA (equivalent) for LSX, LSM (comp), and LSM
(source), respectively, when considering maximum pulse times Xp = (1/2) tf. Such beams clearly
are beyond reach (at least economically) for the expected MeV-type beams of LSM (cornp) and
LSX. A more detailed analysis may be needed for LSX (source)* *.

For cusp-type injection into LSX or LSM (comp), we consider the two extreme cases of
either direct beam injection into the FRX ring or the fonnation of an intermediate stationary ion ring
with a subsequently slow (Alfve'n velocity) merging of this ring with the FRX. Considering direct
injection first, the beam will create Alfve'n waves in the FRX, but due to v p » v ^ the fast ions, to

first order, still will move in an essentially constant magnetic field. This can be seen in Table I
where the fast-ion bounce times t^ are sizably shorter than the radial Alfven times x^ r for LSX
and LSM (comp). For this reason, we calculated an extensive number of injection orbits for test
particles having only a small axial energy (at most few percent of Ep) before encountering the FRX

field (The latter configuration was taken .from LANL equilibrium calculations^). Results (see
Fig. 2) indicate that the injected protons generally will bounce only once or twice before
reemerging from the FRX; up to 20 bounces have been found - however, only for very narrowly
defined conditions. Collisional drag of the fast protons will help in principle, but actually will be
too small to seriously contribute. Any trapped ions will have very large axial velocities v2 * v_.

Additional calculations including time-dependent fields modeling the generated Alfven
waves are in progress; also, some MHD calculation of actual beam injection may be performed.
Unless these calculations show a strongly improved trapping it appears that direct injection may not
be very useful. Instead, we expect that ion ring merging will have to be used. In this case, the
effective potential confining the fast protons in the ring and the potential barrier between the ring
and the FRX will move and change only on the rather slow Alfv6n time scale with the trapped ions
pouring into the FRX and remaining trapped (sec Fig. 3). We expect that the fast ions finally
trapped in the FRX will have sizable axial velocities even in this case.
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As additional results, our orbit calculations showed that (i) trapped particle orbits in the
FRX generally exhibit pronounced non-ergodic behavior (see i.e. Fig. 4 where orbits are confined
to only a part of the related H, P - permissible space in (r,z)) and (ii) collisional drag of the fast
ions will lead to a deeper trapping rather than untrapping of the orbits (see Fig. 5)

Additional calculations on the influence of the angular spread of the ion beam in the diode
indicate the need of spreads as low as a few degrees.

Discussion of Recent Experiments

(i) IREX: Recently, the achievement of trapped rings with SB/BQ = 10% was claimed1^.
Unfortunately, this claim appears - at best - badly uncertain. The only proof offered in this talk
even under questioning was a single Faraday cup trace showing a fast-ion current density of
60A/cm ^ (with all other traces shown being in the range of 10-30A/cm 2 ) . EiCfl taking the
"extreme" value ̂  of 8 cm for the radial thickness of current layer (instead of the 5cm used in
Pedrow original thesis ^ and in other papers of that group ), and assuming this current density to
be uniform (in spite of its apparently very unusually high value), we obtain a field change of 600 G
across the layer corresponding to a beam generated field of about 450G on axis when considering
flux conservation within the tank (This latter effect also was not included in the calculated line of
Fig. 11 in Ref. 14, i.e. there is a sizable systematic deviation between the "theoretical" calibration
and the experiments.), i.e., somewhat more than 5% of the applied 8kG; more realistic appears
about +4%. However, we should add that one of us (HHF) was informed more recently^ that
some Faraday cup recordings with larger (first with j=100 A/ctrr and then j=150A/cm^)"were just
discovered after die meeting talk amongst the earlier recorded results" of the experiment that had
been stopped about a year earlier. Obviously, the reliability of this late discovery following the
above objections is hard to estimate.

(ii) MICE Experiments: The conversion of the old RECE-Christa pulse driver to the new
MICE driver (1 MV, 2 Ohm, 200 nsec, positive) was recently completed. As indicated in Fig. 6,
the next water pulse line contains two 2 Ohm, 200 nsec transmission lines connected with a SFg
switch. For detail parameters see Table II. Due to the unnecessarily large sizes of both the Marx
tank and the water tank, the present field stresses only amount to about 65% of the usual Martin
limits, and the overall energy level of the driver could be expanded quite easily by a factor 2-3 with
the addition of a stronger Marx generator.

The new pulse driver so far has been tested up to actual diode voltages of 800 kV. No
breakdown was observed in spite of a presently still missing guard ring. Voltage rise times are
about 40-50 nsec. Using a normal magnetically insulated ring diode with flashboard anode,
current densities of up to about 200 A/crn^ were observed with Faraday cups. Some
discrepancies, however, presently still exist with the somewhat smaller proton outputs measures
with carbon activation. Corresponding investigations are in progress. The MICE tank had been
very successfully tested to full specifications earlier.

Using the described ion beam, first fast-pulse injection experiments into the MICE tank
were performed, mostly using hydrogen gas fills of 50- 150mTorr. Observed transient beam-
generated field changes range up to 6% of the applied magnetic field. The beam behavior appears
to show some deviations from extensive single-particle orbital calculations performed over die last
few months. Related investigations are in progress.
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A 0.1 TW Gas-Breakdown Plasma-Anode Ion Diode.*

J. B. Greenly, A. Dunning, and G. D. Rondeau

Laboratory of Plasma Studies, Cornell University

Ithaca, N.Y. 14853

A magnetically-insulated extraction-geometry ion diode using inductive breakdown of
a gas layer to produce a magnetically-confined anode plasma has been successfully oper-
atedl on the LONGSHOT pulser: 120kV, 30kA5 £its. This LONGSHOT diode doubled
the total ion output compared to a standard dielectric anode, allowed constant impedance
for >500ns, and improved upon all other characteristics except beam divergence. The
plasma anode has now been integrated into a similar diode to operate on the Neptune
pulser: 700kV, 3ft, 100ns, >0.i TW. The goal in lo investigate the scaling of this diode
to the higher voltage, and to current density above 0.5 kA/cm2. The major scaling issue
is whether good control can be maintained of the anode surface shape and position, and
the resulting lew canonical momentum and divergence. Tlie Iwcuu fiuiu llila JIuJe will Le
used to form diamagnetic ion rings, and will allow good diagnosis of beam quality. First
experimental rssults will be presented.

* Work supported by DOE Contract DE-FG02-87ER53246J
1 J.B. Greenly, M. Ueda, G.D. Rondeau, and D.A. Hammer, J. Appl. Phys 83 1872

(1988). * *
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PROGRESS WITH ENERGY CONFINEMENT TIME IN THE CTX SPHEROMAK

T. R. Jarboe, J. C. Fernandez, F. J. Wysocki, C. W. Barnes
I. Henins, S. 0. Knox, G. J. Marklin

Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM 87545, USA

The 0.67 m radius mesh i\ux conserver (MFC) in CTX was replaced by a solid flux
conserver (SFC), resulting in greatly reduced field errors. Decreased spheromak open
flux led to vastly improved decaying discharged, including increased global energy con-
finement times, TE (from 20 to 180 //s), and corresponding magnetic energy decay times,
rfl2 (from 0.7 to 2 ms). Improved confinement allowed the observation of the pressure-
driven instability (predicted by Mercier) which ejects plasma from the spheromak interior
to the wall.1

In the CTX 0.67 m radius mesh flux conserver (MFC), «1/4 of the spheromak poloidal
flux forms the "edge" with open flux intersecting the FC wall. Figure 1 shows one half of
a cross section of the MFC, along with the poioidal flux contours for a typical decaying
CTX spheromak. £eff « 3 m represents the effective length between the effective points
where the (poloidal) open field lines intersect the wall.2 The effective poloidal electric field
Eeff = rjjft at the edge is also illustrated. Consistent with the Taylor minimum energy
principle relaxation tends to drive current to maintain a uniform j/B. Plasma on the
open field lines tends to be cooled and lost rapidly leading to large Eeff in this (low j/B)
region giving a large helicity dissipation rate 2EcffB per unit volume. We found, in the
mesh flux conserver, that the lowest Eeff can be obtained by maintaining a neutral fill
in the edge. The relaxation must now drive a current in the neutral dominated edge and
ionization processes must replace carriers as fast as they are lost. Thus the conditions
in the edge are similar to Paschen breakdown conditions. Eeff£eff versus the neutral
H2 pressure in the edge agrees with the Paschen voltage3 for breakdown of neutral
hydrogen.2

Throughout the plasma, nj is negligible compared to Eejf at the edge, so that
dK/dt « -2Eeff Jed e B dvol. The result is spheromak magnetic-energy decay times
rBt which are uncorrelated with the electron temperature, but which are correlated with
the edge neutral pressure.2 This model is also consistent with the results in the HBTX1B
reversed-field pinch discharges with limiters.4

Also, as in HBTX1B, strong relaxation activity needed for edge current-drive seems
to heat ions.26 Figure 2 shows selected times for discharge 15805, one of the nearly
identical 47 discharges previously studied.2 The maximum reproducible Thomson scat-
tering Te ever achieved in the MFC is «100 eV. The top curve shows the spheromak
toroidal current. The second curve shows the line brightness of the impurity line used,
OV at 2781 'A. The third curve is the Doppler broadening temperature TD. Since the cal-
culated ion equilibration time is much shorter than rv and similar to the plasma energy
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confinement time, TE, TD should reflect the bulk ion temperature, Ti. These high TD

indicating an anomalously high T, have also been observed in reversed field pinches.5'6

The oscillations in TD (Fig. 2) are correlated with the saturated, rotating current driven
kink modes (see bottom of Fig. 2). During sustainment the n = l link is observed while
during decay the n = 2,3 are seen.7

If the rotation is interperted as being caused by the ion diamagnetic drift then the
value of Ti needed for the observed rotation speed is equal to TD. This correlation
further indicates that TD represents T{. TD oscillations are most probably due to the
mode exposing the spatial profile of Tit which we cannot resolve with our single-chord
instrument. Accounting for TD > Te, the previously presented2 energy confinement
times TE = 3/2{(3)volrB2 in the MFC should be corrected up to the 50 us range, and
{{3)voi up to «5%. Still, large charge exchange losses and enhanced transport from
excessive relaxation activity almost surely degrade confinement significantly.

A 0.60 m radius solid flux conserver (SFC) has been designed to decrease the
relative fraction of open spheromak magnetic flux much below the value in the MFC. Ti
gettering of the SFC walls was necessary for density and impurity control. In the SFC,
as in the MFC, the spheromak equilibrium is deduced from magnetic field measurements
at the FC surface, coupled with a Grad-Shafranov MHD equilibrium solver.7 The ne and
Te are diagnosed by an absolutely calibrated multi-point Thomson scattering system. Te

and ne are combined with the MHD equilibrium calculations to determine the electron j3e

and pressure pe. The result is an accurate calculation of rE.

rB2 in the SFC scales proportionally with Te at the magnetic axis. See Figure. 3.
With reproducible Te « 150 eV, maximum rB2 is 2 ms. In the SFC the OV TD is similar
to Te, and maximum global rE = 180 /iS (using Ti = Te). Figure 4 shows the increase in
TE for similar discharges over time as the decaying spheromak plasma heats up. In this
figure, only rE values measured before the pressure-driven instability (discussed below)
are included. These SFC results suggest reduced open magnetic flux resulting in less
relaxation activity, which reduces direct ion heating and increases plasma confinement,
as also reported for HBTX1B.8 Because of the superior diagnostics on CTX (due in
part to better access of the spheromak) it is not necessary to make "top hat" or "local
confinement" assumptions. However, for comparison with RFPs the "local" or "top hat"
confinement time is 1.5 ms for the best discharges which is better than obtained in RFPs.

In the SFC, a pressure-driven instability ejects the spheromak plasma in a distinct
event.1 As the maximum electron pressure gradient, Vpe, increases, {/3')vol remains at
«3-6% (using T{ = Te). At a threshold Vpe, pe moves toward the outer flux surfaces
within 10-20 ^s, indicating a flux interchange. No concurrent signature on the magnetic
probes at the wall is observed, as normally occurs with current-driven instabilities. Thus,
the confinement now appears to be limited by the expected pressure driven mode. The
SFC geometry has a Mercier limit of 0.5% for the Taylor state. The spheromak is shear
stabilized with q at the wall smaller than q at the magnetic axis. By shortening the flux
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conserver on the geometric axis the q at the wall can be lowered, increasing the shear.
Figure 5 shows a flux conserver shape that has a Mercier volume averaged /?-limit of
~5%. It is not clear how much the confinement might be improved due to increasing the
Mercier ^-limit by a factor of 10. However, even if the /? and temperature only increased
a factor of two, with classical scaling, the maximum energy confinement time would reach
1.0 ms.

Although the magnetic structure looks more like a standard toroidal confinement
geometry, the topology is still simply connected giving it all of the advantages of the
stationary spheromak reactor.8
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LIST OF FIGURES

1. One half of the MFC cross-section is shown. Typical normalized spheromak poloidal
flux contours (5% increments) during decay are included. The poloidal magnetic field
wraps around the magnetic axis in the counter-clockwise direction, while the toroidal
field goes into the page.

2. Traces versus time for typical MFC discharge 15805: The top figure shows the
spheromak toroidal current, increased by helicity injection until 1.2 ms, when the
source is turned off (arrow in the bottom figure). The middle figure shows the
"brightness" br, defined as the area under the gaussian fit. The bottom figure shows
the Doppler temperature TD. Error bars at regular intervals illustrate the uncertainty
resulting from the fit.

3. Magnetic energy decay time as a function of Te at the magnetic axis.

4. TE from similar spheromak discharges in the solid flux conserver are plotted versus
time. The helicity source is turned off at 700 /xs.

5. Flux conserver shape for a spheromak with Mercier-beta limit ~5%.
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Experimental and theoretical studies on the magnetic configuration of
bumpy-2-pinch/flux-core-spheromak.

M.Katsurai, N.Amemiya, A.Hayakawa.

Department of Electrical Engineering, University of Tokyo
Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo 113, JAPAN

I. Introduction

The University of Tokyo spheromak machine, TS-3 [1], was modified and
upgraded by the installation of a pair of magnetized coaxial plasma
guns on each axial end of the machine. The outer electrodes of the
guns have been used for generating an axial discharge along the major
axis of the machine. This modification has enabled us to perform
experimental studies on the formation and sustainment of
bumpy-z-pinch configurations[2] / flux-core-spheromak configurations
[3] (in the following description, we call them FCS). On the last
workshop(the 10th), we reported successful production of FCSs either
by the successive operation of a conventional Z-theta-discharge of
TS-3 and an axial discharge between the outer electrodes of the
coaxial guns, or by the single operation of the axial discharge in an
external field with an appropriate configuration. On the basis of
these results, we have extended magnetic measurements of the FCSs in
TS-3.

II. Appatarus

Fig.l shows the modified TS-3 machine with a pair of magnetized
coaxial plasma guns on its both axial ends. In the following
experiments, single axial discharge between the outer electrodes of
the coaxial plasma guns has been used to produce the plasmas. The
current waveform for the axial discharge is shown in Fi™.2. with a
maximum peak value of about 50 kA and a half period of about 160 its.
The dotted curve in the figure is the waveform of the optional
current supplied to the internal poloidal coils for compressing the
produced plasmas in the center region. One of the most powerful tools
for our measurements is a two-dimensional magnetic probe array with
30(5x6) mesh points. This array covers a toroidal plane (normal to
the magnetic axis) of the FCSs produced, and gives us the time
variation of axial components of the poloidal field. On the
assumption of axisymmetry for the produced configuration, we can
reproduce the time dependent poloidal flux plot of the configuration.
We also has used a cicular toroidal probe arrays with eight points to
measure the toroidal mode activities during the formation,
sustainment, and termination phases of the FCS.

III. Experimental results

Fig.3 (a) and (b) show exsamples of the poloidal flux plots demonstrat
ing successful productions of FCS during 9 0 and 140 /is. The
figures (a) and (b) are cases without and with the application of the
optional compression current, the dotted curve in Fig.2, to the
internal poloidal coils, respectively. The application of the
compression cuurent enhances the merging speed of two FCSs initially
produced at both ends and increases the lifetime of single FCS in the
center region. It should be noted that the flux plots in other time
periods, namely, in the production and termination phases, loose such
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physical meaning as poloidal flux surfaces because the plasma
configuration has non-axisymmetric motions during these periods. The
eight points toroidal probe array has been used to measure the modal
behavior of the motions. An example of the measurements is shown in
Fig.4. The activities are found to be very strong during the
production and termination phases, while it is strongly supressed
during the mid phase where a single FCS configuration is foud to be
sustained. It. has been found that the FCS configuration observed in
our experiments is a class of FCS with a pair of X points on the
separatrix. Fig.5 shows the operation region for the production of
FCS in the lex vs. Fgun diagram, where lex is the current in the
external field coils, and Fgun is the amount of magnetic flux
produced by the bias field coils of the magnetized coaxial plasma
guns.

IV. Equilibrium analysis

The experimentally observed configurations are compared to that
obtained by theoretical analyses. The Grad-Shafranov equation for the
zero-beta Taylor state is analytically solved in a finite length
cylindrical vessel as shown in Fig.6. For the boundary condition, we
assume the presence of a certain amount of external fluxes that
axially penetrate the vessel through holes on the end plates. This
solution is an extension of Turner's solution where the holes are
assumed to be infinitesimally small[4]. The solution has been used to
survey the q profile and the magnetic hill/well profile of the FCS
configuration. Fig.7 shows a diagram presenting a classification of
FCS in terms of the appearace and location of X points on the
separatrix. Unlike the conventional spheromak configuration with a
magnetic hill and a radially decreasing q profile, F C S can be
provided with a magnetic well or with a radially increasing q profile
like ULQ and tokamak as shown in Fig.fi (a) and (b), respectively.

8 ,.x» ./„<*,•£> 16

p ; normalized radial position (p=r/a), X ; eigenvalue of force-free equation ( X =ka).

f ; normalized axial position ( f = 2 7 D , Xj zero of Ji,

a ; radius of boundary cylinder, Xj =«/ A'" — k;' • (-£-)

L ; axial length of boundary cylinder,

Helicity extraction: It is expected that, when FCS plasmas are
subjected to certain current driving forces which bring them to a
nonequilibrium state, they will be given some relaxation mechanisms
which make them stay in an euiliblium Taylor state. Future FCS
plasmas in a fusion reaction regime may have various such current
driving forces as the boot-strap current driving force and the
alpha-particle current driving force. These forces generate internal
helicity. Therefore, if internally generated hilicity can be
extracted by virtue of the relaxation mechanisms through the center
electrodes of FCS, FCS may be worked as a direct current generator.
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The Impedance and Energy Efficiency of a Coaxial Magnetized
Plasma Source used for Spheromak Formation and Sustainment

Cris W. Barnes, T. R. Jarboe, G. J. Marklin, S. 0. Knox, and I. Henins
Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545

Electrostatic (dc) helicity injection has pre-
viously been shown to successfully sustain the
magnetic fields of spheromaks and tokamaks.
The magnitude of the injected magnetic helic-
ity balances (within experimental error) the flux
lost by resistive decay of the toroidal equilib-
rium. The problem of optimizing this current
drive scheme hence involves maximizing the in-
jected helicity (the voltage-connecting-flux prod-
uct) while minimizing the current (which multi-
plied by the voltage represents the energy input
and also possible damage to the electrodes).

The impedance (voltage-to-current ratio) and
energy efficiency of a dc helicity injection exper-
iment are studied on the CTX spheromak. Over
several years changes were made in the physi-
ra] geometry of the coaxial magnetized plasma
source as well as changes in the external electri-
cal circuit. The source could be operated over
a wide range of external charging voltage (and
hence current), applied axial flux, and source
gas flow rate. A database of resulting voltage,
helicity injection, efficiency, electron density, and
rotation has been created. These experimental
results are compared to an ideal magnetohydro-
dynamic theory of magnetic flux flow. The the-
ory is parameterized by the dimensionless Hall
parameter, the ratio of electric to mass current.
For a constant Hall parameter the theory ex-
plains why the voltage depends quadratically on
the current at constant flux. The theory also
explains the approximately linear dependence of
the impedance-to-current ratio on the current-
to-flux ratio of the source. The current-to-flux
ratio itself (the energy-per-unit-helicity of the
source) is bounded below by considerations of
force balance. While the rotation of the flow
is not understood, the density of the sustained
spheromak is shown to be related to the mass

Figure 1: Diagram showing the geometry of the sim-
ple coaxial channel flow model. A region of azimuthal
field Bg where the axial flow occurs is bounded by re-
gions of axial field Bz, with separatrices of radius a(z)
and 6(2).Diagram showing the geometry of the simple
coaxial channel flow model. A region of azimuthal
field Be where the axial flow occurs is bounded by
regions of axial field Bz, with separatrices of radius
a(z) and b(z).

flow in the source, supporting the constant Hall
parameter assumption. The overall efficiency of
sustainment through dc helicity injection is lim-
ited by the usual ohmic resistive decay, by the
force-balance limits on the current-to-flux ratio,
by the losses of the external electrical circuit, and
by the fundamental limitations on the achievable
impedance of flux flow in a magnetized plasma.
Even so, ratios of spheromak magnetic energy
to capacitor bank energy of over 17% have been
achieved on CTX. Ignoring external circuit losses
the efficiency of electrostatic helicity injection for
converting energy received by the coaxial source
to the energy of the spheromak magnetic field
has exceeded 70%.

Introduction The key to high-field steady-
state sustainment of spheromaks by dc helicity
injection[l] is to maximize the magnetic helicity
injection rate K - 2V$g while minimizing ad-
verse effects due to the current / . (V is the volt-
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age between electrodes which are connected by a
magnetic flux #p.) However, in the presence of a
magnetized plasma an arbitrary voltage cannot
be applied at the electrodes. The flux flowing
away from its source is limited by the Alfven
speed of the plasma. The result is that the volt-
age of the source (the rate of change of flux) is
not the charge voltage on the external capacitor
bank, but has a very strong dependence on the
current of the system[2]. The magnitudes of the
magnetic fields of spheromaks[3], reversed-field
pinches (RFPs)[4], and tokamaks[5] have been
shown to be determined by the balance between
the injected magnetic helicity and resistive dis-
sipation. The energy-per-unit-helicity efficiency
of the sustainment [3] can be raised by increasing
the connecting flux, but such an increase in flux
impedes the fluid flow and lowers the electrical
impedance (voltage/current ratio).

The problem of maximizing the impedance
and efficiency is important for any scheme
for sustainment by helicity injection, including
spheromaks, RFPs, or tokamaks. Understanding
the physical constraints on the flow of flux in a
magnetized plasma, and its relation to mass flow,
is also important to understanding the physics
of "relaxation" phenomena[6]. The observed re-
lationship of mass flow to current is critical in
determining the density of the sustained sphero-
mak, which affects its transport properties[7].

Ideal MHD theory of the flow The prob
lem of sustainment by helicity injection can be
treated as a "steady-state" problem, where lo-
cal time derivatives are negligible (d/dt = 0).
Single-fluid MKD equations with an ideal Ohm's
Law are used to explain the observations. The
basic equations include conservation of mass and
flux, Ohm's Law, and force balance.[8]

The ideal Ohm's Law may be violated due to
the presence of a Hall current. The important
parameter is[2, 9]

em/M (1)

where / „ is the flow rate of a material with
atomic mass M expressed in units of the current.
The Hall parameter E is also called the "replace-
ment factor" since it tells us how many times
the electrons that neutralize the space charge of
the ions that traverse the accelerator channel are
replaced.[2] If E = 0 then the electrons and ions
move identically together, and there is no current
How at ail. AsE increases the current carried by
the electrons exceeds that carried by the mas-
sive ions, resulting in a net current. In the limit
where the ions are stationary and the electrons
carry all the current the Hall parameter becomes
infinite. If E <S 1 then the Hall terms can be
ignored. In the CTX case, E ranges between
about 0.03 and 0.16.

We consider the flow in a geometry such as
Figure 1. The magnetizing axial flux, created
by a solenoid inside the inner electrode, emerges
from the front region of the inner electrode and
returns through the outer electrode of the Mar-
shall gun. Above the lower current sheet [at
a(z)] there will be plasma flow, electric field, and
radial current density. Below a[z) the axial flux
(with no flow along it or azimuthal flux in it) will
be compressed until radial force balance is satis-
fied. Only some fraction of the axial flux may be
trapped in the axial flow region, and above the
upper current sheet [at b(z)] is another region
of axial flux (of the opposite sign) that is com-
pressed against the entrance region wall. The
axial flow channel expands radially against both
regions of axial flux until radial force balance is
achieved. Our simple model assumes there is no
axial flux embedded in the region of axial flow.
This approximation is essentially that the effect
of the rotational force ErB2 is small compared
to the axial force ErBg.

The force balance along the flow (Bernoulli's
equation) determines an energy constant of the
motion. Differentiating along the flow leads to
the Huginoit equation which determines the ac-
celeration. The acceleration can only take place
when the geometry of the channel changes, or
at a choke point where the velocity equals the
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Figure 2: Gun parameter A versus Xgre for several
different conditions.

Aifven speed. Since the flow accelerates through-
out the nozzle, the axial velocity is thus deter-
mined at the throat. The geometric shape of the
nozzle is determined from radial force balance
between the axial and azimuthal magnetic fields.
This analysis leads to the following expression for
the gun voltage

9 - 4vHl
J2 - (2)

where x = Xgre, Xg = (iolg/$g, and F{x) de-
pends on Xg/\th-[S] If there is too much axial
flux in the gun, the tension in the axial field can
exceed the pressure in the toroidal field and the
toroidal flux will not be able to emerge from the
gun.

The (hrpc powers of current in the voltage scal-
ing Eq. (2) can be understood as follows: One
power is due to the source current determining
direct ly the toroidal flux magnitude for fixed Xg.
One power comes from the proportional increase

in the Aifven speed with the increase in mag-
netic field. The final power of current comes
from the necessity of constant mass flow through
the source due to the continuity equation. This
results in a rarefaction of the density as the ve-
locity of the flow increases since the velocity goes
through the Aifven speed at the nozzle. Thus
at constant mass input the density drops as the
velocity increases, further increasing the voltage
and adding the final power of current to the volt-
age. The actual experiment only shows 2 powers
of current in the voltage scaling. This is because
the amount of mass flow in the experiment gen-
erally increases proportionately with the current
(the Hall parameter is a constant), and thus one
power of the current is canceled by the increase
in density.

Experimental results The gun parameter

= 2.6 X 10s ?
Va

can be plotted versus Xg and compared to
3F(Xgre) from Eq. (2) (Fig. 2). The comparison
with theory is a two parameter fit: first the value
of Xg = Xth where the voltage limits to zero
is found, and then second the Hall parameter
E is adjusted to match the magnitude of the
impedance/current ratio of the gun parameter
A. The scaling of voltage with the square of the
gun current has removed a large variation in the
data, and the theory also predicts the approx-
imate linear increase of Vg/Ig with increasing
Ig/$g- When these large variations are removed,
the simplified theory does not have the remaining
curvature of the experimental data quite right,
and the theory tends to underestimate A at small
Xg and overestimate A at large A9.

Using the two parameters Xth and E deter-
mined from the data combined with the value
of the external circuit impedance, the voltage
and current can be uniquely determined given
the charging voltage on the main bank and the
applied magnetizing flux. Figures 3(a) and (b)
show plots of the observed current and voltage
versus flux, with the predicted values from the
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Figure 3: Gun current and voltage versus gun flux,
compared to the analytic theory with the two ad-
justable parameters At/, and E. Each symbol rep-
resents a given geometry and circuit type, with the
main bank voltage held constant, (a) Gun current,
(b) Gun voltage.

gun law fit through the data. When plotted
this way one can clearly see the huge differences
in the observed voltages and currents at similar
connecting flux but for different main bank volt-
ages and circuit types.

Curves may be calculated of the current, volt-
age, impedance, helicity injection rate, and effi-
ciency versus $ g for different main bank voltages
for a given circuit. Figure 4 illustrates such a set
of calculations. The efficiency r\ and the helicity
injection rate both have maxima versus magne-
tizing flux, but not at exactly the same value.
The maxima occurs because at low flux very lit-
tle helicity is injected by the low connecting flux,
and at high flux very little helicity is injected by
the low voltage.

The magnitude of the density in the sphero-
mak during sustainment depends on the gun cur-
rent. Figure 5 shows how the spheromak den-
sity remains approximately proportional to the
gun current, despite a significant increase in the
magnitude of the "confining" magnetic fields of
the spheromak[7]. Usually the amount of gas
generated in the source is undetermined and m
is a free parameter of the operation. In one case
[Mode 1984b(5)] a "slow" gas valve was installed
on the source which continually fed 104 torr-
liter sec"1 of gas for many milliseconds. Fig-
ure 6(a) illustrates the changing proportional-
ity of the spheromak density-to-current ratio as
more gas was added to the source. Fig. 6(b)
shows how normalizing the gun parameter A by
the rie/Ig proportional-estimate of m reasonably
brings the voltage data together, that is, the
drop in voltage as the gas is added is in theo-
retical agreement with the increase in m.

Discussion and conclusions In the CTX
helicity injection experiment we operated with
a wide range of electrode dimensions, external
electrical circuits, charging voltages and magne-
tizing fluxes. The resulting source voltages and
helicity injection rates can now be understood
for our coaxial source by a simple MHD theory.
Previous work on coaxial accelerators had pre-
dicted and found that the voltage depended on
the square of the current, assuming the the ratio
of electrical-to-mass current (the Hall parame-
ter E) remained constant. We have confirmed
this result, and further observed the proportional
dependence of the spheromak density on source
current as expected for constant E. The mea-
surements of the density and gas flow rates are
within factors of 2 or 3 from expectations based
on the fitted value of E. We also learned that
the geometry of the injection should be designed
to reduce the value of Ath to as close to the value
of the equilibrium to be driven as possible.

This work was supported by U.S. D.O.E. con-
tract No. W7405 ENG-36. One of us (CWB)
thanks the Princeton Plasma Physics Labora-
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tory for support under U.S. D.O.E. contract DE-
AC02-76-CHO-3073.
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Figure 4: Gun performance versus axial flux, using
the analytic theory fit to the data. Using the theory
shown in (a) with 5 a , = 16 mil, \th = 15.4 m'1 and
E = 0.05, the (b) current, (c) voltage, (d) efficiency TJ,
(e) impedance, and (f) helicily injection rate are aiJ
plotted versus gun flux for main bank charge voltages
from 3 to 10 kV. The curves at 7 kV are dashed.
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Figure 6: Effect of external changes to gas flow rate,
(a) Density divided by current for Mode 1984b(5),
versus the amount of pressure in the slow gas vaive (in
PSIG). The finite y-intercept defines the amount of m
for the usual uncontrolled case, (b) Gun Parameter
A normalized by the current-to-density ratio versus
A3ry for the different discharges with the slow valve.
The symbols are the same as (a), with added data
from this same mode but with no slow valve and a
constant value of ne/Ig = 10 x l O ^ m ^ A " 1 assumed
also shown (^).
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Berkeley Compact Toroid Experiment: Experimental Results and Progress

E. C. MORSE, A. KULEWIEC, R. STACHOWSKI, J. S. HARDWICK, AND W. B. KUNKEL

University of California, Berkeley, CA 94720 USA

0. INTRODUCTION

The Berkeley Compact Toroid (BCTX) experiment is a spheromak device with a 70
cm flux conserver and a Marshall-gun generated plasma. This device will be used to test
a pulsed radiofrequency (RF) heating scheme operating at the lower hybrid frequency
in this device, using a 20 —• 40 MW pulsed rf source at 450 MHz. The design of this
heating system will be described, and the results of experiments on the currently unheated
discharges will be presented.

1. FORMATION AND STABILITY STUDIES

Some effort has been spent in the past year in quantifying the MHD formation and
stability characteristics of the spheromak plasmas generated in the BCTX device. The ex-
perimental plan has concentrated on studies of the characteristics of the CT plasma with-
out auxiliary heating using information from magnetic probes, Rogowski coils, Langmuir
probes, and from radiation detectors. Studies of materials problems are also underway in
order to reduce the effects of impurities in the experiments. Since the current experiments
use internal probes in the plasma, the plasma temperatures are low, and the lifetimes are
rather short, with magnetic decay times on the order of 100 fj, s.

The basic CT formation can be seen from the internal magnetic field probe data. A
sample of such data is shown as Figure 1. These five signals are from B-dot probes spaced
5 cm apart along the midplane of the device. The positions of these stations are at radii
of 10 cm, 15 cm, 20 cm, 25 cm, and 30 cm from the midplane, and the outermost station
is a few cm from the mesh flux conserver. From this data, one can infer that the poloidal
magnetic field reverses across the midplane, which would be required for the presence of
closed symmetrical magnetic field lines. Furthermore, one can see that as the discharge
progresses, the magnetic null moves outward, and ends somewhere between stations 3 and
4, i. e. at about r « 0.64a. This is consistent with various low-beta equilibrium models.
The magnetic lifetime of this run is particularly short ( « 20/zs), due to low energy input
for this case.

A set of Rogowski coils, fabricated originally by LANSL for use on the CTX exper-
iment, have been installed on the mesh flux conserver. These probes measure the image
currents in the 0.5" Cu rods forming the cage. Six such probes were installed, all on mesh
sections oriented poloidally, i. e. measuring essentially Z-currents. The probes were ar-
ranged at ninety degree intervals around the cage, with a two coils symmetrically placed
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in Z on opposing sides of the mesh. This placement affords some sensitivity to low-order
MHD modes, giving information about azimuthal mode number and the symmetry of the
mode in Z. A sample set of data obtained from this set is shown as Figure 2. Here, a
rotating m=l MHD mode can be clearly seen on the four probes with the appropriate
phasing. It is interesting to note that the precession rate of this signal, around 100 KHz,
indicates the presence of a large amount of bulk flow in the equilibrium, as the temper-
ature of this discharge is low enough to rule out FLR effects. While adjustment of the
toroidal-to-poloidal field energy has been seen to make this instability appear or disappear,
no other mode number has been seen to date. Output from a single Rogowski coil for a
discharge at higher bank energy is shown as Figure 3. In this case, the oscillations seem are
not taken as MHD oscillations, as they are seen in phase on all probes. These oscillations
are artifacts of the L-C ringing of the Marshall gun bank, which appears to be restriking
and sending in plasma with alternating toroidal flux. Notice that the timescale for this
discharge is somewhat longer, with a lifetime on the order of 100 fx s.

2. OTHER IMPROVEMENTS

A set of fast (r « 2 ms ) piezoelectric valves have been substituted for the pulsed elec-
tromagnetic solenoid valves used earlier. These valves have a relatively low gas throughput
( 1 —> 7 torr-1 s"1 at the manufacturer's nominal voltage rating ( 100 V ) ; but it has been
found that increased flowrates at higher voltages without crystal failure is possible. The
smaller gas inventory present has resulted in a reduction of the moving mass in the Mar-
shall gun, as seen by a reduction in the L-C oscillations in the gun discharge current. A
larger capacitor bank for the Marshall gun discharge current circuit ( 44 kJ, 20 kV ) has
replaced an earlier 25 kJ bank, and this in turn affords a higher value of discharge mass for
optimal tuning. Whereas earlier experiments could only clamp the L-C ringing oscillation
by the addition of an external series resistor, the more recent data show that at the full
bank voltage, the ringing is somewhat suppressed.

Poloidal fields in the spheromak plasma are generated in the Marshall gun by a coil
mounted outside the gun near the muzzle end. The gas valves are immediately upstream
of this coil. A drawback of this design is that a substantial portion of of the magnetic flux
is between the inner and outer electrodes, and this flux is less efficiently coupled into the
generated spheromak that the flux inside the center electrode. For this reason a magnetic
pole piece was fabricated by laminating 600 sheets of 10-mil transformer iron stampings
to form a 15 cm diameter cylinder approximately 75 cm in length. This was placed in the
center electrode under the PF coil but shifted slightly aft, towards the breech end of the
gun, so as to trap the maximum flux in the electrode where the gas is injected. Initial
tests show that this is a much more efficient poloidal field circuit than the unloaded case.

After several hundred shots, the machine was taken up to air and the gun and flux
conserver materials were examined. The inner electrode was found to have a set of den-
dritic arc tracks along its length. A great deal of copper was found to be vapor-deposited
on all stainless components. Additionally, the copper mesh flux conserver was found to
have some iron deposition, preumable from the stainless inner electrode. The tantalum-
jacketed Rogowski coils were found to be completely covered with copper from the flux
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conserver. Surface erosion was most severe around the midplane beltline of the flux con-
server, while almost none was seen on the endcap, which indicates that the Marshall gun
did not connect elctrically to the endcap during these discharges. Spectroscopic measure-
ments are underway to determine the extent to which these sources of metal vapor affect
the impurity balance in the plasma.

3. RF DRIVE SYSTEM

The RF drive components for the lower hybrid heating experiments are now in place.
The main RF power components are Varian VA-812D klystrons, which are rated at 20 MW
of RF output in pulsed service. The present inventory of parts will allow for operation of
two tubes in tandem, and three additional tubes are onsite for use as spares of for possible
expansion. The excitation for these tubes is a dual 4 kW traveling wave tube (TWT)
amplifier, which in turn is driven by a 0.5 W solid state preamp. The system operates in
a nonsaturated regime, and thus RF envelope modulation is possible.

The high voltage power pulse for the klystrons requires a 250 kilovolt pulse of up to
100 fx s length. For this reason, a Blumlein direct feed capacitor bank has been designed,
as opposed to a step-up pulse transformer as would be more common in radar service.
The relatively long pulse would cause flux-core problems in a step-up design. The line,
a Guillemin type-E network, consists of two twelve-element L-C networks with a total of
twenty-four 0.02 //F, 250 kV capacitors and a set of coils wound with stripped RG-213
cable for high voltage standoff. The entire line is designed for oil immersion. The line is
fired by a triode-stabilized spark gap switch. Arc protection is provide by a series resistor
in the cathode circuit.

The RF power output from the klystrons is transmitted to the plasma through ap-
proximately 4.5 meters of WR-2100 waveguide. The RF power is coupled into the plasma
through a 21" X 10.5" window with the long side of the guide perpendicular to the mag-
netic axis of the CT plasma. The RF power will be coupled into the plasma through a
grill which functions as a phasing structure to couple the TEQX mode in the waveguide into
a TM-like mode for coupling into the plasma. A (0, ?r,0, TV) phasing on the elements on
this grill can then couple the RF energy transmitted through the waveguide into a nearlv
orthogonally directed slow wave in the plasma, which propagates nearly parallel to B.
The phasing structure uses elements which are cut to one-half of a free-space wavelength,
staggered axially by one-quarter of a free-space wavelength, and pitched laterally by a half-
wavelength for the slow wave in the plasma. The launched wave must have a parallel index
greater than that dictated by the Golant condition, n\\ > (1 + (u>peA*;ce)2)1'/2- ^ ° r BCTX
parameters, a choice of n\\ = 10 is made; this results in a pitch between radiating elements
of 3.3 cm. In order that the antenna structure does not form a large break in the flux
conserver, the radiative elements are Babinet-type slots in a metal grill rather than floating
conductors. Some experimentation will clearly be necessary to avoid breakdown problems
and disturbance to the plasma by the antenna structure. The experimental results to date
show that plasma erosion of the metal parts of the cage is worst at the midplane, and it
might be necessary to stagger the rf entrance or provide a vestigal electrode of some kind.
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4. CONCLUSION

Data from the unheated CT plasma shots with internal magnetic probes show that
magnetic equilibria are being formed, and that some discharges are susceptible to an m=l
instability at high rotational rate. Some improvements in the poloidal field drive circuit and
a more careful attempt to control the gas loading have been shown to improve the overall
lifetime and robustness of the formed plasma. A fairly high rate of metal vaporization
is seen in the discharges and may lead to the choice of alternate electrode materials,
such as tungsten or other refractory metal. Future rf heating experiments will attempt
to alleviate the short energy confinement times by burning through the radiation barrier
formed by the low-Z impurities. Future diagnostic emphasis will be placed on surface
probes, spectroscopy, and laser measurements.
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Progress on SPHEX, th» sphvromak at Manch*st*r

Authors: P.K. Browning,B. Browning, J Clegg, G. Cunningham, P. Dooling, S.
Gee, K. Gibson, 0. Kitson, M.G. Rusbridge, K Sebti.
Dept of Physics, UMIST, Manchester, UK

Abstract: Details are presented of magnetic field measurements on Sphex, both
in the flux conserver and the entrance region, and of their relationship with
parameters of the Marshall gun.

Introduction

The Spltci spheromak. described by Browiing ct si

(87), was designed to minimise field errors in

the flui comerver, with the intention of

minimising the amount of fluz penetrating the

wall and hence minimising helicity lots. We

present here results snowing to what extent this

has been successful.
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Fig 1 shows typical shot data. The gun current

peaks at up to 70KA, creating a spheroaak

configuration with poloidal field at the edge of

up to 60aT. The duration of the spheroaak is

apparently determined by the behaviour of the

Marshall gun, which imposts a number of critical

currents on the machine operation (fig 2).

Firstly it is impossible to obtain a well

defined spheroaak at a gun current less than

35KA or so. Secondly, in order for plasma to be

ejected from the gun, the ratio of gun

current/solenoid current has to reach a certain

critical value- or since Mgun . ̂ 1 ^ / w ^ ,

u has to be greater than 23a"*. Thirdly,

when the gun current falls below 30XA the main

sphcromak terainates, leaving a small residual

field, which finally terainates when u falls
gun

below a second critical value of 12m"1.
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The

strength of the poloidal field at the edge is

found to be almost completely determined by the

solenoid flux (fig 3), if the solenoid current

is held constant and the gun current increased

then the duration of the spheromak increases but

the peak field strength does not. Since the

mean u in the spheroaak only increases very

weakly with the u of the gun. one nust conclude

that the excess current remains within the gun

or entrance region.

fig 3. 'Optimum' plot
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The electron density is measured with a

single chord CO laser interferometer, and can

be varied from 2.101P to 2.10losf* by regulating

the hydrogen supply pressure to the puff valves

and using a backing fill. At a given hydrogen
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supply and M u n, the density correlates strongly

with poloidal field strength (fig 4). There is

no sign of an initial pump-out, and in general

the time dependence of the density matches that

of the edge poloidal field closely.

We do not yet have a direct measure of

either electron or ion temperature, and the only

indication is the presence of a strong C III

line at 229BA (excitation potential 18V). The

monochromator has a range of 2000A to 6000A, but

examination of other species is hampered by the

presence of numerous Fe lines.

Wall currant

As fig 1 shows, the toroidal field at the edge

is not zero, so there must be a significant

current flowing to the end wall of the flux

conserver. By installing extra probes (fig 5)

we have determined that the bulk of this current

flows to the walls in the regions where the

field is highest.and in fact a very small

proportion of the gun current returns to the

outer gun electrode. On the other band, having

calculated the proportion of flux which will

fig 5. Current flowing to vail
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-

observed
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Flux conserver

diffuse into the wall during the shot, we know

that the current is not simply flowing along

field lines. Further investigation is in

progress to try to identify processes causing

this cross-field current flow.
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Mean magnetic fi«ids

Using a probe array of B toroidal and

poloidal coils at 3cn spacing, we have made

extensive oeasureoents of the internal field

profile, both on the equatorial plane and in the

entrance region (fig 6). Apart froa the

non-zero toroidal edge field, the equatorial

fields aatch the results of relaxation code

calculations using a u which rises from around

9B"1 on the magnetic axis to 13a * at the wall

(a uniform v jives an eigenvalue of u -11.1a J.

If we calculate the total poloidal flux as

rail

22nr B dr
poL

and calculate the gun flux from the solenoid

dimensions and current, then the flux

amplification can be plotted against u (fig

7a) (note that u un varies during a shot). These

curves can all be extrapolated back to zero at

w a llm"1, which confirms the view that the

gun cannot inject helicity when its u is less

than the flux conserver eigenvalue. Defining a

mean u as <p> = # / 1 , we find that «J> varies

weakly with M un, and re-plotting the flux

amplification against <u> (fig 7b) shows a

resonance at <JJ> ae 10 m , consistent with the

theorun that <P> cannot be greater than the

eigenvalue irrespective of ths spatial u profile

(Kitson and Browning 89). Furthermore, the

resonance curve seems 3oir--.".at broader than

simulations predict, but sir.:e the shape of the

resonance curve is a function of the distance
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between the electrodes, this would be consistent

with current leaving the system at the flux

conserver instead of the outer gun electrode

(Dixon et al 89).

Measurements in the entrance region seek

to determine whether there is an X point or a

current sheet generated by reconnection , and

whether 'short' field lines connecting the

electrodes directly exist. In this case the

measured field profiles are a rather poor fit to

the calculated ones since there is virtually no

current or flux returning to the outer

electrode. There are no strong discontinuities

to indicate current sheets in the region so far

investigated. However, plotting the total

plasaa current and flux as a ratio of the gun

current and flux (fig 8), shows that these

ratios approach but remain less than unity (fig

9). so that there wist be soae 'short' flux

carrying current.
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n»l nod*

Measurements fioa all the diagnostics

are dominated by a large node with frequency =»

20kHz, and by looking at several field probes

spaced around the equator, it it clear that the

•ode number is 1. An internal probe array w U h

coils in the poloidal, toroidal and radial

directions has been used to exaaine this aode,

with results in fig 9. Interestingly, the phase

of the radial coaponent on the outside of the

spheroaak leads the phase on the inside,

suggesting that the node is driven froa the

outside. The time dependence (fig 10(shows an

anplitude which has a miniaua during the shot,

and a frequency which falls later in the shot.

These observations would be consistent with a

aode driven by E»B force between the electric

field in the gun and poloidal field in the

fig 9 Radial component of mode
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spheroaak, but it is not yet known whether there

is an associated bulk plasma rotation. Such a

mode has also been observed on CTJt (Knox et al

86).

The internal fields have been analysed

in terns of a simple non-resistive n=l node with

both tilt and shift components, and a good fit

to the amplitude and phase of the radial and

toroidal components can us obtained with a

tilt:shift aaplitude ratio of 1:4. However the

poloidal component cannot be fitted to this

model, perhaps because the outer poloidal field

lines are connected to the gun. Experiments to

try to stabilise this mode are planned,

including imposition of a toroidal (tokaaak

like) field by passing current down an axial

conductor (ref Bruhni 87 ). and there is great

interest in whether this aode plays a part in

increasing the current flowing to the flux

conserver wall, or in the relaxation process

itself.

Summary

Sphex is producing magnetic field

configurations which are close to an ideal

spheromak and show considerable flux

anplification. The magnitude of the spheroaak

field is essentially controlled by the solenoid

flux rather than the gun current, provided the

latter is high enough to eject plasma into the

flux conserver. However there is clearly

current flowing to the wall, probably caused by

processes other than flux diffusion.
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Pressure Effect on Equilibrium Configuration of CTCC-II Spheromak
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1. Introduction
In CTCC-II experiment, the initial plasma is produced by a magnetized gun and

ejected into a metallic aluminum flux conserver(FC) with thickness of 15 mm. The
spheromak is formed in the FC during a life time of 1.5 ms, in which the plasma
is isolated from any external feeder. A choking-field-generating coil is
equipped on the entrance of the spheroidal FC. The choking field is suppressing
some leakage of spheromak field along the entrance duct, which is made of thin
stainless steel plate (0.8 mm) for rapid penetration of the choking magnetic
field. This resistive part acts as an effective plasma current limiter, which
produces stable currentless region (flux hole). The flux hole increases magnetic
shear without inserting a central conducting pole along the symmetric axis and
is controlled to decrease with the choking field strength. Thus in CTCC-II
spheromak, a stable oblate spheroidal boundary is rigidly fixed by the metal
wall of FC and the entrance hole of FC is effectively closed by choking magnetic
field, so that it is suitable to investigate precisely a fine structure of
configuration.

In spheromak configuration whose aspect ratio is near one, the ratio of the
magnetic strength at the inner part to that at the outer part on equi-flux
surface (mirror ratio) becomes very large in comparison with that of a large
aspect ratio. This extreme configuration with a high mirror ratio may be
associated with an anisotropic pressure effect even in collisional state like as
our experimental condition. We have investigated the pressure effect on
spheromak configuration in more detail.

The obtained equilibrium profile is grossly explained by a theoretical
profile on assuming low beta limit until now. However, we observe a systematic
discrepancy between a measured poloidal profile and a theoretical one as
mentioned above, i.e. the measured value tends to the value smaller than the
theoretical one assumed as low beta limit in the region of the outward profile
from the magnetic axis. As taking an anisotropic pressure into consideration,
this discrepancy may be dissolved to obtain a better fitting.

2. Experimental
The plasma parameters are experimentally obtained as the average electron

density ne=2-4xl0 m~3 and the electron temperature Te=20-60 eV. The beta value
at magnetic axis is estimated to be about 7-12% from the measurements by Thomson
scattering method.

In order to measure the magnetic profiles of spheromak equilibrium
configuration, the magnetic probe array (15 ch) with two components on each
channel is inserted from the wall of the FC across the geometrical axis in the
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mid-plane. The each channel of the probe array is set at regular intervals of 30
mm as shown in Fig. 1. The measured profiles is shown in Fig.2

3. Effect of plasma pressure on magnetic configuration
3-1. Equilibrium

An anisotropic static equilibrium for an axisymetric system can be written by

the equations as follows.

V-DP=JXIB (1),
P=|R+ [ (I?3~2

R) ] BIB (2).

uJVB
V«B=0 (4).

where B and Pa. are functions of the poloidal flux function and the- magnitude of

the magnetic field. It is convenient to introduce the anisotropic function K

**- (BV/z.) ~ ] °
Finally we can obtain the anisotropic Grad-Shafranov equation as

, JL r ± dJJ) + l lL/ ; __ r &£.% 9B O.B)
' dp P 9 / 9z2 K a * 9 0

C6)-
{ 2 a?

where G (0) = -g- (/).

Here, taking into consideration of anisotropic mirror effect, we assume the

functions of 0 and B as follows.
B(0. B) =11 C0-&) [p. (^f")el + e (1- f ) D-^-3 (8),

R (0) =p.H (0-0J C^E^) CI (9),

G (0) = ̂ -2H (0-</O C { ('̂ :) 2

s (0, B) = e H (0-</O ( 1 - | ) f° (11)

where c is the index of anisotropic effect.

These equations include in the case of a scalar pressure and the low beta limit.

3-2. Data processing

Each point on the magnetic profile plots represents the average value of 51
data every 2/is at the time interval from 150/is to 250/is for one shot in order
to eliminate white noise. The shot number is 32 in the case of applying no
choking field. In the case of applying choking field, there are profiles for 23
shots.
Plots in Fig,3 represent the average values in 32 shots and those deviations.

In order to fit a theoretical curve to the measured profile, the optimization
of parameters has to be carried out by minimizing the value of the evaluation



function defined as follows.
s c o t c h «a. ot>s.

f = £ j E l i B i - a j B j j ) «
• I . » » > .

whereB . , D j . and a j are theoret ical p ro f i l e in to ta l magnetic energy of 1
kJ, a measured profile for j th shot and a normalized factor for the total
magnetic energy, respectively.
The parameters are estimated by using the simplex method.

3-3. Results
(A) Low beta limit

Substituting e=0 and PQ =0 into eq.(8) - eq.(10), the equations are reduced to
those in the low beta limit. The solid curve shows the fitting curve with
optimized parameters. In this case, the standard deviation is estimated to be
about 150 Gauss.

The obtained equilibrium profile is grossly fitted by a theoretical profile
on assuming low beta limit. However, we observe a systematic discrepancy
between a measured poloidal profile and a theoretical one as mentioned above,
i.e. the measured value tends to the value smaller than the theoretical one
assumed as low beta limit in the region of the outward profile from the magnetic
axis. The toroidal fitting is also not so good.
(B) Scalar pressure (e=0)

As taking the plasma pressure into consideration, this discrepancy tends to
be dissolved to obtain a better fitting as shown in Fig.4, where the beta is
postulated to be 10 % from the experimental result. If the parameter
optimization including beta is performed, the beta value is estimated to be
above 35%, which value is different from experimental result. The magnetic
axis is observed to shift outward due to plasma pressure.

(C) Anisotropic pressure
The pressure along the magnetic line becomes larger than that perpendicular

to the magnetic line with increase of anisotropic index . This anisotropic
effect is postulated to be remarkable near the plasma boundary as shown in
Fig.5. When c = 1x10 , the best fitting is obtained in comparison with other
two cases mentioned above. The top of toroidal magnetic profile is found to bf
suppressed to fit on the measured plots as shown in Fig.6.
Degree of anisotropy defined as2 £//).,;>is 5 % at maximum value.

4. Summary
Fine structure of magnetic configuration is discussed from an anisotropic

point of view. Even in collisional state of our experimental condition
(collision length is order of 10 cm), the anisotropy is estimated to be 5 %.
This anisotropic effect will be important in collisionless plasma of spheroroak
configuration.
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COMPUTATIONAL SIMULATION OF COMPACT TOROIDAL PLASMA FORMATION

C. R. Sovinec, C. J. Clouse1, J. H. Degnan, D. Dietz, and K. E. Hackett;
Weapons Laboratory, Kirtland Air Force Base, NM 87117-6008

J. Buff, M. H. Frese2, R. E. Peterkin, and N. F. Roderick, Mission Research
Corporation. Albuquerque, NM 87106

I. INTRODUCTION

The following computational efforts are part of the MARAUDER
(magnetically accelerated rings to achieve ultra-high directed energy and
radiation) research program at the High Energy Plasma Division of the
Weapons Laboratory. The program is investigating plasma toroids with
magnetic fields similar to those of tokamaks. These fields confine the
plasma between a pair of cylindrical conductors. The objective of the
research is to first form such toroids and then compress and accelerate
them. A 500 kJ capacitor bank will be used for the formation, and the 9 MJ
Shiva Star will be used for acceleration. The first set of experiments and
current computational work consider only the formation process.

The computer program used for these simulations is MACH2. It is a two-
dimensional MHO code and was originally developed by Mission Research
Corporation under a Weapons Laboratory contract to support z-pinch research.
MACH2 is an Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian code with an adaptive mesh
capability. Its diffusion routines use a multigrid technique to accelerate
convergence. Recently, a second-order advection scheme has been added.

II. SIMULATION DESCRIPTION

Figure 1 shows the calculational mesh for the simulation. The narrow
section at the bottom is considered the "gun region" because it is
essentially a magnetized coaxial plasma accelerator. The wide section is
the "formation region" where the field will expand and reconnect forming the
torus. In the MARAUDER experiment, the gun is 40 cm long. An array of
sixty gas valves approximately 25 cm above the breech will puff neutral gas
into the gun before the capacitor bank is fired. When the bank is switched,
it will place a potential across the gap between the conductors. The gas
will ionize and conduct current. The pressure from the resulting toroidal
magnetic field will accelerate the mass upward.

This simulation simplifies this by truncating the gun at the valves. A
"circuit boundary" that provides toroidal magnetic field based on a self-
consistently solved current is placed at the bottom of the gun region. This
is also an open boundary, and ionized hydrogen (5 x 10** kg/m3 for this
simulation) flows in as the magnetic field from the circuit pushes it. The
entire ionization process is therefore simplified. The 108 /t*F capacitor
bank is initially charged to 60 kV, and the portion of the circuit outside
the computational region has 1 mn resistance and 27.5 nH inductance.
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The initial poloidal field is also idealized. Two solenoidal coils,
one inside the inner conductor, one outside the outer, will provide the
field in the experiment. Steady-state calculations show it to be mostly
radial in the upper half of the gun with the null point being near the
valves. This is simulated by a purely radial field in the gun with a
magnitude of 0.3 T at the inner conductor. This field is imbedded in a
plasma with a 5 x 10"6 kg/m3 density. Only a background density with
negligible field is initially in the formation region.

Magnetic diffusion in the stainless steel walls occurs on a long time
scale compared to the duration of the plasma torus, so Dirichlet boundary
conditions are used to keep the fields at their initial values. Velocities
are fixed at zero along the walls to keep the poloidal field lines from
breaking during the hydrodynamics.

Resistive diffusion in the plasma is important for the reconnection of
the poloidal field after the plasma has been pushed into the formation
region. In this simulation a constant diffusivity of 250 m2/s is fixed for
all plasma above 1 x 10~7 kg/m3. This gives a diffusion time of 0.4 ps for
1 cm. This is roughly the expected magnitude of the anomalous diffusion.
Hopefully, comparison with experiments will provide more insight. A better
resistivity model is planned. However, in the primitive simulations run
without thermal conduction and radiative cooling, with only a temperature
ceiling of 50 eV to keep temperatures reasonable, a better model may not
yield more accurate results.

III. Results and Conclusions

This simulation is successful at producing a plasma torus. At 4 ps the
toroidal field from the circuit has pushed the plasma and poloidal field
into the formation region--see figures 2 through 5. The current peaked with
3.3 MA at 2.5 /JS, and by 4 us mass is flowing back out the bottom. This
produces a rarefaction wave that travels up the gun. The velocities at the
top of the gun at 4 ps are still upward along the poloidal field lines. At
6 fis the rarefaction wave has reached the top of the gun. The poloidal
fields are then able to compress the flow, and the compression drives the
reconnection. The torus is formed at 7 /as. At this time the mass density
and toroidal magnetic induction in the center of the torus are
1.1 x 10~5 kg/m3 and 0.24 T, respectively.

Comparisons between simulations that are successful at forming toroids
and those that are not show an important relationship between the initial
poloidal field strength, circuit energy, mass density, and resistivity.
Successful simulations always have a large ratio of magnetic field energy to
kinetic energy before reconnection. If mass density from the bottom
boundary is too low, more circuit energy will end up in kinetic energy and
less in toroidal field. This coupled with a weak poloidal field and a
resistivity that is too high will not allow the pinch of the flow at the top
of the gun. The field just diffuses across the mass and does not reconnect.
The pinching seems critical to the reconnection. This is consistent with
Axford's discussion of the reconnection process [1].
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Future efforts will center on adding more accuracy to the simulation.
They include a realistic initial mass distribution from the valves, an
ionization model, and a better anomalous resistivity treatment.

1 Present address: LLNL, Livermore, CA 94551
2 Present address: NumerEx, Albuquerque, NM 87106
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Structure of Maryland Spheromak Plasmas

Roger Hess, Cecil Chinfatt, Claude Cote, Alan DeSilva, Alex Filuk,
George Goldenbaum, Jean-Luc Gauvreau, and Fu-Kwun Hwang

Laboratory for Plasma Research
University of Maryland
College Park, MD 20742

ABSTRACT

Recent efforts on the Maryland .Spheromak (MS) have concentrated on de-
tailed measurement of magnetic field structures in order to better understand
the formation and evolution of the spheromak configuration. These efforts
were prompted by results showing a very rapid decay of the magnetic field
under certain conditions. It was not known if this loss was a rapid move-
ment of the plasma to the walls of the vacuum vessel, or by some mechanism
causing a rapid decay of a more or less stationary field.

Magnetic probe data are shown in figure 1 for three shots that were nominally
identical except for the magnitude of the bias magnetic field. The bias field
magnitude determines the size of the spheromak configuration. The greater
the bias field, the smaller the radius of the spheromak separatrix. These
data were taken with an array of magnetic field probes in the midplane, and
located at different radial positions. As figure 1 shows, with the smaller con-
figurations, a very rapid loss of the magnetic field is seen after approximately
2.3 msec. To investigate the magnetic field structure in more detail, an array
of magnetic probes was built that could be moved from shot to shot so as to
acquire a complete map of the three magnetic field components in a plane
containing the symmetry axis of the machine.

Figure 2 shows some data taken with these probes in a case where the rapid
loss of field occurs. Figure 2a shows the Bz field as a function of R and
Z at approximately the time of its maximum value. It is asymmetric with
the peak field to the left of R = 0 on the graph. Figure 2b, 150 fisec later,
shows that the field is peaked at about the same position, but has decayed in
magnitude. Figure 2c, 28 fisec later, shows the peak has shifted to the right
in the graph. Comparing (b) and (c), the configuration has shifted with a
velocity of about lcm/fisec.

Further analysis of the data shows that the instability that forms is a com-
bination of tilt and shift. The initial asymmetry of the magnetic field is
possibly due to the non-sy:mmetric configuration of the reversal field coils,
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or the non-symmetric cabling to the Iz electrodes.

Several configurations of conductors were installed in the machine to act
as passive stabilizers to prevent the tilt/shift instability from occuring. A
stainless steel cylindrical liner was installed surrounding the plasma except
at the ends. This was used along with a cylindrical "hard core" conductor
placed on the symmetry axis. Further tests were performed replacing the
hard core with copper plates mounted near the ends of the machine and
supporting aluminum cones projecting towards the center of plasma. All
of these configurations had little effect on the tilt instability. Figure-8 type
coils were then installed at the.ends of the machine, where they could be
positioned at different Z positions. While these coils did not prevent the
instability, it was slowed, with the most effect being seen when the figure-8
coils were nearest to the plasma.

The waveform and timing of the Iz and reversal currents were also varied.
The timing of the crowbar circuits for the Iz bank, as well as its timing
with respect to the reversal bank, were found to have a strong effect on the
life time of the magnetic field structure. The lifetime of the plasma could
be substantially increased by crowbaring the Iz near peak current so as to
prolong it as long as possible. Figure 3 shows magnetic field plots with
longer Iz current, and with the figure-8 coils. The data show the same initial
asymmetry as is seen in figure 2, but the rapid shift of the plasma does not
occur, and the plasma decays slowly in place.

Efforts have been made to reduce radiation losses by decreasing impurities
present in the plasma. Glow discharge cleaning, titanium gettering, and
use of a metallic liner were all tried as methods to reduce the generation
of impurities from surfaces within the machine. None of these methods
had a substantial effect on impurity levels as determined from spectroscopic
observations. Different Iz electrode materials were used to try to reduce
impurities from that source. Stainless steel, Ta coated Al, and Elkonite
(Cu/W allow) were used. The Elkonite electrodes gave the best results.

Future work will concentrate on eliminating the inital plasma asymmetry by
eliminating any asymmetries in the machine, and on stopping the tilt/shift
instability by different configurations for the passive stabilization coils.

Work supported by DOE
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Figure 2: Bz as function of r and z.
Horizontal axis is R coordinate. Vertical axis is Bz (kG).
Depth axis is Z coordinate. Vertical lines are drawn at R-0 to
show Bz at that position.
Time after start of discharge (msec): (a) 0.15 (b) 0.30 (c) 0.328.
Figure 3: Same as Fig. 2 with sustained Iz current.
Times: (a) 0.18 (b) 0.28 (c) 0.48.
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Observations and Modelling of Electron Density on the
Maryland Spheromak*

A. B. Filuk, G. C. Goldenbaum, C. Chin-Fatt,
A. W. DeSilva, R. A. Hess
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Introduction
Knowledge of a laboratory plasma's density is useful in calculating the plasma beta, for
progressing to higher temperatures through lower densities, in studying particle transport,
and in detecting the presence of large amounts of impurities or plasma compression. The
multiple-beam interferometer diagnostic on the Maryland Spheromak [1] provides such in-
formation. Data have been collected under a wide range range of MS shot conditions.
To better understand the observations, a computer model of particle/energy balance has
been used. With the data and model, conclusions about the present MS conditions and
projections for more desirable conditions can be made.

Density Diagnostic Results

The density diagnostic on MS is a multiple-beam quadrature laser interferometer. The
laser wavelength is 6?2.8 nm, the plasma path length is about 75 cm (beams make two
passes along this length); precautions are taken to minimize and account for background
vibration effects. The interferometer is operated in two modes. In one case, 4 transverse
beams pass through the z — 0 plane of the spheromak, along chords parallel to a major
diameter. These 4 beams are scanned across half of the z = 0 plane to map out density
as a function of chord parameter. With an assumption of axisymmetry, the data may be
inverted to obtain a density profile n(r, t). In the second mode, 3 transverse beams are used
while a separate beam is directed axially down the length of MS, parallel to the plasma z
axis. For visualizing line-averaged density ne = j; f ne dl, a path length L was determined
from the location of the plasma separatrix.

Data have been gathered under the variety of MS machine configurations: gettering,
metallic liners, stabilizing aluminum end cones, various fill gases and electrode materials.
In general, the plasma density only changed significantly in two cases. First, the density
increased with increasing Iz discharge current in low density shots with tantalum-coated
aluminum (Al/Ta) electrodes. However, the density observed was much higher than that
expected from a fully-ionized gas fill, probably the result cf substantial impurity content
and compression during formation and relaxation. Second, the use of Elkonite electrodes,
requiring operation at higher gas fills, resulted in an equilibrium/decay density was in good
agreement with the fully-ionized fill. Table 1 compares results with Al/Ta and Elkonite

'Research supported by the US DoE.
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electrodes. Figure 1 shows some typical line-averaged density data from 3 transverse beams

Electrodes

Al/Ta
Elkonite

Fill (mT D2)

2, static
6, puffed

Density if
fully ionized

1.3
6-7

Pre-compression
density obser.ved

4-5
7

Peak density
observed

10
15-17

Table 1: Comparison of densities observed with two types of electrodes. All densities in
units of 1014 cm' 3 .

and 1 axial beam for a shot with Elkonite electrodes. The axial beam almost always
indicated substantially larger density than the transverse beams during the decay phase
cf the discharge,possibly due to plasma streaming out along field lines at the ends of the
spheromak.

From the decay of density after formation/relaxation, a particle loss time TP — 95± 10 ̂ s
was found. Shots with helium in place of D2 showed, after about 50 shots, 20% lower peak
densities, but the density during the decay phase was almost halved, indicating a reduction
in plasma refueling due to cleaner vessel wall conditions. Estimates of particle refueling
rates yielded 5.9±.9 X 1018 s^cm" 3 for D2 shots, and 3.7±.6 X 1018 s^cm" 3 for helium
shots.

Figure 2 shows the result of an axisymmetric inversion to obtain the profile n(r,t). The
inversion method used is a variation of that due to Cormack [2,3,4]. Since the magnetic
probe data showed a shifting of plasma center, the interferometer chord parameters were
adjusted accordingly. It should be noted that the magnetic probe data also showed a
degree of non-axisymmetry about the shifted center, introducing a significant amount of
uncertainty into the inversion process. From the profile's approximate gradient length scale
and the particle loss time, the average particle diffusion coefficient may be estimated and
compared with theoretical estimates, as shown in Table 2.

MS (estimated)

1 ~ TP

1 x 106

Classical

6 x 1O5

Bohm

6 x 104

Table 2: Comparison of estimated particle diffusion coefficients, in cm2s'

Computer Model

To better understand the mechanisms underlying the observed densities, a computer code
was written to account for the particle flux and associated energy fluxes. This model for the
plasma is similar to that used by others [5]. For practicality, and because detailed informa-
tion about local plasma quantities is unavailable, a 0-dimensional model is used. The model
also uses a coronal non-equilibrium treatment of impurities, since the ~ 70^s timescales of
change in MS may not be sufficient for equilibrium [6]. Power balance processes included
are ohmic heating, radiation (bremstrahlung, dielectronic and radiative recombination, line,
and charge exchange excitation), thermal conduction, electron-ion transfer, heating of in-
liuxing neutrals, ionization, lost ions, and charge exchange. It was found necessary to
include self-consistent compression [7] in order to model the MS data.
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Figure 3 shows code results for a run in reasonable agreement with the density data for
a shot with Elkonite electrodes. Other than the presence of various impurity ions detected
spectroscopically, there was no temperature history available to fit the model to. With suffi-
cient compression to fit the measured density, the compressed magnetic field was too strong
to agree well with the measured field. However, in modelling present MS shots, the code
results were relatively insensitive to small changes of parameters; the code indicated a cold
(T e~ 11 eV), radiation-dominated plasma. A readily obtainable 40% increase in discharge
current and hypothetical 40% decrease in density would result in plasma temperatures of
about 20eV% according to the model. In fact, hot plasmas (Te~50 eV) are predicted only
if the density can be reduced to 1-2 X 1014 cm"3.

Conclusion

Density observations with the multiple-beam interferometer, and density modelling with the
0-dimensional code, portray the MS plasmas obtained to date as dense, cold, and radiation-
dominated. Apparently, the only feasible way to substantially increase the temperatures is
to lower the density. Presently, the lower bound of MS density is determined by breakdown
of the fill gas, whether static fill or puff. Some form of pre-ionization of this fill is required,
and a microwave pre-ionizer has been constructed for MS. The code's usefulness in predicting
desirable operating conditions could be improved by having a temperature history from MS;
a probe measurement would be sufficient for the present low-temperature plasmas, while
laser scattering would likely be needed for hotter plasmas.
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Abstract

Observations of the line widths of OII(4591 A), 0111(3059 A) and OIV(3063
A) at 15 cm off the symmetry axis have a Gaussian profile and s.how maximum ion
temperatures of 30±10, 75±20 and 90±20 eV respectively. Higher temperatures are
obtained on the axis. However, with a stainless steel liner surrounding the plasma,
line profiles appear to be non-Gaussian under some conditions, indicating some
motional Doppler effects. Velocities in the order of 1 ± .25 cm/fis are measured
in the poloidal direction. Toroidal velocities of .5 ± .25 cm//zs could be present
at formation on and off the midplane. Spatial pictures taken with the OMA from
the end of the machine in the UV and in the visible show an asymmetric emission
of light from the electrodes, possibly indicating a nonuniform breakdown of the
plasma. The use of Elkonite instead of stainless steel for the electrodes removed
most of the chromium lines, but copper lines are now more intense.

INTRODUCTION
An Optical Multichannel Analyser (OMA) is used to study the light emission pro-

files from the Maryland Spheromak (MS) in order to estimate the electron and ion
temperatures as well as any possible flow speed. When coupled with a spectrometer
and the proper optics, we can obtain spatial and wavelength resolution simultaneously.
The OMA is sensitive over a broad range of the spectrum, from 2000 A to 8000 A.
It is basically an array of 500 x 500 detectors that can accumulate light for a period
ranging from 1 fis to several hundred /zs; for our intensities, 10 to 30 jts is sufficient. It
therefore takes several shots to scan a time evolution of the spectrum. We are using a
1 meter spectrometer, and the grating has a blaze angie optimized for 10.000 A. For a
selected time, a 50 A wide spectrum of visible light can be seen in second order with
a resolution of .1 A. The entrance slit of the spectrometer maps a 10 cm line in the
plasma. The head of the OMA is divided in several tracks in the spatial direction, each

'Work supported by the US DoE.
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track corresponding to one line of sight. The two principal lines of sight are radially,
12.5 cm away from the nJdplane and paraxially at r=15 cm. See Fig. 1. For a single
wavelength setting of the spectrometer, 0111(3059 A) and OIV(3063 A) can be seen
simultaneously in third order, CIII(2297 A) in fourth order and 011(4591 A) in second
order. A thorium lamp is used for wavelength calibration.

ION TEMPERATURE
Assuming Doppler broadening, we use the ion line widths to determine the plasma

temperature. Maximum ion temperatures of 30±10, 75±20 and 90±20 eV are obtained
for Oil, OIII and OIV respectively for a 4 mTorr deuterium fill. The temperature
observed roughly scales as the inverse of the fill pressure. Fig. 2 shows the temperature
behavior in time of the three oxygen ion species for a 6 mTorr helium fill and an Iz rise
time of 100 /is (slow mode). Lower ion temperatures are achieved for an I, current rise
time of 40 fis (fast mode). Radial line of sight and paraxial line of sight give similar
temperatures.

Despite cooling the OMA in order to increase the signal to noise ratio, we did not
observe CV (2271 A). This puts an upper bound of about 70 eV on the electron temper-
ature. However, results from a zero dimensional plasma simulation code [1], indicate
that the impurity radiation barrier probably keeps the electron temperature below 20
eV. Ion temperature of 011(4591 A) as measured with a 3/4 meter monochromator and
a P.M. tube looking on axis gave 90±15 eV at formation time, in disagreement with
the OMA measurements. This could be due to motional Doppler effects on axis. At
later times the monochromator gives 30±10 eV, in agreement with the OMA.

TOROIDAL AND POLOIDAL MOTIONS
When looking parallel to the axis at r=15 cm, non-Gaussian profiles were observed

with a liner surrounding the plasma. If the line profiles are fitted to two Gaussians,
velocities of about ±lcm//us are calculated. A small toroidal velocity of .5± .25 cm//is
might be present at formation time. See Fig. 3. This was measured with a fast / ,
current discharge and off the midplane. More measurements will be made.

SPATIAL PICTURES
The OMA was also used as a time framed camera by setting the spectrometer to

zeroth order and by removing the entrance slit. Using different filters, we took pictures
in the UV and at different visible wavelengths. Pictures were taken on axis with a
view of all the electrodes. These pictures show that each electrode is not emitting
the same intensity of light,possibly indicating a nonuniform breakdown of the plasma.
This nonuniformity persists throughout the life of the plasma with some shot to shot
variations.

IMPURITIES
After opening the machine, a dozen cleaning shots are needed before wo can get

reproducible results. The impurity content of the plasma is then tlominated by oxygen.
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nitrogen, carbon and copper, the latter coming from the Elkonite electrodes. Residual
Gas Analysis shows a high content of nitrogen, water vapor and oxygen, as well as
argon in smaller amounts.

CONCLUSION
In summary, ion temperatures of 70 eV and higher are obtained for OIV(3063 A)

in a deuterium as well as helium plasma. This is about three times the estimated
electron temperature. Turbulance at formation and motional Doppler effect could be
a factor. Evidence for a small toroidal motion exists on and off the midplane. In
similar spheromak experiments [2] [3] multiple rings of toroidally flowing plasma have
been found during the formation phase. Rotation is also expected in MS [4]. We will
investigate further the toroidal motion on and off the midplane. Time framed pictures
taken of the electrodes indicate a possible nonuniform breakdown at formation. To
further investigate this, individual electrode current measurements will be made using
Rogowski coils.
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Bolometry, Spectroscopy, and Doppler Ti Measurements in High
Current Density CTX Spheromaks*

.1. C. Fernandez, R. M. Mayo, F. J. Wysocki, I. Henins, T. R. JarboeJ and G. J. Marklin

Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM 87545

Presently, the CTX facility is aimed towards increased magnetic field and magnetic-energy
decay time (rfl2) of small spheromaks. Such spheromaks are appropriate for compression with a
solid wall driven by high explosives, for the purpose of accelerating a metallic projectile to high
velocities[l, 2]. Towards this goal, clean He spheromak plasmas with volume-averaged magnetic
fields \Z(B-)v^i s; 1 T in a cylindrical flux conserver (0.28 m radius and length) have been studied
cxlensively. These are typical clean discharges obtained with gun main-bank voltages of 5-5.5 kV,
.such as those studied with Thomson scattering[2]. This paper will concentrate on the spheromak-
decay phase. In all these discharges, the plasma gun is turned off at time 200 /xs.

The experimental geometry is illustrated in Fig. 1. In a spheromak at the minimum-energy

Radial-South
Bolometer

Mid-Plane
Bolometer

_ - Radial-North
Bolometer

«- Support
- Structure

Axial-North
Bolometer

v MagneticMagn
Probe #3

• • -Gun- Entrance
Region

Flux .
Conserver

0.5
I

Seal* - meters
Figure 1: This figure illustrates the experimental geometry, including the copper flux conserver, the plasma gun,
I lie copper entrance region and associated copper center plug, and the support structure. One of four magnetic-probe
arrays (iocaled al 90° toroidal intervals), which measure the spheromak poloidal magnetic field at the surface, art-
illustrated. In particular, magnetic probe # 3 (which measures B$) is indicated. The four bolometer lines of sight
are shown. The remaining plasma diagnostics provide measurements at the spheromak midplane.

siatc (uniform jjB), expected to occur at time 250-400 /xs, B3 (see Fig. 1) accurately represents
\f{B2)v0(. In this paper, the spheromak magnetic energy content IV = /B2dvol and rBs will be

*TSiis work is supported by the US DOE.
'Present addre?s: Univ. Washington, Seattle, WA 89195
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calculated using only B3. A more accurate estimate valid throughout the spheromak evolution
requires fitting the data from all the probes to the results from an MHD equilibrium code[3]. These
results have not yet been obtained.

The impurity radiation has been quantified by simultaneous measurements from four bolometers
described previously[4]. All four have new apertures subtending a 1.6° angle. As shown in Fig. 1,
three bolometers view along axialJy-displaced diameters (z = 0 and ±0.103 m), while the fourth
views axially (r = 0.16 m). As a typical example, discharge 18666 has initially W = 28 kJ during
decay, and has completely decayed by t — 875 (is. During decay, the radial-south bolometer
measures 8 J/m2 , corresponding to a radiated-energy density of 280 kJ/m3. (The electrical noise
level on the bolometers is % 0.25 J/m2.) The mid-plane and radial-north bolometers measure
0.5 J/m2 (17.5 kJ/m3) and 2.5 J/m2 (87.5 kJ/m3), respectively. A simple average of these three
chords yields a total of 9±0.6 kJ (128±9 kJ/m3) of radiation. As a consistency check, the axial-north
bolometer observes 1.25 J/m2 (87.5 kJ/m3), corresponding to 6 kJ. Thus we conclude the spheromak
radiates 9±3 kJ (% 1/3 of its magnetic energy) during decay, and thus the main energy loss channel
is not radiation. Near the walls, the radiation density is much higher ( higher signals from the radial-
south and radial-north bolometers), as expected. However, the much higher radiation density at
the south side is surprising. This may be rooted in the tendency of these spheromaks to tilt, for
a short period, into the entrance region immediately after sustainment, perhaps lifting impurities
from the wall in the process.

In these discharges, the n=2 rotating kink-mode[3], appearing 100-200 fis into the decay, de-
grades particle confinement[2], as previously observed[4] in the 0.67 m radius mesh flux conserver
(MFC). MFC plasmas were dominated by the effects of magnetic-field penetration into the wall
(field eirors)[5]. This is contrary to the behavior in the 0.61 m radius, solid flux conserver[6], de-
signed to minimize field errors. In addition, once the n=2 mode reaches a certain amplitude and
rotation frequency, the magnetic field decay changes from exponential to linear in time, with a
serious degradation of TBI. This is illustrated in Fig. 2. This behavior, similar to that in the MFC,
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Figure 2: Tliis figure is a plol of the azimutlially-averaged B3 versus time for typical discharge 18662.

sug»osis the dominant presence of field errors. The quantitative relation between the n=2 mode
and the degradation in TQ? is presently under study.

In these discharges, up to three different UV atomic radiation lines are simultaneously moni-
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0.0

Figure 3: This figure is a plot of radiation intensity (arbitrary units) versus time (ms) from, (top to bottom) NIV
(1718.6 A, Ee = 23.-] eV), NV (2950.8 A, Ee = 88.4 eV), NVI (1896.8 A, Ec = 426.3 eV), and the ratio NVI/NV, as
seen by single-chord spectrometers pointed at the geometric axis along the midplane. Ee is the excitation energy of
llic line. The NIV, NV and NVI signals are time-averaged with a 50 fts low-pass filter.

tored. Colder lines like CIII (intense during early spheromak sustainment) disappear soon after the
source is turned off, in contrast to hotter lines like CV and NVI, which grow in intensity until the
ii=2 kink mode becomes too large and the density pump-out begins. As an illustration, discharge
18493 (Main Bank voltage of 5 kV) has a maximum B$ — 0.85 T, exponentially decaying with
T#3 = 550 us until 450 ps. Subsequently, B3 decays linearly with a 1.3 T/ms slope. Fig. 3 shows
the time history of NIV, NV, NVI, and the ratio of NVI/NV. One important caveat is that different
lines might come from different plasma locations. Otherwise, the data is consistent with nitrogen,
initially in the spheromak early during sustainment, almost completely burning through to He-like
NVI during a relatively short t = 100-450 fis period. Even late NIV and NV bursts around 350 /zs
do not persist. The NVI/NV ratio, rising until 450 /us, is consistent with the increasing Te (up to
100 eV at 310 /is in a similar discharge) observed with Thomson scattering during early decay (be-
fore the n=2 kink mode grows significantly)[2]. The decreasing NVI signal and NVI/NV ratio after
450 [is coincides with the density pump-out associated with the n=2 kink mode. Although this
might suggest a falling Te (presently unmeasured at such late times), the uncertainties introduced
by the decreased particle confinement time and by profile effects cast serious doubts over such a
conclusion.

Doppler-temperatures TD from various lines have been obtained using the polychromator previ-
ously described[5]. The polychromator is now movable on the mid-plane, allowing it to scan chords
with langency radii in the 0-0.22 m range (relative to the geometric axis). At any available tan-
gency radius, the Hell TD never significantly surpasses 100 eV. This probably reflects overwhelming
Hell emission from the colder plasma edge. Multichord To of OV (2781.0 A, Ee = 72 eV) and
of CV (2270.9 A, Ee = 304 eV) have been obtained. The ion temperature and emission profiles
appear to be fairly flat (subject to the uncertainties associated with the inaccessibility of chords
with larger tangency radii). Fig. 4 shows the quality of a typical fit for CV. The time history of
both the OV and CV TD is similar to that observed on the MFC. TD is typically in the 750-1000 eV
dining sustainment, when the current profile is peaked towards the outer flux surfaces (and the
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n = l kink mode is active). After the source is turned off and the spheromak current profile flattens,
Tp decays towards the 200-500 eV level. The current profile further peaks towards the inner flux
surfaces (the large-amplitude n=2 kink mode appears), and To increases back up to its previous
level during sustainment. This is illustrated in Fig. 5, the To history for OV at a tangency radius
of 0.22 m (discharge 18656). This anomalous ion heating has been associated with the modes pro-
viding strong relaxation current drive at the outer flux surfaces, which intersect the wall and have
a very high-resistivity plasma[5]. This interpretation is consistent with the degraded linear decay
of the magnetic field, coincident with the anomalous ion heating later during decay[4]. Azimuthal
rotation of these impurities (indicated by the relative line shift evolution observed with the poly-
chromator) associated with the rotating kink mode has been detected. A more detailed study of
this motion is proceeding.

Acknowledgements: The authors acknowledge the expert technical assistance of Robert Boll-
man, Dennis Martinez and Richard Scarberry.
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Figure 4: This figure is a plot of radiation intensity (arb. units) versus wavelength (pm) at the seven polychromator
channels from the CY line in discharge 18459 at i = 177 (left) and 388 ps (right). The values for brightness
(B), temperature (T) and wavelength displacement (d) (and their corresponding uncertainties), as derived from the
Gaussian fit, are indicated in each plot.
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Figure 5: This figure is a plot versus time (/is) of, (from top to bottom) the OV line brightness (arb. units), TD
(cV), and the wavelength displacement (pm) of the line relative to the nominal wavelength dial setting (accurate to
about 1/2 A).
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MHD Stable High Beta Spheromak Equilibrium*

G. Marklin
Los Alamos National Laboratory

Recent observations of a pressure driven mode in CTX1 indicate that its performance is
being limited by the low beta stability requirements typical of conventional spheromak
designs. Improved designs with higher beta limits therefore have the potential to
dramatically increase the temperature and lifetime of CTX and other spheromak
experiments. This paper describes the results of an optimization study examining
radically different geometries, but all with minimum energy current profiles which can
easily be created experimentally and should be automatically stable to all ideal and
resistive current driven modes.

The starting point is the general solution for axisymmetric Taylor states in spherical
coordinates^

so

(rj9) = ZJ Q r sine ji(Xr) Pi (cos8)

where X = IAQJU/B is constant. This gives a minimum energy magnetic field
configuration for any set of coefficients Q. Conventional spheromaks are typified by the
pure 1 = 1 term which has a very low beta limit of ~0.2%. The addition of an 1 = 3
component can create a variety of radically different shapes, some of which have much
higher beta limits. Closed flux surfaces exist for -40.0^ C3/C1=£ 0.4, with the maximum
beta limit of 3.0% (volume averaged) at C3/C1 = -40.0. This configuration is called the
bowtie and is shown in Figure 1. The high beta is achieved by having a short connection
length between the "poles", reducing q to a low value at the edge and increasing the
shear. Since this is one of the general Taylor solutions, it will be stable to current driven
modes provided there are no nonaxisymmetric Taylor states with lower energy per unit
helicity X. This has not been checked but should be satisfied because of the highly oblate
structure.

The beta limits were computed nonselfconsistently by evaluating the Mercier criterion
using the stated zero beta analytic equilibrium for each value of Q, and finding a
pressure profile that would produce marginal stability at every flux surface and
integrating it to get the beta limit.

A bowtie flux conserver designed to interface with the CTX plasma gun is shown in
Figure 2 with a typical equilibrium solution. The plasma gun attaches at the right. Tne
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pressure and q profiles are also shown. In an experiment the plasma would be sustained
by helicity injection from some source. This requires a nonuniform X profile. Since
helicity is injected at the edge and "flows" downhill in X, the X profile will have to be
peaked at the edge and decrease monatomically toward the center. This is modelled by
taking

with a < 0. During sustainment a spheromak will usually run with a sufficiently negative
to produce an n = 1 instability which provides the necessary dynamo activity to transport
the helicity to the center. Figure 3 shows a.) the <(3 > limit and b.) the q values at the
center and the edge, and the ideal MHD stability eigenfrequencies for c.) the n = 1 and
d.) the n = 2 mode as a function of a for the bowtie configuration. The hash is due to
numerical uncertainty caused by lack of resolution. These are again nonselfconsistent
because they assume a zero beta equilibrium.

The n = 1 mode becomes unstable at a —0.7 which would imply sustained operation at
<P > ~ 10%; however, the n = 2 mode is weakly unstable at a ~ -0.3 which would make
<|3 > ~ 5%. Since the n = 2 mode is only weakly unstable, it can probably be eliminated
by fine tuning the geometry. This would make the spheromak operate at the higher 10%
beta limit. This is an order of magnitude improvement over the standard tuna can
configuration.

l
2
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Progress with Small, High-Magnetic-
Field Spheromaks in CTX'

F. J. Wysocki, J. C. Fernandez, I. Henins,
T. R. Jarboet, G. J. Marklin, and R. M. Mayo

Los Alamos National Laboratory,
Los Alamos, NM 87545

INTRODUCTION
The current CTX program is directed towards us-

ing spheromaks as an energy transfer medium to ac-
celerate metal plates to hypervelocity. In the pro-
posed scheme, the spheromak is first compressed
by accelerating a large plate to moderate velocity
( 3 - 5 km/s) with high explosives (HE). Another
smaller plate is designed such that it experiences lit-
tle force until the spheromak is compressed to a size
comparable to the small plate. Then the force on
the small plate rises quickly, accelerating this plate
to high velocity. Figure 1 shows the present design
for a proof-of-principle experiment. Present theoret-
ical calculations indicate velocity gain of the small
plate over the large plate as high as four (geome-
try not the same as Fig. 1), which could produce
20 km/s small plate velocity. In principle, the fi-
nal velocity is limited only by the sound speed of
the spheromak (which is very high), and in practice,
is probably limited by ohmic heating in the plate
(leading to melting), the amount of energy that can
be delivered to the large compression plate, and the
energy dissipated by the spheromak during compres-
sion. Taking these effects into account, final veloci-
ties in the range 40 - 100 km/s might be achievable.

Final velocities approaching 100 km/s will require
compressed spheromak energy densities comparable
to that of HE (B « 100 T). The desire to keep the
quantity of compression HE down to moderate levels
(of order 100 pounds) dictates small initial sphero-
mak size (& 0.3 - 0.4 m). Thus, it is necessary to be
able to produce small spheromaks with as high an
initial magnetic field strength as possible. A proof-
of-princple, velocity gain greater than one, experi-
ment probably requires the initial maximum inter-
nal spheromak field to be £ 3 T, and future experi-
ments may require £10 T. In addition, the sphero-
mak magnetic energy dissipated during compression
should be minimized. Although compression times
of 80 - 100 [is are short compared to magnetic de-
cay times in large (0.5 - 1 m) spheromaks, the decay
time drops as the spheromak is compressed to small
size. Thus, it is desirable to have the spheromak

as hot as possible, and any "anomalous" resistivity
should be minimized. Figure 2 shows the expected
velocity gain as a function of both the initial maxi-
mum internal magnetic field and the initial magnetic
decay time, for the geometry shown in Fig. 1.

-30 -25 -20 -15 -10 -6
Z(cm)

10

Figure 1: Numerical simulation of spheromak dy-
namics in the presence of a compressing dome. The
"fly plate" is the small plate that is accelerated
(starting at fa 79 /zs) to hypervelocity. Spheromak
resistive decay is included in this simulation.

The CTX facility is being used to develop
needed techniques to produce small, high-field, low-
resistance spheromaks in the laboratory. This will
soon include testing a new plasma gun which is in-
expensive enough to eventually "blow up" at an HE
firing site. The present experiments use the same
gun which was used for the 0.67-m mesh flux con-
server and the 0.61-m solid-wall flux conserve! ex-
periments. Figure 3 shows the new solid-wall low-
magnetic-field-error flux conserver that has been in-
stalled with both radius and length equal to 0.28-m,
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i-Support
- Structure
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Figure 2: Required initial decay time vs. initial in-
ternal spheromak magnetic field for velocity gain of
0.5, 1.0, 1.5, and 2.0. The dashed line connects the
point of present spheromak parameters with that we
expect in the near future.

which is equal to the outer-electrode radius of the
gun. The inter-electrode spacing is no longer a small
perturbation on the spheromak. The advantage of
this arrangement is the increased energy efficiency of
the gun due to better A matching of the gun and the
spheromak. In addition, the external capacitor bank
circuit has been changed to give shorter (« 180 /is),
higher-powered pulses to the plasma gun.
RESULTS

The highest maximum internal field obtained
to date is « 3.5 T, but the majority of the
data obtained thus far is from spheromaks with
« 2.2 - 2.6 T maximum internal field. The longest,
spheromak lifetime is a 1 ms for these conditions.
Thomson scattering electron temperature profiles
show Te as high as 350 - 400 eV. (Ability to measure
still higher temperatures requires a modification to
the Thomson scattering spectrometer, which is cur-
rently underway.)

In many figures in this report, reference is made
to the value f?3 (measured by the four magnetic
probes at position # 3 seperated by 90° toroidally,
see Fig. 3). For reference, the maximum internal
field is roughly 2.2 times as great as B3, and 1 MA
of toroidal plasma current produces 1.3 T for fl3.

Several interesting types of spheromak behavior
have been observed in this flux conserver. The

-Gun- . Entrance
Region

Flux
Conserver

0.5

Scale-meters

Figure 3: This figure shows the present small flux
conserver used in CTX (made of OFHC copper).
Also indicated are the end of the plasma gun, the en-
trance region and associated center plug (both made
of OFHC copper), the magnetic probes (seven posi-
tions indicated, each with 4 probes seperated by 90c

toroidally), and the support structure. The mag-
netic pressure developed in present spheromaks was
causing the flux conserver to crack. The suppori
structure (made of 304SS) was installed to prevent
cracking. The position of the probes which give the
B3 data refered to in the text is indicated.

spheromak tends to n = l tilt (or kink) globally intt
the entrance region after sustainment, which has no$
been observed before in CTX. This is related to tlu
fact that the flux conserver diameter is now exactlj
the same as the gun and entrance region diameters
Fortunately, this tendency is substantially reduced
for the hotter spheromaks obtained, as shown in
Fig. 4. Another observation is the degradation oi
energy and particle confinement times, which is as-
sociated with the standard n=2 kink mode present
during decay of hot spheromaks, shown in Fig. 5
While this phenomenon was previously observed it
the mesh-walled flux conserver, the degradation was
attributed to the large magnetic field errors. Th<
n=2 kink mode had no apparent degradation on dis-
charges in the 0.61-m solid-wall flux conserver, whicli
used a low-field-error design. The present flux con-
server also has a solid wall and is designed to havt
few field errors. The new data indicate a source oi
field errors that was not anticipated. Possibilities in-
clude the entrance region, which is perforated witli
1" diameter holes, 2" center to center (for historical
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Figure 4: This data indicates the behavior of the
n= l distortion which is frequently observed after
sustainment for two sequential discharges. The
quantity An-^ /An~o represents the ratio of the am-
plitudes for the n= l distortion to the axisymmetric
state, as determined by the £3 data (see Fig. 3).
Notice the growth and decay of the mode be-
tween t = 0.2 to t ft! 0.3 ms in both discharges, how-
ever only the 5 kV discharge distorts starting at
t — 0.4 ms (the voltage refers to the capacitor bank
voltage for the gun). Thomson scattering data at
t = 0.41 ms indicates that the 4 kV discharge had
central electron temperature and density of 145 eV
and 1.8 x 1014 cm"3, while the 5 kV discharge had
only 48 eV and 5.6 X 1014 cm"3. While hot dis-
charges without n = l distortions have been produced
at 5 kV (see Fig. 5 for example), there tends to be
strong n= l distortion for colder discharges regard-
less of bank voltage.

reasons), rounded corners with too small a radius of
curvature leading to flux penetration, and the fact
that the flux conserver is (unfortunately) distorded
and out-of-round. Additionally, the comparatively
large inter-electrode spacing may make the n=2 kink
mode intrinsically more detrimental. An effort to
understand this situation is ongoing.

The data in Figs. 6 - 8 summarize some of the best
results obtained in the latest configuration. The line
average density is obtained from the CO2 interfer-

0.4 0.6
TIME (ms)

Figure 5: This data indicates the degradation of par-
ticle and energy confinement times correlated with
n=2 activity normally present during decay of hot-
ter discharges. The quantity An-2lAa=o represents
the ratio of the amplitudes for the n=2 mode to
the axisymmetric state, as determined by the 1?3
data (see Fig. 3). The fast oscillatory behavior after
t = 0.34 ms is an artifact of the simplistic technique
used to obtain An=2', the real value is the envelope,
as indicated by the heavy line. Notice the "pump
out" of plasma density starting as soon as the n=2
activity starts, and the increased decay rate of .63
starting « 0.08 ms later. The detriment is believed
to be caused by unexpected magnetic field errors.

ometer, and the Thomson scattering data is from the
multi-point system, which covers an entire radius of
the flux conserver, and is absolutely calibrated for
density using Raman scattering in nitrogen.
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Fig. 6. This figure shows a long lived, high field discharge. Fig. 7. This figure shows the Thomson
The highest field produced at present is 1.6 T wall field, scattering data at 260 us from four
but these discharges are not yet optimized, and therefore discharges with 1.0 T maximum wall
do not last as long. field and = 6x1014 density at the laser

firing time.
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Fig. 8. This figure shows the wall field and density vs time, and the Thomson scattering data
at 310 us for one of several discharges with data above 200 eV.
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Recent Progress on the HESS Experiment
It. M. Mayo, D. C. Barnes, B. Freeman, I. Henins, T. R. Jarboe,* and D. Platts

Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM 87545

I. I n t roduc t ion

The new objective of the Los Alamos spheromak program is to assess the use of magne-

tized plasmas as an energy transfer medium to accelerate material objects to hyper-velocities

(•£ 20 km/s). In meeting this objective, we are committed to the subordinate goals of (I) cre-

ating high field, long-lived spheromak discharges, (2) examining the technical feasibility of

employing High Explosives (HE) to compress seed spheromaks, and (3) investigate the tech-

nical refjuiremcnts involved in forming spheromaks by Mechanical Helicity Injection (MHI)

using HE. This paper describes the recent efforts of the CTR-5, M-4, and M-6 groups at

Los Alamos in assessing the feasibility of generating magnetic helicity by mechanical means

in the High Explosive Spheromak Source (HESS) experiment.

II. The HESS Experiment

A technique for the direct conversion of mechanical energy into magnetic helicity has

been theoretical]}' considered in a recent paper by Barnes, et al..1 In this work, the scenario

of MHI is described. Briefly, the requirement is to have two electrically conducting shells

collide, at least one of which is magnetized prior to the implosion. As the interface of the

two conductors advances across B, B is compressed into a thin gap and an electric field is

induced along B. This E parallel to B produces a net helicity gain, K = 2 fv E- B dV, into

the compressing volume.

An implementation of Mill is demonstrated in Fig. 1. Here, in cylindrical geometry, the

inner conductor expands radially contracting the volume bounded by it and the magnetized

outer conductor. The initial axial flux twists as helicity is generated. As the geometry

evolves, the relaxed MUD state will change in time from a linear tokamak, to a linear RFP,

to an m = 1 double helix,2 and finally to an axisymmetric spheromak.3

This convenient geometry is exploited in the HESS experiment shown in Fig. 2. Here

an initial Bz bias field is applied by a solenoid and flux plate arrangement to ~ 70 kG.

A coaxial metal cylinder has its |-in thick wall driven radially outward by an axially-

propagating pressure front from an exploding cylindrical core. Helicity is generated when

the axial flux twists as it is forced into the helical Copper grooves which surround the

HE driven armature and have the initial Bz soaked in. The expanding armature then
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Figure 1: Mechanical Helicity Injection sequence.

compresses the formed equilibria. In this way, very high energy density spheromaks can be

formed. As an example, an 81 kG axial fields can yield a spheromak mean field of 300 kG.

Initial experimental investigations will concentrate on studying the time evolution of the

magnetic field structure. An array of 54 magnetic probes, flux loops, and Rogowskii coils

have been designed to make a coarse map of the fields as the plasma progresses through its

many stages of evolution.

III. Recent Progress on HESS

Progress to date on the HESS experiment includes simulation of the HE driven armature

motion, fabrication and electrical testing of the solenoid coil and flux plates, fabrication of

the Copper helix, and the construction of two armature "case motion" detonation experi-

ments.

Figure 3 shows the results of a simulation of the Aluminum armature motion after

detonation. The experiment is a point detonation at the lower far left and the frames

shown are for 0, 32, 44, and 62/is following detonation. The structure at top center is
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Figure 2: The HESS assembly.

a mock-up of the Copper helix. The Aluminum armature appears to progress smoothly

without any punctures or jets. This is extremely important for the plasma experiments,

since any introduction of metal or HE by-products would severely impede production of

long-lived spheromaks.

To experimentally verify intact armature motion, two "case motion" (armature only)

HE experiments are planned. In the first of these, the test volume will be filled with Helium

so that air will not be shocked, creating a bright discharge which would mask the fast

photos. Since the HE is separated from the test volume by only the thin Aluminum liner, a

second experiment will be performed in which the test volume is evacuated to < 10 mTorr.

A fast ion gauge pressure probe will be used to examine the vacuum integrity.

The Copper helix and Aluminum solenoid coil with Aluminum flux plates have been

fabricated. The solenoid has been pulse (600/zs ^ wave) electrically tested at 6 kV (~ 50%

of rated voltage) with no apparent defects. However, at 9 kV signs of arcing were noticed

and redesign of this coil is presently underway.
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Figure 3: The dynamics of the HESS armature.
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DESIGN OF A SPHEROMAK COMPRESSOR DRIVEN BY HIGH
EXPLOSIVES.*

I. Henins, J.C. Fernandez, T.R. Jarboe,** S.P. Marsh, G.J. Marklin,
R.M. Mayo, F.J. Wysocki.

Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM 87545

INTRODUCTION

High energy density spheromaks can be used to accelerate a thin section of the
flux conserver wall to high velocities. The energy density of a spheromak, formed by
conventional helicity injection into a flux conserver, can be increased by reducing
the flux conserver volume after the spheromak is formed. A method of
accomplishing this is by imploding one wall of the flux conserver with high
explosives. The velocity of a wall driven by high explosives is about 3-5 km/sec,
which is not exceptionally fast. Magnetic equilibrium calculations show that for
some imploding flux conserver geometries, the energy density of the spheromak can
be suddenly increased on an Alfven time scale by the tendency of the spheromak to
maintain a state of minimum energy per unit helicity, which is equivalent to
minimizing A = fioj/B . In this process, as the initial flux conserver dimensions are
reduced under the explosive drive, the characteristic A of the configuration
increases. Then, if there is an attached flux conserver region whose dimensions are
such that its A becomes lower than for the imploding region, the spheromak will
quickly transfer to this region, even if its volume is smaller, thus increasing the
energy per unit volume. We call this the "natural switching" feature of spheromaks.
The simplest such geometry is a cylindrical flux conserver with one end being driven
by high explosives. An attached, smaller-diameter on-axis cylinder has a thin end
wall which is accelerated when the spheromak switches into the smaller cylinder [1].

We have embarked on a program to demonstrate that a spheromak can be used
as an energy transfer medium, and that a velocity gain over high-explosive driven
plate velocities can be achieved. To do this, a plasma gun helicity source that will
inject a spheromak with suitable initial energy density and lifetime [2] is needed.
Also, an implodable flux conserver that remains intact and clean during the
implosion must be developed. The flux conserver problem is probably the more
challenging one, because very little experimental work has been done in the past on
explosively driven metal plates into a high vacuum, with sizes and travel distances
appropriate for our application.

FLUX CONSERVER COMPRESSION WITH HIGH EXPLOSIVES

There are two necessary practical requirements for an explosive compression of a
flux conserver. The first is that the imploding wall does not rupture. The second is
that gasses or other debri are not ejected which could penetrate and poison the
spheromak plasma, and thus reduce the spheromak lifetime below what is necessary
to carry out the spheromak compression and the subsequent acceleration of the
flyer plate. Our first inclination was to go with the cylindrical flux conserver
geometry. However, two early small-scale experiments of an explosively driven end
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plate in a cylinder showed that the sliding seal against the cylinder walls allowed
explosive by-products to penetrate into the cylinder volume. In addition, scaling to
larger sizes would have been difficult, because it is complicated and expensive to
initiate a plane wave detonation over a large area. Therefore, we decided to design
and test a deforming geometry, with no sliding seals, in which an initial shallow
dome is inverted during the implosion. For economic reasons, we decided to use a
simple circular slab of explosive, detonated at a single point in the center. The
curvature of the dome and other dimensions were optimized through numerical
hydrodynamic simulation of the explosion and the subsequent motion of the metal
wall.

We decided on the following full-scale dimensions for the first test: 61-cm
spherical radius, 69-cm circular radius, and 0.3-cm thickness for the aluminum
(1100-H14 alloy) dome; 58.4-cm diameter and 7.6-cm thickness for the high
explosive, placed 1.0-cm from the apex of the dome. Total needed on-axis
displacement of the dome is about 30 cm. The expected final on-axis velocity of the
aluminum surface was 4.5 km/sec. The diagnostics consisted of a sequence of 25
fast-framing-camera stereo color photographs taken at 3.0- A*sec intervals. Fiducial
markings were made on the dome and on a transparent plastic plate 30 cm from the
pole of the dome to allow measurement of the dome profile from the stereo
photographs. The space between the dome and the plastic plate was to be filled
with helium to eliminate glow from air being shocked by the imploding dome.
Unfortunately, the helium purge was not complete, and the photographs were
obscured by the bright glow after about 40 microseconds from the time of
detonation of the HE, during which time the dome displacement was only about
12 cm. Until then, we could see the aluminum surface deforming, as expected, but
small surface irregularities were formed as the explosive force struck the dome. It is
suspected that by that time, some of these small bumps may have already
perforated, and we do not know what happened at later times.

Based on the results of the first test, we changed the dome thickness to 0.95-cm of
5052-H32 aluminum alloy. Other dimensions remained the same. Also, we sealed
and evacuated the space in front of the dome to about 20 mTorr, and the space
between the dome and the explosive to about 50 mTorr. This time, no bright light
emission was observed in the vacuum region. The bumps on the dome surface were
still present, but they were larger in diameter and farther apart, suggesting a scaling
with dome thickness. The detailed nature of the bumps is still not understood.
Measurements of the dome profiles at various times were made from the stereo
photographs. These agreed well with the computer simulation, as shown in Fig. 1.
There may have been some perforations of the metal surface near the edge of the
dome at 87 microseconds, but these are in locations and at late enough time, such
that they should not affect the performance of the speromak compression. The
predicted velocity at the center was 3.1 km/sec, and the measured velocity was 3.0
km/sec. The velocity reaches a nearly constant value about 60 microseconds after
the detonation is initiated. It would be desirable to have a higher implosion
velocity, but otherwise, these results appear to be satisfactory.

We still have to assess the vacuum quality in front of the imploding metal surface.
To do this on future tests, we will produce a better vacuum, and install fast ion
gauges to make pressure measurements during the implosion.
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DESIGN OF PLASMA GUN

We have designed and fabricated a plasma gun to be used for injecting the initial
spheromak plasma into the collapsible flux conserver. The diameter of the gun was
dictated by the requirement that the injection had to take place along the periphery
of the flux conserver. Figure 2 shows a cross sectional diagram of the gun. The
inner and outer electrode diameters are 53.3 and 68.6 cm, respectively. The gun
electrodes are stainless steel. A 21-cm long copper entrance region leads to the flux
conserver. The gun will be powered by a 12-mF, 20-KV (max.) capacitor bank
available at the firing site. The dome to be imploded is attached to the end, and
forms one wall of the flux conserver. The opposite wall is shaped so that the
entrance gap will at all times during the implosion be narrower than the smallest
characteristic dimension of the flux conserver. This will prevent the spheromak
from escaping back into the gun. Eventually, the entrance gap will be closed
completely, thus trapping the spheromak. When the magnetic pressure becomes
large enough, the thin "flyer plate", which will be scored at the edges, will break
away and the spheromak will transfer into the cylindrical space behind it. While this
(domed-end) geometry of the flux conserver may not be as efficient as a cylindrical
one to utilize the "natural switching" effect, we expect to be able to demonstrate a
velocity gain of the flyer plate over the velocity of the imploding flux conserver wall.

* Work supported by Los Alamos Laboratory Internal Scientific Research Funds.

** Present Address: University of Washington, Seattle, WA 89195
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FIG. 1. Profiles of the high-explosive driven 0.95-cm thick aluminum dome at various
times after detonation at t = 0. The solid lines are plots of the numerically
simulated positions of the aluminum layer, and the dots show the measured
positions of the surface, at the times indicated. The dashed lines outline the
entrance region and the opposite wall of the flux conserver, if they were present as
in Fig. 2.
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FlG. 2. Cross sectional diagram of the plasma gun, flux conserver, and high
explosive assembly.
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Acceleration of Spheromak Toruses,
Experimental Results and Fusion Applications*

C. W. Hartman, J. L Eddleman, J. H. Hammer, B. G. Logan, A. W. Molvik
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

November, 1989

In this paper we describe the Compact Torus Accelerator (CTA) concept,
summarize the status of CTA development in the RACE (Plasma £ing
Accelerator £xperiment) program, and discuss fusion applications.

Fig. 1 shows schematically the CTA. The Spheromak-type CT is formed
using a magnetized, coaxial plasma gun located at the breach of the
accelerator. Shown are pre-established B-field lines which are entrained and
swept into the formation region by plasma and Be field ejected when a gun
discharge takes place between the outer two coaxial electrodes. The B,-, Bz

field lines reconnect, as shown in the formation region to form the CT,
dipole-like Br# Bz fields and entrapped Be field and plasma. This highly stable,
nearly self-contained, toroidal plasma confinement configuration can then be
quastatically compressed (compression, Fig. 1) by Be field introduced by
discharging a driver capacitor bank connected across the inner two coaxial
electrodes at the breach. During slow compression (-10-100 jis) magnetic
energy is stored inductively in behind the ring and then released rapidly
(1-10 us) when the ring enters the acceleration region of Fig. 1 where the ring
acts as a moving armature, as in a coaxial rail gun. During compression the
outward radial equilibrium force of the ring is balanced by the inward
accelerator BQ force while acceleration takes place with the equilibrium force
supported by the straight, coaxial electrodes.

Following acceleration, the CT is injected into a focusing cone section
where the ring momentum carries it to small radius and the ring magnetic
fields (constrained by the conducting cone electrodes) are compressed along
with the confined plasma. The compression is predicted to be self-similar
(ring length «= ring radial width « ring radius) so that the timescale

*This work was performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy by Lawrence

Livermore National Laboratory under contract W-7405-ENG-48.
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x =Lring/ Vring is reduced to the order of 10 nsec and the ring power Ujdnetic/t
correspondingly increased.

We believe it is possible to scale the CTA to high energy (100 MJ or so)
with accelerator lengths of 20-30 m for fusion applications. An important
aspect of the CTA for scaling to high energies is the utilization of low-voltage,
low-cost driver capacitor banks. A100 MJ accelerator driver bank (the main
electrical cost) was costed using off-the-shelf capacitors at about 30 M$.

Development of the CTA has been carried out with the RACE
experiment shown in Fig. 2. This proof-of-principle experiment (at 0.26 MJ
maximum driver energy) has successfully demonstrated CT ring formation
and acceleration in a straight coaxial electrode system <D. Acceleration to ring
kinetic energy of 10-20 KJ, V = 1.4 X108 cm/sec was obtained with
interferometer measurements showing the plasma to be localized in the ring
fields, and with trajectory and accelerator inductance analysis giving good
agreement with the observed ring trajectory. Accelerated CT rings have been
focused and, without focusing, have been stagnated on an impact plate for soft
x-ray production. Recently, we have demonstrated energy scaling to 40 KJ ring
kinetic energy achieved at the maximum accelerator bank energy of 200 KJ.
Energy scaling is shown in Fig. 3. Fig. 4 shows typical signals of Bz at the outer
wall, and rie measured with an interferometer. Table 1 summarizes goals,
predictions, and results for the RACE program, showing that all of the
techniques shown in Fig. 1 and discussed in the first three previously have
been experimentally demonstrated, except for the compression stage after the
gun.

We have recently installed an electrode system with a precompression
cone and tests are scheduled to be started December, 1989. Successful
demonstration of precompression, acceleration, and focusing can lead to multi
keV plasma temperatures spheromaks as illustrated in Table 2.

Next, we consider possible high energy density fusion applications as
shown in Fig. 5. The first, application A, would utilize a CTA to produce a
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5 MJ energy, keV temperature CT for compression by a gas-gun accelerated
tungsten projectile. Compression of the CT to ignition with refueled DT burn
could produce a high gain (120), high energy yield (25 GJ) magnetically
insulated, inertially confined fusion (MICF) system. A principal aspect of this
application is the projected low driver cost.

Application B would inject a high kinetic energy (100 MJ) CT into a
cannon ball confinement sphere. Transition to high j3 » 1 would take place
by shock heating of the CT converting kinetic energy to ion temperature. A
refueled MICF burn would give gain for 7 GJ yield.

In application C, the CTA would be the main energy source for indirect
drive ICF.

1 Experimental Demonstration of Acceleration and Focusing of Magnetically
Confined Plasma Rings," J. H. Hammer, C. W. Hartman,
J. L. Eddleman, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Livermore,
CA; 94550, Phy. Rev. Lett., Vol. 61, No. 25, p. 2843-2846, (12/19/88).
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Figure 5. Three possible fusion applications of the CTA
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X-ray Production Experiments on the RACE Compact Torus Accelerator

J.H. Hammer, J. L. Eddleman, C.W. Hartman,
H.S. McLean, A.W. Molvik and M. Gee

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
Livermore, California

I. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of the Compact Torus Accelerator1 (CTA) program at LLNL is to prove the principle
of a unique accelerator concept based on magnetically confined compact torus (CT) plasma rings
and to study applications. Successful achievement of these goals could lead to a high power-
density driver for many applications including an intense x-ray source for nuclear weapons effects
simulation and an inertial fusion driver. Fusion applications and a description of the CTA concept
are included in a companion paper at this conference2. This paper will describe the initial
experiments on soft x-ray production conducted on the plasma Ring Accelerator Experiment
(RACE) and compare the results to modeling studies.

The experiments on CT stagnation and soft x-ray production were conducted with unfocused rings
as a first test of CT dynamics and the physics of x-ray production. The x-ray fluences observed
are consistent with expectations based on calculations employing a radiation-hydrodynamics code.
We conclude with a discussion of future x-ray production studies that can be conducted on RACE
and a possible multi-megajoule upgrade.

II. AN X-RAY SOURCE BASED ON THE CTA

For use as an intense pulsed source of =10 keV x-rays, an accelerated (v > 108 cm/s) and tightly
focused (dimensions ~ few cm) CT impacts a plate and undergoes rapid ion shock heating3. For a
CT composed of the appropriate gas (e.g., xenon), and focused to high plasma density
(~1018 cm3), the electrons confined in the CT heat by electron-ion equilibration and excite K and
L-shell line radiation. Conversion efficiencies of CT kinetic energy to x-rays as high as 50% are
predicted using a radiation-hydrodynamics code3. There are many other applications in the field of
high energy density/ high power density physics if the accelerator can be successfully developed.
Since the device has the potential of large power amplification factors (output power/input power
= 100-1000), the driving bank can be relatively low power. The CT accelerator may then provide
an economical path to the multi-megajoule regime.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The RACE experiment is more fully described in Refs. 1,2. The CT is formed with a magnetized
plasma gun then accelerated by JxB forces in a 5m long, straight coaxial rail gun configuration.
Typical plasma velocities produced on RACE are in the range 107 - 3 x 108 cm/s with directed
kinetic energies from 4 - 40 kJ and a peak accelerator bank energy of 260kJ. The initial tests of
shock heating and radiation production have been conducted with unfocused CTs, so a stagnation
plate has been inserted at the end of the straight acceleration stage. These experiments provide a
test of the CT dynamics, electron-ion energy exchange and radiation, although at much lower
power densities than required for multi-keV photon production. The latter will require CT
focusing to dimensions of a few cm.
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The geometry of the stagnation region is shown in fig. 1. The stagnation plate is 519 cm
downstream from the gun muzzle/accelerator breech. The final 2m of outer electrode (50cm
diameter) and the stagnation plate are composed of 53% transparent copper screen with .75 inch
mesh spacing to allow diagnostic access. Two x-ray diodes (XRD's) on loan from the Air Force
Weapons Laboratory, Albuquerque NM were deployed to view the plasma near the plate. The
diodes have a polished aluminum photocathode biased to -3kV. One of the diodes was unfiltered
while the other was covered by a Kimfoil filter that excluded photons of energy less than 200 eV.
Three VUV detectors, also employing polished aluminum photocathodes and biased -250V, were
arrayed axially upstream from the stagnation plate as shown in fig. 1. Soft x-ray energies were
measured with a VUV spectrometer that is gated on for a lOjis duration. Other CT properties were
determined by magnetic probes, a HeNe laser interferometer, a visible light monochrometer, and
an optical multichannel analyzer.

For most of these experiments, the gun and accelerator were operated in a mode such that
comparatively heavy, slow but well localized CT's were produced (M = 10"3g, v - 107 cm/s).
Ring mass and speed are controlled largely through the timing and amount of gas inlet by the
pulsed gas valves as well as the degree of conditioning of electrode surfaces. For heavy rings,
much of the plasma in the CT is apparently derived from electrode surface contaminants — mainly
carbon and oxygen. The modeling of x-ray production indicates that carbon and oxygen are
(fortuitously) about the right Z for efficient coupling in this CT parameter regime.

Many shots showed large signals (<10V) on the bare XRD and VUV detectors, coincident with the
arrival of the CT as determined by magnetic probes. During stagnation, the CT shrinks from its
usual 50-100 cm length to a 10-30 cm length, based on comparing signals from VUV detectors 10
and 30 cm from the plate and also from the axially-arrayed magnetic probes. The CT does not
typically bounce away from the plate but remains pinned against it by the accelerating field.

The filtered XRD gave no detectable signal, consistent with its sensitivity and the spectroscopic
observations indicating that most of the energy is at a few 10's of eV. Fig 2 shows the XRD
signal for shot #3520 along with theoretical estimates of URAD. the radiated energy, and tRAD. the
half-width of the radiated power. A 2mg carbon CT with a velocity of 10 cm/us was assumed for
the calculations. The calculated spectrum for a ID radiation/hydrodynamics code simulation of
this case is shown in fig. 3 along with the observed spectrum of a heavy ring shot. There are
factor-of-two uncertainties in the experimentally measured URAD due to uncertainties in the total
radiating volume of CT plasma and possible non-uniformities. The value for URAD does not
include contributions from the "foot" on the pulse or the protracted tail, which are presumed due to
the balance of ohmic heating with radiation and therefore unrelated to the shock heating
contribution. VUV detectors upstream of the stagnation plate typically show = 2V signals before a
heavy CT strikes the plate, as expected from an ohmically heated CT.

Fast rings with v > 10s cm/s and M «10'5g produced no detectable signals on the XRD's as
predicted by the modeling for unfocussed CT's. Some moderately fast rings at higher bank energy
did produce significant soft x-ray fluxes, however, as shown in fig. 4. For shot #4526 shown in
fig. 4 with v = 6xlO7 cm/s and M ~ 250 û g, an analytic theory underestimates the output radiation
by more than an order-of-magnitude while the ID simulation is in closer agreement. The coronal
equilibrium assumption used in the analytic theory is probably invalid due to the lower density of
the moderate speed rings. The simulations show a similar output spectrum for both moderate
speed and slow CT's with the exception of fairly weak K-shell excitation in the moderate speed
case at photon energies of = 300eV (outside the range of the VUV spectrometer). The simulations
predict transient (= 2 |xs) electron temperatures of 100 eV for the moderate speed CT as opposed
to 15 eV for the slow CT. The lower level XRD signal following the peak is often nearly
exponential in character. For shot #4526 the decay time is 43ns, consistent with a resistive decay
a t7<Te< 14 eV.
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IV. SCALING OF X-RAY GENERATION TO HIGHER ENERGIES

The next tests of x-ray generation on RACE will be conducted with focused CT's. 2-D MHD
simulations and the 0-D Ring Acceleration Code give predictions of focusing to « 1-2 cm
dimension for CT's moving at speeds of = 108 cm/s in the new precompression geometry. If
these parameters can be achieved, RACE could produce as much as lOkJ of 1-3 keV photons in a
~ 20 ns burst at full bank energy. Argon or other material of similar Z would be used to give
efficient coupling to radiation.

The 0-D and 2-D models have also been used to scope out CTA's scaled to multimegajoule drivers.
The models indicate that the accelerator size grows slowly with energy (= 20M length at 100 MJ
bank energy ) and that the driving bank voltages remain reasonable (= 500 kV for the 100 MJ
driver vs. 120 kV on RACE ). Table 1 shows the radiation-hydrodynamics code predictions for
different accelerator bank energies given the assumption of focusing to ~ 2 cm and 50% efficiency
of conversion of bank energy to directed CT energy.

Table I. Predicted X-ray Yield vs. Accelerator Bank Energy

Accelerator Total X-Ray X-Ray Output X-Ray Output
Energy Yield between 7-10 keV between 10-100 keV

1 MJ

10 MJ

100 MJ
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Current Drive by Spheromak Injection into a Tokamak
M. R. Brown* and P. M. Bellan, Caltech

ABSTRACT: We report the first observation of current drive by spheromak injec-
tion into a tokamak due to the process of helicity injection. Current drive is observed in
Caltech's ENCORE tokamak (30% increase, A/ > 1 kA) only when both the tokamak
and injected spheromak have the same sign of helicity (where helicity is defined as positive
if current flows parallel to magnetic field lines and negative if anti-parallel). The initial
increase (decrease) in current is accompanied by a sharp decrease (increase) in loop voltage
and the increase in tokamak helicity is consistent with the helicity content of the injected
spheromak. In addition, the injection of the spheromak raises the tokamak central density
by a factor of six. The radial density profile peaks sharply upon injection, then becomes
hollow, indicative of a pressure gradient induced interchange instability which terminates
the high current/high density discharge after 30 us. The introduction of cold spheromak
plasma causes sudden cooling of the tokamak discharge from 12 eV to 4 eV which results
in a gradual decline in tokamak plasma current by a factor of three. In a second experi-
ment, we inject spheromaks into the magnetized toroidal vacuum vessel (with no tokamak
plasma). An m = 1 magnetic structure forms in the vessel after the spheromak undergoes
a double tilt; once in the cylindrical entrance between gun and tokamak, then again in the
tokamak vessel. A horizontal shift of the spheromak equilibrium is observed in the direction
opposite that of the static toroidal field. In the absence of net toroidal flux, the structure
develops a helical pitch as predicted by theory. Experiments with a number of refractory
metal coatings have shown that tungsten and chrome coatings provide some improvement
in spheromak parameters. We have also designed and will soon construct a larger, higher
current spheromak gun with a new accelerator section for injection experiments on the
Phaedrus-T tokamak.

HELICITY INJECTION: We report several recent results and improvements with
the Caltech Spheromak Injection Experiment wherein small (r = .04 m) spheromaks are
injected into the ENCORE tokamak (R = .38 m, r = .12 m, Btor = 700 G, Ip = 2 kA). We
have observed for the first time current drive in a tokamak by the injection of a high helicity
content spheromak (see fig. la-d). An initial 30% increase in plasma current is observed
(from 2.0 to 2.6 kA) only when both spheromak and tokamak have the same sign of helicity
[where helicity is defined as positive (right-handed) if current flows parallel to magnetic
field lines and negative (left-handed) if anti-parallel]. Increases of over 1 kA have been
recorded by injecting higher energy spheromaks (Ig > 100 kA) but these shots abruptly
terminate the tokamak discharge. A decrease in current is observed if spheromak and
tokamak have opposite helicity. The increase (decrease) in plasma current is accompanied
by a sharp decrease (increase) in loop voltage (see fig. 2). The addition of cooler spheromak
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plasma lowers the tokamak plasma temperature from 12 eV to 4 eV and gradually reduces
the plasma current by a factor of three (fig le).

DENSITY INCREASE: The tokamak central density is increased by a factor of
six due to spheromak injection (fig If). Measurement of the radial density profile (with a
Langrnuir probe array) shows that the density profile peaks sharply upon injection then
becomes hollow indicating an interchange instability (fig 3). The profile peaks about 50
/is after the gun is fired and the interchange occurs in less than 10 fis. The interchange
together with the sudden cooling of the tokamak plasma terminates the high current/high
density phase of the discharge.

MOTION IN TOROIDAL VESSEL: In another set of experiments, we inject the
spheromak into the magnetized tokamak vessel configured with arrays of magnetic probes
(without tokamak plasma). These measurements show that the spheromak is (i) initially
generated with its axis aligned with that of the gun (axisymmetric), then (ii) tilts while
in the cylindrical entrance region between gun and tokamak and moves into the tokamak
vessel (with its axis anti-aligned with the dc toroidal field), then finally (iii) tilts again
forming an m = 1 (non-axisymmetric) equilibrium in the tokamak vessel. Measurements
with poloidal arrays at two toroidal locations on either side of the entrance port show that
the spheromak shifts horizontally in the direction opposite that of the dc toroidal field.
Figure 4 shows data (for no net applied toroidal flux) from a pair of cross-shaped probes.
Note that a helical twist of the m=l structure develops at 23 us. We have also noted that
the sense of the twist depends on the sign of the spheromak helicity.

REFRACTORY ELECTRODE COATINGS: We have coated the steel center
electrode of our coaxial plasma gun with a number of refractory metal coatings in order to
improve gun performance and spheromak parameters. We electroplated the electrode with
copper, nickel, chromium and rhodium (0.001" to 0.002" thickness) and plasma coated with
tungsten (0.006" thickness). Global plasma parameters were monitored for each electrode
as well as the visible emission spectrum (230 nm to 890 nm) from the plasma in the gun
breech. The goal was to reduce the level of high Z impurities sputtered into the plasma
thereby increasing the spheromak magnetic lifetime. Increased lifetime is particularly
important to the previously mentioned helicity injection experiment; the helicity decay
time (TK — TB/2) must be longer than the traversal time of spheromak to tokamak or
little helicity is deposited. In general, the macroscopic parameters of the spheromak were
roughly the same for each electrode (ne = 1021m~3,Te < lOeF, TB — 20fj,s) and nearly all
of the emission lines resolved were observed for each electrode. However, a few important
differences were noted. First, the previously reported helicity injection result was observed
only with the tungsten and chrome electrodes. Second, a few lines were suppressed in the
tungsten and chrome electrodes (the normally bright CII line at 426.7 nm was strongly
suppressed in the tungsten and chrome electrodes). Third, sputtering of electrode material
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onto the 1 mm quartz capillary used to observe the emission was not as severe with the

tungsten and chrome electrodes.
NEW SPHEROMAK ACCELERATOR: We have designed and will soon begin

construction of a new spheromak gun with an accelerator section similar to that of the
Livermore RACE facility. The acceleration stage will provide additional kinetic energy so
that the spheromak can be injected into the higher magnetic field Phaedrus-T tokamak at
Wisconson. The new gun will have inner electrode diameter of 7.5 cm and outer electrode
diameter of 15 cm. Both gun and accelerator will be powered by 15 kV capacitor banks.
Special attention has been paid to system cleanliness and high vacuum. The inner and
outer electrodes will be fitted with liners that can be heated by the passage of large cw
current while under vacuum.

* US DOE Fusion Energy Postdoctoral Research Fellow
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APPENDIX A

AGENDA

US-JAPAN WORKSHOP ON FRCs
WITH STEADY STATE HIGH-TEMPERATURE FUSION PLASMAS

11th US-JAPAN WORKSHOP ON COMPACT TOROIDS

J. Robert Oppenheimer Study Center
Los Alamos National Laboratory

November 7-9,1989

TUESDAY NOVEMBER 7:

Morning Session M. Ohnishi and J. B. Taylor, presiding

Reactor studies:

08:55 - 09:00 D. C. Barnes, Los Alamos National Laboratory
Welcoming Remarks (Steady-State FRC Workshop)

09:00 - 09:30 H. Momota, National Institute for Fusion Science, Nagoya
Direct Energy Conversion for 15 MeV Fusion Protons

09:30 - 10:00 Y. Tomita, National institute for Fusion Science, Nagoya
Dynamics of FRC Equilibria to D-3He Ignition State

10:00 - 10:30 W. Kernbichler, Graz University of Technology
Reactor Potential of Steady-State FRCs

10:30 - 10:45 Break

10:45 - 11:00 Reactor discussions

Large orbit stability:

11:00-11:30 A. Ishida, Niigata University
Gyroviscosity Effect on Tilt Mode in an FRC

11:30 - 12:00 H. Berk, University Texas, Austin
MIGMA EXYDER: A Large Larmor Radius Device

12:00 - 12:30 D. C. Barnes, Los Alamos National Laboratory
Effects of Beam Ion on the FRC Tilt Model
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Poster

13:30 - 14:30 Poster Session

Afternoon Session A. Ishida and R. Nebel, presiding

14:30 - 14:45 Large-orbit stability discussions

Transport:

14:45 - 15:15 M. Ohnishi, Kyoto University
Effects of Turbulent Transport on FRC Equilibrium with
External Momentum Input

15:15 - 15:45 H. Momota, National Institute for Fusion Science, Nagoya
Ambipolar Plasma Diffusion in Steady-State FRCs

15:45 - 16:15 L C. Steinhauer, Spectra Technology, Inc.
1.4-D Quasistatic Profile Model of Transport in an FRC

16:15 - 16:45 A. G. Sgro, Los Alamos National Laboratory
The Lower-Hybrid-Drift Instability and the Evolution of
Plasma Gradients

16:45 - 17:00 Transport discussions

WEDNESDAY NOVEMBER 8:

Morning Session I D. C. Barnes and H. Momota, presiding

09:00-10:00 Theory Workshop Summary

10:00 - 10:15 Photograph

10:15 - 10:30 Break

Morning Session II IV!. Katsurai and B. W. Wright, presiding

10:30 - 10:35 D. J. Rej, Los Alamos National Laboratory
Welcoming Remarks (CT Workshop)

10:35 - 10:40 W. F. Dove, USDOE
Opening Remarks (CT Workshop)
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10:40 - 11:20 J. T. Slough, Spectra Technology, Inc.
FRC Formation with Large Bias Fields

11:20 - 12:00 Y. Nogi, Nihon University
Stabilization of Rotational Instability in FRC by an Axial Current

12:00 - 12:30 R. D. Brooks, University of Washington
The Coaxial Slow Source: Parallel Operation and the Radiation

Barrier

Afternoon Session R. D. Milroy and M. Nishikawa, presiding

13:30 - 14:00 R. Hess, University of Maryland
Structure of Maryland Spheromak Plasmas

14:00- 14:40 M. Katsurai, University of Tokyo
Experimental and Theoretical Studies on the Magnetic
Configuration of Bumpy-Z-Pinch/Flux-Core-Spheromak

14:40 - 15:^0 C. Hartman, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
Acceleration of Spheromak Compact Toruses,
Experimental Results and Fusion Applications

15:10 - 15:30 Break

15:30 - 16:00 M. Brown, Caltech
Current Drive by Spheromak Injection into a Tokamak

16:00 - 16:30 J. C. Fernandez, Los Alamos National Laboratory
The Spheromak Program at Los Alamos

16:30 - 17:00 T. Jarboe, University of Washington
Advances in Spheromak Understanding and Parameters

17:00 - 17:30 E. C. Morse, University California, Berkeley
Berkeley Compact Torus Experiment: Experimental
Results and Progress

Banquet

19:30 Banquet at Rancho de Chimayo
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THURSDAY NOVEMBER 9:

Morning Session C. W. Barnes and Y. Nogi, presiding

09:00 - 09:40 M. Tuszewski, Los Alamos National Laboratory
Observation of TiltAsymmetries in FRCs

09:40 - 10:20 S. Goto, Osaka University
Large Volume FRC Plasma Production and High-Energy
Particle Injection Experiments in the FIX Machine

10:20 - 10:50 Break

10:50 - 11:20 G. Cunningham, University of Manchester
Progress on SPHEX, the Spheromak at UMIST

11:20 - 12:00 M. Nishikawa, Osaka University
Pressure Effect on Equilibrium Configuration ofCTCC-ll
Spheromak

Poster

13:00 - 15:00 Poster Session

Summary Session

15:00 - 15:30 CT Workshop Summary

J. Fernandez and S. Goto, presiding

Laboratory tours

15:45 - 16:45 The FRX-C FRC experiment

The CTX spheromak experiment

17:15-17:45 The CPRF/ZTH facility

18:00 - 18:30 The ZEBRA high-density Z-pinch experiment

Garrett Barnes

Fred Wysocki

David Weldon

Franz Jahoda
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Posters I: FRC Theory

A1. A. Kuthi, University California, Los Angeles
Scaling Laws of Toroidally Coupled FRCs

A2. J. L Staudenmeier, D. C. Barnes, and H. R. Lewis, Penn State and LANL
Linear Kinetic Stability of an FRC with Two Ion Components

A3. R. Gerwin, Los Alamos National Laboratory
Resistivity at the Field Null of the FRC Plasma

A4. T. Tajima and W. Horton, University Texas at Austin
FRC Collisionless Resistivity

A5. P. -R. Chiang and M. -Y. Hsiao, The Pennsylvania State University
Particle Confinement Time Scaling with Collisional Velocity-Space Particle Loss in
FRCs

Posters II: FRC Experiments

B1. S. Sugimoto, Y. Nishizawa, and S. Goto, Osaka University
Tomographic Observation of Two-Dimensional Profile of FIX Plasma

B2. A. L. Hoffman, Spectra Technology, Inc.
Design and Status of the Large s Experiment

B3. D. J. Rej et al., Los Alamos National Laboratory
Initial Results from FRC Compression Experiments on FRX-C/LSM

B4. D. P. Taggart etai, Los Alamos National Laboratory
End-on SoftX-Ray Imaging ofFRCs on the FRX-C/LSM Experiment

B5. R. E. Chrien and M. H. Baron, Los Alamos National Laboratory
Neutron Measurements in the FRX-C Magnetic Compression Experiment

B6. M. H. Baron and R. E. Chrien, Los Alamos National Laboratory
Doppler Broadening Measurements in FRX-C/LSM

B7. J. B. Greenly, A. Dunning, and G. D. Rondeau, Cornell University
A 0.1 TW Gas-Breakdown Plasma-Anode Ion Diode

B8. H. H. Fleischmann, Cornell University
Tilt Stabilization ofFRCs Using High-Energy Ion Rings: Review of Projections,
Present Status, and Development.
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Posters III: Spheromaks

C1. C. W. Barnes et al., Princeton Plasma Physics Lab and LANL
The Impedance and Energy Efficiency of a Coaxial Magnetized Plasma Source
Used for Spheromak Formation and Sustainment

C2. A. Filuk et al., University of Maryland
Observations and Modeling of Particle Balance on MS

C3. J. -L. Gauvreau, University of Maryland
Observation of Wavelength Profiles During Formation in MS

C4. J. H. Hammer, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
SoftX-Ray Production Experiments on the RACE Compact Torus Accelerator

C5. G. J. Marklin, Los Alamos National Laboratory
MHD-Stable High-Beta Spheromak Equilibria

C6. S. Hamaguchi, University Texas at Austin
Anomalous Heat Transport Caused by Ion Temperature Gradient-Driven
Turbulence

C7. J. C. Fernandez et al., Los Alamos National Laboratory
Bolometry, Spectroscopy, and Doppler Tf Measurements in High-Current-Density
CTX Spheromaks

C8. F. J. Wysocki et al., Los Alamos National Laboratory
Progress with Small, High-Magnetic-Field Spheromaks in CTX

C9. I. Henins et al., Los Alamos National Laboratory
Design of a Spheromak Compressor Driven by High Explosives

C10. R. M. Mayo et al., Los Alamos National Laboratory
Recent Progress on the HESS Experiment

C11. C. R. Sovinec et al., AFWL & MRC
Computational Simulation of Compact Toroidal Plasma Formation
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